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Explanatory notes 

References to dollars ($) are to United States dollars, unless 
otherwise stated. 

The term ''billion" signifies a thousand •illion. 

Io tables: 

Totals may not add precisely because of rounding. 

A hyphen indicates that the item is not applicable. 

An em dash (~) indicates that the a110unt is nil or negli
git;le. 
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cOllllOl1 applications environment 
computer-aided .anuf acturing 
computer-integrated .anuf acturing 
European Economic Comlunity 
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integrated projects support environment 
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International Standard Industrial ClassificatiCh1 
of all Economic Activities 
Ir.ternational Standards Organization 
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THE SOF'IWAllE INDUSTRY: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
AND THE WORLD fWUtET 

Introduction 

Eoin Cahan* 

Thia study analyses the software industry from the point of 
view of a new entrant to what is now a complex and world-scale 
-rltet. A new software pr,,ducer faces new opportunities and dif
ficulties, and to be successful requires a wide variety of skills. 

Tvo main trends d0111ioate the industry. The first is the 
growth of software as a traded product, rather than an individual 
service. Software is designed, produced, pacltaged and aar:..eted on 
a large scale and in a sophisticat-.d way. 

The second trend is the influence on software of technological 
change in hardware. In general, hardware developeenta have moved 
ahead of software's ability to exploit them fully. The variety and 
pace of bardvare change means that many opportunities exist for new 
software products. 

UNIDO bas for some time been emphasizing the :importance of the 
software industry for developing countries, and the ~~ed to incur
porate an awareness of ila significance in national technology 
policies and progr-s. The Technology Progr.- of UNIDO baa 
produced a n\mlber of doc\9enta dealing with several technical 
aspects of software and its production, and detailed legal and 
institutional questions have also been a particular focus.** 

A. Sgfuare: ita nature and significance 

l. Qcfioitions of softyare 

Software is a set of instructions to a cOllputer. It is thus 
distinguished from, for instance, hardware, which is any component 
of the computer itself, or data, which is what t~e computer uses or 
generates to make output, which itself is thr. reason why the 

*Secretariat of UNIDO, Regional and Country Studies Branch. 

**See, f.,r instance, "Trend& in c~rcialization of software 
in d~veloping countries" (UNIDO/IS.S74), "Guidelines for software 
production in developing countries" (UNIDO/IS.440), and, moat 
recently, "Software production: organization and 110da!itiea" 
(UNIDO/IPCT .63). A regular coveraae of software io also found in 
the UNIDO Micro-electronics Monitor. 
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software is supplied to the computer. This definition, though not 
a rigorous one, has the -jor advantage that it focuses on the use 
of computers as a process, and -tes a distinction between the 
ultimate product and the 11eanr of transformation. Many alternative 
definitions exist such as that "hardware is what you can touch, and 
software is what you can't touch". This however does not -te clear 
the distinction between software and data.* 

The Organisation for Economic Co-oper&tion and Development 
(OECD), in its first study on software, adopted a definition refer
ring to "... a cOllbination of data and instructions, many being 
algoritlB& ••• " ([l], p. 20). In the present study, however, a 
narrower definition is preferred both because it deliaits to some 
extent what is still a very large topic and also because of the 
quite different market forces at wort. 

The same OECD study also provides definitions from the World 
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and from the Interna
tional Standards Organization (ISO). The WIPO definition appears 
to be rather broad, since it includes not only computer programmes 
but also descriptions of the11 and instructions for their use. The 
ISO oefinition also includes docU111entation, and contains the iapor
tant additional statement that "software is independent of its 
carrier media". 

At first sight the last statement appears unexceptionable, and 
see11a to be in conformity with the "intangibility" quality 11e11-

tioned above. But it raises some difficulties in the detailed 
consideration of software and especially its commercial asPf'cts. 
In practice, software is not independent of its "carrier medb", 
and the disembodied view of software is inadequate for an under
standing of the ways in which developlllents in software are related 
to those in hardware, and of the ways in which software is marketed. 

2. the sisnificaoce of soft'!f&re 

Whatever precbe definition is used, the idea of a set of 
instructions ; - almost always understood as the underlying nature 
of software. .nstructions are c~nds to the hardware, and at a 
fundamental level it can be seen that the hardware determines what 
software is written. This is because the set of all possible 
instructions is determined by the hardware: there is no point in 
supplying an instruction that cannot be acted upon by the 11111chine 
which receives it. 

The basic instructions which the uchine understands (and is 
built to 11nderstand) are called the "machine lan1ua1e". They can 
usually be represented by binary digits, that is, a strin1 of ls 
and Os, or perhaps by hexadec1-l codes (nUlllbers to the base 16). 

*At the 1-:vel of machine lan1ua1e, however, this distinction 
can becoaie rather tenuc..1s. 
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In any case, manipulation of these codes is usually simplified by a 
piece of software which allows the programaes to use 11111emonics such 
as ADD or STORE rather than a string of difficult-to-recognize 
digits. Such a progranme, usually called an assembler, would in 
turu be used to write another programme which would allow more 
powerful commanris, and so permit the instructions for mathematical 
or other manipulations of data to be expressed in a fona nearer to 
the foI'llllll way in which such manipulations would be described in 
speech or in writing. 

The set of such formal instructions is usually called a high
level language. Exaiaples include COBOL, FORTRAN, C and Pascal, and 
they are discussed in more detail in section D of this study. They 
are mentioned here only to show the way in which software in one 
sense is indeed independent of the hardware. A definition of C, 
for instance, usually says nothing about the type of computer on 
which it can be used. !n general, C as a concept is hat"dware
independent, just as most other high-level languages are also. 

However, for a computer programer actually to use C on a 
computer, in the sense of running a programe written in C a·.d 
obtaining results from the data being analysed, there has to be a 
means of converting C instructions (usually called statements) into 
the -chine language of the computer concerned. As noted above, 
this means of conversion is in fact another piece of software, and 
it is usually called a compiler, since it taltes all the C state
ments and converts them to a set of machine commands. Another sort 
of translator is called an interpreter: it converts line by line. 
Unless a compiler or interpreter exists, C cannot be used on the 
computer in question. Thus, although in theory a piece of software 
may be machine-independent, it is not really so in practice. 

There is a further problem which occurs not only with software 
but also with data. This relates to the reading by the computer of 
software and data, usually in the form of -gnetic media such aa 
disltettes and tapes. Theae themselves are hardware, but the way in 
which the software and data are stored on them varies much more 
than the hardware does. Thus a piece of flexible plastic in the 
form of a dislt, wrap~d in a flexible cover, may be identical for 
many different microcomputers, all of which are cap"ble of under
standing the software written on it. And yet each of them may use 
a differ-.nt code to represent the characters and, 110re probably, 
each will also use a different way of laying out the data and soft
ware on the disk. Some might use one n\aber of divisions, some 
another. Some might use concentri~ ring patterns and some a spiral 
pattern.* 

*This is in fact the case with the IBM Personal Computer 
System 2 and Apple Macintosh computers, both of which use the same 
size diskette (3.S inch, or 8.9 cm). 
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The role of software is not only in computers ~. even 
though these are being used as examples in the present discussion. 
Software is the set of instructions stored in anything that is pro
gr8Dlllllble, and this includes many different kinds of machinery and 
equipment, from machine tools to telephone and comaunication• 
equipment and dispensing and vending machines. Increasingly such 
machines embody software to control their operations, not only 
because it is much easier and cheaper to solve many problems in 
terms of progranned micro-electronic circuitry, but also because it 
makes it much easier to make changes in the way the machine oper
ates and thus to adapt it to different uses. 

The case of numerically-con:rolled machine tools is a particu
larly important one. It is the spr!!ad of micro-electronics which 
has allowed these to become even more flexible and powerful, even 
though the basic ideas go back to the punch cards used to change 
control of weaving equipment in the textile mills of the nineteenth 
century. The programable character of modern machinery means that 
it can more easily be adapted to changes in the design or the con
tent of the product being produced, thus allowing for very rapid 
retooling in the face of changes in demand patterns, compt:titive 
pce11suces or changes ir. primacy input costs. Software thus is a 
usually hidden but essential element in many aspects of man
ufacturing. The spread of robotization, factory auti)lll&tion, 
computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and 
compul:er-integrated manufacturing (CIM) means that software will 
have an even more important role in the fut•.ire, especially in the 
linking of the software embodied in individual machines into a 
fully communicating &nd controlled system of production. 

It is, however, software for computers which is most easily 
di<lcussed, especially because here is most easily e:.<plained the 
concept of software as a traded COlllllOdity. 

3. Software as a CO!!llllOditJ 

The International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) of 
the United Nations is intended to cover all economic activities, 
and being based on a structure first conceived in 1948, does not 
cover the production of software anywhere. Equally, the United 
Nations Standard Industrial Trade Classification (SITC), Revisio~ 2, 
does not deal with software at all. This is more surprising because 
it dates from 1975 ((2), [3)). The excludon of software from 
classification systems may be partly becau1e of its (relative) new
ness, but a major reason must also be its intangibility, as 
referred to ••arlier.• The easy option may have been taken of 
treating the 1oftware industry as a service with no permanent 
tradeable outpuu. This approar.h may explain its exclusion from 
SITC, and it• brief history may be the reason "·lY it is not found 
in ISIC. 

•Software is 1ometimes 1pecifically referred to a1 an "intan
gible (fixed) a11et" in taxation regulation1. Su [4). 
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However, the fact :s that software is now an industry of global 
reach, whose products are conceived, designed and marketed in a 
typical manufacturing-type operation. The writing of software to 
order still continues extensively and will continue for a long time 
to come.* But increasingly it is the mass productio-.i of software 
as a tradeable good which represents the visible shape of the 
industry. 

Co.'lplex issues arise, not just at the level of statistical 
classification, but at the very practical levels of customs 
tariffs, cross-border data flows, patents and copyright law. More 
fundamentally, they arise in the questioas of the nature and future 
shape of the industry, the evolution of the lllbllufacturing process 
and the internationalization of production. So rapidly is the role 
and nature of software developing that a fully comprehensive view 
of its scope is not easy. However, certain characteristics are 
visible which suggest that it can usefully be regarded ao an 
industry producing •erchandise which is traded. This aspect of 
software is growing rapidly. The industry is labour-intensive, but 
also skill-intensive. In addition, technological change affects 
the industry, with a tendency towards increased capital inputs, 
although clearly the overwhelming character of the industry is that 
of a (skilled) labour-intensive one. Technological change has also 
affected product life cycles, which are continuing to shorten, but 
perhaps the biggest influence on this tendency has been the 
increasingly fierce competition among producers. A searcb for new 
product ideas is a continuing necessity for survival. 

With respect to technological change, the time needed for ClOSt 
innovations is substantial. This is because of the labourand 
skill-intensity of softwar~ development. Thus, between the concep
tual definitional stage of the new software and its fault-free, 
saleable form, a considerable time, sometimes years, may be needed. 
Nev tool• may allow for a ahortening of development time, both by 
increaaing progr-r productivity and by simplifying the complex 
managerial task• associated with large software projects. However, 
one intereating effect of the long product development times for 
new technological level• of aoftware is that the future shape of 
software can be predicted with more confidence tti.n for other pro
duct• of industry. Tl-.us, areas of aearch for new opportunities can 
be more easily identified. In general, the aoftware industry, 
although many large firms are found, r-ina open to newcomers. It 
offers potentially large rewards for innovation. Bf!cause of con
atant change in technology, it provides many niches for which 
diatinctive products can be developed. 

*But not neceuarily in familiar waya: the construction of 
"111&cro1" in spreadsheet applications, and even the a to ring of key 
1equence1 in a function key h a kind of progr-ing and thus 
amount• to aoftware creation. 
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4. Software and develop~ countrie& 

For developing COWltries such considerations al'"e particularly 
important. Software skills are in any case necessary to maintain 
or improve the competitiveness and efficiency of all sectors of 
their economies, not just manufacturing. However, only mastery of 
such skills can allow a developing country to control the direction 
of its informatics development as a whole, since reliance on 
imported softwaL"e will direct its production structures into ways 
cf doing things which are determined elsewhere. This can be a 
difficulty not only from a .;ultut"al point of view. It can raise 
problems also in very p~actical ways. Imported software may 
require data in a form in which it is not usually kept in the coun
try, or may assume a particular system of accoWlting or taxation 
which is usual in developed countries.* To w;e them may aiean a 
complete alteration of patterns of work and ways of thinking. 
Often the resulting confusion could wipe out : ny gains in effi
ciency made by computerization. £ven if this is not the case, 
there is still the problem of interfacing with other, manual 
systems which use the accepted national approach to the problem in 
question. 

The mastery of software skills becomes especially critical if 
the informatics field is recognized as a main means by which 
developing cowttries can increase their iutemational competive
ness. The developing countries' cost advar.tages of low wages can 
bt> and in fact are being quickly eroded by heavy investment in 
automation and CIM in developed countries. Developing countries in 
any case face enormous problems of co-ordination in enabling their 
economic and social systems to improve the living standards of 
their people, and informatics technologies can contribute signif i
cantly to their solution. 

These arguments for informatics development in developing 
countries are well known. They are restated here because an addi
tional point is to be made, which is that, in evaluating the scope 
of software development in a developing country, the external mar
ket has to be considered. 

The export of software, which can be to another developing 
region or the world market as a whole, has distinct advantages for 
developing countries which require that it be seriously considered 
as a policy optf.on. First, it should be recognized that software 
is an industry like any other with advantages (and disadvantages) 
as a component of an export strategy. But secondly, there is the 
vital point that a concentration on exporting softwftrz will promote 
quality and technological progress in the domestic industry in 
general, in a way that concentration on, for instance, clothing 
manufacture or food processing will not. This is because 

*Schwarz [5) cites the examples of the 
Teleco11111unications Corporation, which acquired 
that al lowed for far fewer standard deductions 
the Union of Myanmar (formerly Burma). 

Burmese Post ~nd 

payroll software 
than are usual in 
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compelition in the latter fie~d is ba~ed in so many cases on price 
alone, and in software exports this can never be the case. 

The improved quality of a software industry oriented to the 
external market mear.s in turn that the rest of the developing 
economy concerner · "1en has ;!irect access to strategically important 
components for i111: . >Ying organizational efficiency. increased pre -
ductivity, enhanced competitiveness and the flexibility neecied t·1 
respond to rapid changes in economic conditions. The increased 
application of micro-electronics, computers, telecamrunications and 
automation all require a mastery of software skills. A competitive 
software industry in a developing country, which succeeds in selling 
software products in a very challenging and rapidly shifting world 
market, is a national asset which can contribute to most other eco
nomic activities within the country. 

B. Overview of the industry 

1. Iypes of software 

In this se~tion, a statement of the kinds and classes of soit
vare that are marketed is attempted, not as a basis for a definitive 
taxonomy, but in order to prov1de the working language needed for a 
discussion of the actors in the software industry, the roles they 
play and the strategies they follow. 

As noted above, the working definition of ,oftware is restric
ted in this study to include o-:ily instruction• to the computer or 
other prograJlllllsble device. This, in fact, could make the defini
tion ~f software the same as that of progranmes, but it is probably 
better to rP.gard software as a generic term, covering all traded 
software. ":;1e units of software 1118Y be a progra11111e or a set of 
programaes l&ometimes called a "suite") if they are related to one 
another. 

Software can be written by the user ("developed in-house") or 
it can be acquired from an external supplier. Sometimes this 
doesn't cost anything. That can be the case if the software is 
illegally copied. But it can also be the case if the software 
COllles from a university, for instance, or a voluntary group of 
users of a particular type of computer, or a professional so~iety. 
This is called public-domain so!tware and is particularly important 
for microcomputer software (such software can often be wortn 
investigating, before embarking on a major software dPve) ,pir.ent 
p1·oject). 

In tum, the software acquired externally can either be writ
ten to order to meet an individual requirement ("custom 11oftware") 
or it cau be alrflJady written and on general offer. This is called 
packaged software. 

The main types of software are systems software and applica
tions software. Systems software is the software that helps the 
computer to work, and applications software is the software that 
does the work wh:i.ch makes the compute.: useful. Thus, the payroll 
i)rogr8llllle, which calculates the monthly salaries to be paid, is 
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an aprlica.tions programne, while a disk utility progra11111e, which 
organizes the various files of infor:'l&tion in some way on a magne
tic storage device, is an ex'illlple of systems software. 

Systems software includes, most importantly, the operating 
system of the computer. This is the software which gc:.verns the 
interaction of all the components, interrogating the operator's 
keyboard and writing to the screen sched!lling tasks, deciding on 
priorities, ocganizing storage etc. Operating systems car. be very 
rudimentary <.r extremely sophisticated. They are crucial in that 
they usually determine the environment for any other software to be 
used on the computer. An operating system is almost a!ways pce
sent, and any other software to be used on the computer has to be 
compatible with it. Thus, to take an example, MS-DOS is an opera
ting system for computers such as the IBM personal computer, and 
the software to be used with it is said to "run under MS-DOS". If 
an operating systeu. is sufficiently sophisticated, there may he no 
other systems software available or needed for the computer, but 
more usually ther•: will be so-called utilities to improve upon the 
tasks carried 01•:. by the operating system or to supplemer.t them. 
Another examplP of systems software is a special prograllllle to handle 
communication vi th computer terminals or vi th other computers or 
devices. 

Application prograJllJles include packages for automating the 
calculations involved in almost every field of human activity. A 
package is a term applied to a more or less stand-alone computer 
progranme which offers full control of input and output and of 
storage within the programme. It will typically be able to carry 
out a widt variety of different tasks within a subject area. No 
hard-and-fast rules separating programmes from packages have been 
drawn up, but the ability .:o issue alternative cOlllll8nds to a pro
granae may be the key characteristic that determines whether it is 
a package or not. Thus, a spelling checker is probably a pro
granae: it takes a file of text and comf~res each word against a 
dictionary to find errors. But word-processing software is a pack
age: there is usually a sufficient numbec of choices of things to 
do, such as editing, merging, cutting, pasting, searching and 
word-counting (a spelling-checker will probably alao be incorpo
rated). 

As noted above, "packaged software" is something rather dif
ferent. Here the word pa-::kage is used to emphasize that what is 
being sold is being treated as a consumer good, a product '.thich 
could be found on shelves in shops. The software, usually on dis
kette, with a us~r's manual, wrapped in a box, is marketed often 
with the same skills as are used to market any other fast-movlr<J 
consumer good. 

The distinction between systems software and application• 
software is not always absolute. A data base package, for in1tance, 
is systems r.Atware in that it is <'Oncerned with the organization 
of data and its storage, and it ma) arrange all the data on the 
dilks of the computer, superseding the existing arrangement 
followed by the operating sy1tem. Similarly, it may Cl'.~7 out 
c011111unications and other functions normally carried out by the 
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operating system. But a data base prograane, from another point of 
view, is applications software, because it usually provides tools 
for sorting, selecting, totalling, and, in general, what is called 
report generation, that is, the carrying-out, as required, of 
specific analyses of the data in the data base and the presentation 
of the results in an acceptable form. Computer language software 
is also difficult to classify; arguments for both points of view 
could be fo1D1d. 

But the distinction between systems and applications is still 
a useful one, and will be followed in this paper. There is plenty 
of software which is 1D1ambiguously of one kind or the other, and 
the classification helps to analyse the industry in more detail and 
its relation to the hardware question. The two types of software 
are increasingly being sold to distinct ll!&rketc. Systems software 
is largely bought by computer specialists and professionals, and 
applications software more by non-specialists who are interested in 
the computer only as a tool t" assist in accounts, engineering, 
medicine, law, customs clearance or some other activity. It has 
been increasingly noted that even though the actual purchases of 
applications software may be made, in a ~ompany, by the ilata
processing department (that is, the traditional computer users), 
the choice may be as a result c.f pressure from the non-computer 
staff who have identified the pi~ce of software as useful for their 
own work. The so-called end-users thus exercise increasing influ
ence, and marketing efforts are increasingly directed towards them. 

2. Software producers 

The main types of producers are as follows: computer manu
facturers; software companies; original equipment manufacturers; 
value added resellers; system houses; and computer users. 

The computer manufacturers are major producers of software. 
In the past, computer manufacturers used to provide almost all the 
software that was availa!)le for the computer in question, apart 
from that written by the purchaser. There was thus no so-called 
third-party iioftware available. Manufacturers have to ensure that 
there is enough software available to encourage purchase of the 
machine, and this they do either by following an existing hardware 
design, or by providing a version of a standard operating system, 
for both of ~hich sufficient software is considered to be available. 

Software companies are difficult to classify. They range from 
very small et1terprises, with perhaps just the proprietor writing 
and selling the software, to transnational corporations with com
plete int"rnational distribution syst~s and full se1-vice and sup
port networks. The c011111on characteristic of software companies is 
the high ratio of skilled employment to fixed assets. Certainly 
the company will have computers on which to develop the software, 
but the main assets are its people. The research and development 
phase is the crucial and the expensive one: production costs have 
been low up to now, involving merely the duplication of a tape or 
diskette. However, increaaed competition haa led to a more 
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de11a11ding market for docuaentation. The companies have to provide 
detailed manual1> and usually spend a good deal in .. king th
at tractive. The need to prepare different language versions is a 
further cost of production. In addition. sales and marketing 
expenditures in a highly competitive field have become increasingly 
significant. Also. apart from doc\Belltation J!CL..AC• the purchasers 
of the software will expect. depending on its price. a range of 
services to be provided by the software producer. This includes 
telephone support (such as a "toll-free bot line") which provides 
the user with help and advice. Other services provided can include 
newsletters, user groups etc. While the user may be charged a fee 
for some of these, there is usually a subsidy from the software 
producer also. 

The name "original equipment manufacturer" is misleading. 
since what such manufacturers do is to put together a package of 
hardware and software, put their own name on it and sell it. Thus. 
they might buy a basic computer from one manufacturer. llf'.mory and 
peripherals from another, and software from a third. The original 
equipment manufacturer may, however, also produce or c~ission 
extra software. The whole package is then marketed as if it were 
the manufacturer's own product. 

A value added reseller is rather different. being typically a 
dealer who buys in all the hardware often by 4rrangement or exclu
sive agreement with a single manufacturer, and then sells it on. 
with perhaps proprietary software and training included. The value 
added reseller will specialize in a particular application area, 
such as accounting, architecture etc. 

A system house is a more autonomous body because it does not 
carry out purchase and resale activities. It is exlusively a ser
vice sector body. It can advise on purchase, design systems, and 
carry out the necessary programming. This 11oftware production is 
thus typically done to order, -eting the needs of a particular 
client. It may, if successful, also lead to the production of a 
package sold again to other customers. The transition from system 
houses to software companies is thus by no -ans unusual. 

The computer user ia the remaining category of software pro
ducer, which is by far the largest. Computer users, especially of 
mainframe computers, often develop large quantities of software for 
use within their organization. Little of it, however, ever moves 
outside the organization in which it is developed. There are 
exceptions, however, and a company, for instance, in a quite dif
ferent field may develop software that is marketable. In so far as 
its release does not reduce the competitive advantage of the firm, 
it can be a profitable subsidiary activity. For instance, the 
McDonnell Douglas Company, which make1 aeroplane11, has developed a 
number of 1oftware products which were originally for its own use 
in engineering design. It now sells these and has moved into many 
other computer fields also, being a 1ystem house as well as soft
ware producer. Many other examples can be found of the tran1ition 
of the computer department of a company, with the latter becomin1 
an autonomous system house and software producer. The phenomenon 
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is more c~ in the services sector, howe•·er, with banks, insur
ance companies, and accounting firms being typical breeding grounds 
for such activity. 

3. Size and structure of the software indU§try 

Asses1111e11t of the size of the software -rltet is very diffi
cult, as is the estimation of the value of software production. 
The latter question is particularly complicated due to the fact 
that, as noted above, most software is not traded, but developed 
within c011panies or institutions for their own use. 

Even considering only coimercially handl .. u software, however, 
the statistical classifications used in industrial statistics are 
usually inadequate. A particularly intractable problem is caused 
by the fact that much traded software is produced to order by 
syste!ll houses that will charge the customer not only for the soft
ware itself but for a range of consultancy services associated with 
it, including system analysis and general business services. If 
the system house is a computer bureau also, it might provide, as 
part of a package, the actual data preparation and processing. To 
separate the specific software costs is not easy. A similar prob
lem exists with what is called ''bundled" software• which is soft
ware sold with a computer as a package deal, or provided free to 
purchasers of a particular computer. International trade in soft
ware is equally difficult to measure because of the similar lack o! 
adequate classifications as well as the different treatments of 
software for customs valuation purposes. The ease with which soft
ware can be transmitted by telephone lin~s. for instance, further 
complicates the measurement of its international trade. Finally, 
the problem of software piracy -kes it difficult to envisage any 
fully statistically con&iatent pictures of production and trade in 
aoftware. The apread of pirated aoftware ia due principally to the 
increased demand for packaged software for the millions of peraonal 
computer users. 

In apite of these caveats, however, eatimatea of the value of 
aoftware can certainly be found. OECD has been particularly active 
in this field, and published a first survey in 1985. It drew on a 
wide variety of data sources bvt waa unable adequately to separate 
out specific software activity from the aervices provided by system 
houaes. A new study (6) gives some alternative esti-tes. Broadly 
speaking, the more coum:ry coverage is increased, the less pre
ciaely is it poasible to confine the figure& to software alone. 
Thua, for a total of 32 countriea, the software market in 1984 was 
26.6 billion United States dollars, and in 1987 it was estimated to 
total $48.8 billion for 29 of those countries. The country coverage 
could be wider, but then it would not be posaible to separate out 
all software from services or hardware aalea. 

United States esti-tes give the world software market as 
having a value of $30 billion, of which United States auppliers 
have an approximately 70 per cent share. Packaged software revenues 
amounted to 63 per cent of the United States total revenues in 1985, 
and packaged aoftware for personal computers was the fastest-growin~ 
segment. Other estimates include those of United States revenues 
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from overseas sales of software, being over 20 per cent of the 
total revenues, thus .-ounting to about $4 billion. Packaged soft
ware is 3t> per cent of the United States total exports. The la•gest 
software -rkets for United States exports are given as Canada, 
Western Europe and Australia [7]. 

Another world est~te comes from an authoritative private 
source, and gives "software costs" as "$140 billion world-wide" in 
1985. The figure was given in the context of a discussion of soft
ware productivity, and clearly includes in-house develoi;ment of 
software. Reference was made to a present growth rate of 12 pE:r 
cent per annwn, and the world total was projected to be $450 billion 
in 1995 1 with the United States share remaining at 50 per cent (8). 

Perhaps because of the statistical difficulties in coverage of 
the total software market, it is easier to obtain estimates of 
packaged software alone. Thus, one estimate gives a world market 
projection of $22.3 billion in 1989 1 having been $5.8 in 1984. Of 
this packaged software, the share of applications software is 
72 per cent in both years [9J. 

The structure of the industry is a complex one. Certainly 
there are some large firms, and the tendency in recent years, 
especially in the United States. has been for them to expand 
further by acquisition. In the first six months of 1987 • there 
were 137 acquisiticms or mergers in the computer services field 
(here including companies in the software business). The associa
ted value of these agreements amounted to $2.1 billion. In the 
previous full year, by contrast, thei:e had been only 130 such 
ari:angements, with an aggregate value of $1.9 billion [lOJ. 

There are reasons for thia tendency, the principal ones being 
the human capital assets of software companies. A team of unique 
talents will be atti:active for a take-over because they will bring 
benefits to the acquiring company in a way in which a simple 
increase in recruitment would not. In the specific case of packaged 
software, a take-over will allow the acquiaition of a product for 
which the development of something comparable would take years, and 
for which success might be doubtful. But the single factor most 
influencing the tendency towards mergers in the software business 
is that those within it are best placed to identify opportunities. 
A software company is more attractive to another one than to a 
financial conglomerate. 

4. Ihe role of 1tandard1 

Two types of standard• are found in the software industry. 
The first is the formal standard established by a national or 
international body. The second is the de facto standard, which is 
a result of a particular piece of hardware or software becoming so 
widely used that it is recognized as having created a market. 
Ex4111lples of formal standards include thoae adoptec! by such bodies 
as the American Natfonal Standards Institute (ANSI) and those .,f 
ISO. In many cases, and particularly with ANSI standards, a 
national standard goes on to become internationally accepted. with 
perhaps a version of it ~ubaequently being adopted formally by 
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ISO.* t:xa.ples of de facto standards include "5-DOS and the 
related PC-DOS, both developed by Microsoft Corporation for the Illt 
personal computer and ca.patiblea. These are operating ayateiaa, 
and therefore they effectively cieteniine the environment in which 
software to be used on the computers baa to be written. While 
be..:.ng extremely widespread and having sold in the ailliona. these 
standards have not been adopted by any body as such. Yet they have 
influenced the creation of thousands of other software products 
intended to be sold to those who use this operating syat- on 
personal computers. 

A software standard is a definition of a concept, to be fol
lowed by those who implement it as software. Thus, the standard 
for a prc.gr-ing language is a full definition of the language, 
its structure, its gr .... r and syntax, its statements and c01111ADds. 
A software producer can produce a compiler which exactly reflects 
the idea of the language, and can then describe it as "a full 
implemientation of the XYZ standard". Another software manufacturer 
can produce a piece of software written in that language, using only 
that precise version of the language defined in the standard. In 
principle, therefore, the customer can ~uy the language compiler 
from one company and the application progr.- froa another, if 
they both follow the smiie standard. If they do not, however, and 
therefore, if the customer baa no guarantee that they will worlt 
together, he may decide to buy neitber. Languages and application 
software are a simple example. In practice, moat application soft
ware is not distributed with the so-called source code, because this 
is often regarded as proprietary information of the vendor, and to 
allow others to have access to it would allow them to modify it 
rather than coming baclt to the original vendor for hflp, and thus 
further business. It would also allow other companies to imitate 
some of the particular triclta and embodied skills within the 3of t
ware. More practical examples will be found in the area of com
patibility between application software and operating systems, or 
between two application pro1r81111ea. With respect to data compati
bility, for instance, the highly successful package LOTUS 1-2-3 
stores its data in computer files in a certain format. Another 
software manufacturer aiay advertise his product as able to read 
files in LOTUS fon11at, thus, this product will be 1-diately 
attractive to those who already have the LOTUS product. There is a 
curious secondary effect, in that the very fact of a manufacturer 
proclaiming a product to be compatible with LOTUS 1enerates a 
further support for LOTUS as a standard.** 

In general, the issue of standards is very important for 
software producers, particularly those beginning in the business. 

*See also (11). For an illuatration of the official standards 
development process, see (12), p. 96. 

**See (13). Many successful coaaercial software developments 
can also lead to official standards subsequently, such aa IBM's data 
base access languaae SQL, which is the subject of a proposed ANSI 
standard. 
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To have a clearly defined standard in the area of application is 
very iaportant because it provides the producer with some 1en1e of 
the .. rtet for the product. and it provides a relatively stable 
technical environment in which software development can take place. 
The producer can be reasonably assured that if the product is a 
failure. it will not be because of its technical unsuitability. but 
for some other reason. In principle. therefore. standards can be 
just as useful to the software procl..cer as they are to the software 
con11111er. However. it is a fact that the setting of fol"81ll stand
ards is a complicated process of national and international nego
tiation, involving 111111y scientific committees at different levels. 
Typically, the .. jor producers are represented on at least some of 
the committees involved. They are in a position to influence to 
some extent the adoption of the standard in such a way that it 
includes areas in which they have particular competitive advantage 
or particular stills. In any case. by being involved in the 
decision--ting process of the setting of the standard, they have 
access to infol"81ltion as to the for11 the standard ia likely to take. 
This gives them a competitive advantage which is not enjoyed by the 
aiall and ne-• producer of software. From this point of view. 
therefore, software standards are a disadvantage and have severe 
draw-backs aa far as the new producer is concerned. However, it ia 
clear that the benefits of standards outweigh the disadvantages. 
The question llU&t therefore rather be bow best to •itigate the 
disadvantages from which the -ll producer suffers. As bas been 
seen, the setting of !lc_.fal:..tM standards is something with which the 
... 11 producer is not involved at all, and the exploitation of the 
•rket opportunities they create is even 110re difficult than with 
fol"81ll standards, since detailed infol"81ltion on the product which 
is creating the standard •Y be very difficult to come by. 

C. Effect• of barclware trends 

1. Proce11or1 and 111C11Qrie1 

The processor is that part of a c01Rputer which carries out the 
progr- instructions that constitute software. Thus it will 
typically carry out arithmetic tasks such as addition and ~ultipli
cation. together with other actions auch as comparison, branching 
and looping. These latter and similar taska are particularly 
important because they allow the .. chine the flexibility in hard
ware terms that is consonant with the generality of software. 

The kinds of tasks that the processor can do vary widely in 
nl.9ber. Two seemingly contradictory trends exist in this field. 
One is to make 110re and 11c>re sophisticated processors capable of a 
large nWlber of tasks. This is supposed to .. ke software develo~
ment easier, since the .. chine languags progrU111er then bas access 
to a n•ber of powerful tools. The other trend is to reduce the 
nWlber of instructions understood by the processor. Broadly speak
in11 the fever the n\mlber of instructions intelli1ible to the pro
cessor, the faster that processor can work, or perhaps more cor
rectly, the faster that software written for that processor can 
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vork. Such processors with reduced ioatructioo sets are called 
RISC processors.* 

The aicroprocessor is a processor on a single chip. The design 
trends noted above are intended to contribute to the speed of com
(>'!ting. Another -y to do this is to speed up the proceHing 
itself, and a variety of technological approaches are used for this. 
Increased integration of itself reduces the delay in ioatructioos 
being acted upon. The selecticn of new -terials such as galli ... 
arsenide can also increase the speed, but this lle&l1S new approaches 
to aanufacturing, and galli ... arsenide technology, because of its 
cost, bas up to now been -inly confined to ailitary applications. 
Increasing the ~unt of infoniation that the processor can handle 
at any one ti-., its basic working unit, is another _, of increas
ing the processing speed. Thus, the earliest aicropressors were 
4-bit (such as the Intel 4004), and these have been succeeded by 
8-bit (such as the Zilog ZSO), 16-bit (such as tbe Motorola 68000) 
and 32-bit (such as the Intel 80386).** Thus, in terms of internal 
architecture, microprocessors have reached the same level as •ini
coaputers, for which a 32-bit processor is wiual. Another aspect 
of this is that it aakes it easier and thus quicker to handle large 
amounts of coaputer 11e110ry. 

Not only has the facility with .. -~:ich larp MIOunts of llellOry 
can be handled increased, but the ape• of the memory (that is, the 
speed with which information can be stored M retrieved) has also 
grown. Allied to this has been a fall in the unit price of aain 
ae1110ry, a fall which has bee steady for many years. A temporary 
shortage has caused a departure from thi1 trend, but the underlying 
tendency continues to be d~ard, • inescapable consequence of 
technology devel?paent and the ••arch for a differentiated prccluct, 
with both these taking place in a tiercely coapetitive envir01111ent. 

The consequences for the software .. rket have been very 
striking. In fact, 1oftware can be said to have been struggling to 
keep up with what has been happenin1 in the hardware field. The 
capabilities of new computer syst ... , given the processor and 11e110ry 
trends described, are of a different order to aost of the •oftware 
available for them. This is partly because of the 1eneral need to 
have acce•• to the hardware in or~er to develop software that fully 
exploits it. The software devc:.. .ent can take several years. 

However, 
friendlines1". 

a trend in software ia towards aore "user
This means, in general, that computers become easier 

*For detailed descriptions of some RISC proce11or1, see [14). 
However, the article referred to doe• not cover iaportant new RISC 
proce11or1 1uch a• the Sun SPARC and the Motorola 8800. 

**In fact, microproce11or1 do nGt alvay• fit neatly into one of 
the•e categorie1. The Intel 8088 wa• the heart of the oriainal IBM 
peuonal computer: it had a 16-bit calculatin1 capability but an 
8-bit data bus. 
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to uae. "°re of the uaer'• •i•taltes are corrected, more "help 
Mssqes" are 1iven, there is a tendency for the user to be 
presented with a range of optiona rather than be compelled to 
rellellber a serie• of cryptic c-.nd•. Grovins coatpUting ?<>Ver 
-Us it possible to brins all these ideas to reality. A package 
bas to be elegant, dick and -11-planned; the "surface" of the 
software b.&s to be smooth. No .. tter bow good the central idea of 
the package is, it must still be well-presented and easy to use if 
it i• to have a chance of commercial success. 

The availability of faster processors and more Ml90rJ ~ans 
that toe software ia turn llUSt take full account of it; therefore, 
aa -ll u "uaer-friendliness" • a second consequence of hardware 
trends is for software to have more fuoctiaas or features. The 
inte1rated package i• one which cOllbines vbat was previously 
regarded .. separate tuts for software. An integrated package 
will allow for vord-processin1. graphic display, spreadsheets, data 
b .. e etc., all of which used to be separate packages. Even where 
they remain separate, the c09petitive package will have extra 
features: a word-~rocessor will have facilities such as a spelling 
checker and outlining, for which earlier se~arate prograames would 
have bad to be boqht. The reason for the 1rowth in integration or 
what is called the "increased functionality of software" is the 
availability of •pace and speed in the computers that use it. 

R~c~tly a cla•s of .. terials bas been discovered which ~xhibit 
the property of superconductivity, that is, of offering little or 
no resistance to the llOVellellt of electrons at temperatures well 
above absolute zero.• This will have important effects on the 
future •icro-electronic components, and it will -an a greatly 
increased speed of operation for processors and -.ories, as well 
as bringing great changes to telec~ications and most other 
informatics fields. 

2. Architect!IU 

We have spoken as tboush there were a single processor in a 
coeputer. and that is the traditional picture. The so-called "von 
Newunn architecture" is the internal desip pattern roughly fol
lMted since the inception of modem computers, where a single pro
cessor perfonu all the calculation• and mates all the decision•. 
one step at a time. In fact, however, this traditional view has 
been 1radually modified. Hainfruiea and minicomputera c0111DOOly 
have more than one processor• and even •icrocomputer• • al though 
they have one •icroproceasor. vi 11 of ten have other processors to 
control screen graphics or floating point calculations. However, 
it remains true that these processor• do not have equal status, and 
that one pror.es•or provides the .. in control. 

Recently, hardware development has concentrated on the linking 
to1ether of several procea1or1, perhaps very .. ny to work in 

*See (15). Superconductors will in the longer term have 
1ipificant effect• on the ener1y field al10. See (16), pp. 19-20. 
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parallel. There are conceptual and pr6ctical problems, but many of 
these can in principle be solved by software. Nev languages and 
operating systems can allow for a new kind of compute~ progr ... ing 
which takes advantage of the ~arallel processing opportunities the 
new hardware configuration provides [17).* 

A further developaent is in so-called neural computing, which 
is an attempt to follow what is believed to be the way the brain 
itself worts. Rather than the binary logic at tbe heart of present
day computers, the target is the 11Ultitude of interconnections such 
as are found in the brain, m:. the switching processes based upon 
the attainment of a sufficient ndlber of control signals at each 
step. The reason for the interest is ultimately the hope of 
attaining iri hardware tenu SOIDe of the useful characteristics of 
human thought processes. While hardware developaent bas still a 
long way to go, some of tt.e features can be explored in software 
terms.** In particular, ideas of 11Ultipl~ association, such as the 
h\m&n brain is so readily capable of, have already influenced data 
base design, as can be seen in the development of hypertext systems. 

Hypertext systems are a means by which information can be 
stored with arbitrarily complex links between its components. Thus, 
a paragraph of text, for instance, instead of being stored under 
one keyword or even 10 keywords, could have everyone of its words 
as a keyword and the relatiocship between tbe information contained 
therein and any other piece of information could be followed there 
through a chain of links. It is this multiple connectivity of 
information which is analoguous to the way which the h1G811 brain 
stores information.*** 

3. Pcripherall 

Several striking developaents are taking place in the field of 
peripherals. With respect to mass atora1e 1 a notable tendency bas 
been that of the growth of optical atorage ayat.... Tbeae are ao 
called from their use of a laser to read and also perhaps to write 
to a storage aiedium. Tbe advantages over the conventional magnetic 
atorage ayatema such aa bard diaka, floppy diaks and tape• are that 
they provide a much denser way of atoring information, that they 
are not aubject to losa of data frOll magnetic fields etc. A aingle 
CD-RCJt, which is the lise of a atandard audio compact diak, can 
hold 600 aiegabytes of information, rou1hly the equivalent of 1,500 
floppy diaks of the atandard aize. A CD-RCJt can b2 written onl.y in 
the factory. Thia makea them beat auited for information ayste1111 
which are relatively permanent in nature, typically including auch 

*See alao (18) for aome c011111ercial iHue• in parallel auper
computing and the role of IBM and Cray. On aa.e differing view• on 
the future of parallel proceaaing 1ee [19). 

**For a aimple aU11111Bry, aee [20). 

***For an overview, 1ee [21). See alao [22). 
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applications as legal information, statistit.:s, encyclopedias etc. 
A llOre flexible type is the so-called WORM which is an abbreviation 
for ''write once read 88DJ' times". This is also an optical storage 
-edit'lll .,hich can be written to once by the computer user. When a 
•OP.of djs\ be<:oees full, it is simply set aside.* The full avail
abil~ty of cvtical disk storage awaits the arrival of a disk which 
can be written to and erased by the coeputer ta which it is 
attached. Such a tecbnclogy is still bein! developed, but is 
expected to be brought to market in the near future. The potential 
of these storage systeiu is 1-nse. Ibey offer a means by which 
enor11e>us amounts of data can be stored and easily accused by a 
computer user. This means th~ disappearance, in years to come, of 
slow techniques such as storage on 11agnetic tapes of less fre
quently used information, a practice which is called archiving. 
They mean also that it will be perfectly practicable to store in 
character form every document generated by the business, and thus 
every piece of information in the business could be searched for 
and analysed by computer, including, for instance, all correspon
dence over a period of as ID&DY years as it is desired. The intro
duction of scani:ers, which can read the type characters from paper 
into the computer, means that it will be possible to store all cor
respondence in thi& way, eventually including handwritten corres
pondence. 

Such technology will provide enormous opportunities for soft
ware developers. The opportunities will lie principally in pro
viding tools for those who use this information, in order to allow 
them to make sensible uae of it. It is one thing to be able to 
access quickly all of the relevant information, it is another thing 
to be able to decide what is important or what is not. The user 
will still have to search through the material available. Hence 
"intelligent" software which will help the user to make best use of 
all the information is a promising field. It represents a qualita
tive change from the kind of software which manipulates the infor
mation, as present-day data base systems do. 

The so-called "user interface" has seen developments in several 
areas. Particularly important is the growing use of graphics. It 
can be expected that the screens of computer work stations will 
bec0111e larger, will have higher and higher densities, and will pro
vide more and more information to the user. The growth of such 
techniques as "windowing" allows for the display of several dif
ferent information areas on the screen, including information about 
perhaps different processes under way. The increased hardware 
speeds mean that the nmierical calculations involved in graphical 
displays can be carried nut in more and more detail, and this has 
led to increased sophistication in CAD/CAM systems, for instance, 

*A 14-inch WORM disk bolds 6.8 gigabytes (6,800 megabytes) and 
typically costs $750 (1987). The 5.25 inch (13.33 cm) size, holding 
0.8 gigabytes, is becoming popular in "ju"-ebox" systems. It costs 
$125. r.o-ROM IJllit cost• are much lover, but there i• a fixed cost 
of about $15,000. See (23). However, mastering cost1 as low as 
$1,500 and duplication costs of $2 have nov been reported (241. 
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where diplays which can manipulate three~ :.'llensional images are 
more and more usual. The software develO(.·ll~ts associated with 
this include the growth of what are called object-Qriented 
languages, since the traditional mathematical languages such as 
FORTRAN, often used to produce graphics Ulages. are inadequate for 
the kinds of sophisticated graphics application now being developed. 
A further push towards object-oriented languages comes from the 
growth in artifical intelligence applications. Thus. hardware 
developments in display technology have created a significant mar
ket for software products, and one that will grow. 

Communications between work stations and computers and between 
computers themselves is another growth area where hardware develop
ments have allowed for the creation of very elaborate networks. 
These networks in many cases span co\Dltries and :ontinents. Where 
telecoaaunications have been liberalized, and this is an increasing 
trend. the linking of computers has become c~place. fibre 
optics developments mean faster c0111111unications of this kind. There 
are, however, still very significant problems in data c011111UDication 
which the emergence of new standards t.as not yet overcome. Many 
different protocols exist, different computer manufacturers will 
follow different standards, and national telecoaDUDications author
ities in many cases re.strict the use of standards to those .speci
fied by them, or refuse to allow the connection of any equipment to 
the national network which has not been certified by them. This 
means that COlllll\Dlication software in gener3l has many compatibility 
problems to overcome. There remain"l also considerable scope for 
improved networking standards which would allow for more flexible 
and faster c011111UDication between different systems. An enol'lllOus 
n~er of niche markets is thw; created, since software to overcome 
particular compatibility problema, or to allow two pieces of equip
ment to be connected together, may provide a neat solutio11 to what 
is an oth~rvise intractable problem or, alternatively, a relatively 
simple problem which baa been ignored by the makers of the equip
ment. Thus, even the confusion in the computer c011111ut1ications field 
can bring benefits to the software producer, although it is such a 
rapidly changing field that these ha~c lu be continuously solved in 
new ways. In the longer term, the trend is tovard11 an Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) system, which will be a public net
work to replace the existing separate telephone and dedicated data 
net·,,orks. Such a tendency will lead to increased standardization 
and perhaps fever opportunities of this kind. However, the process 
is not likely to be completed in a short tiaie. The spread of the 
Open System Interconnect (OSI) 11tandard is a further development 
which will influence cotmUnicationa software significantly in the 
longer term [12). Again, the transition periods 111ay offer oppor
tunities for the bridging of gaps. 

o. IandL.in.J~ftw&n 

l. OVuviev 

In this section trends in software which are expected to have 
an impact on world markets in both the shortand the medium-term 
are examined. Sof tvare in general can see a long de lay between a 
theoretical advance and a connercial appHcation. This is for 
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several reasons. First, an advance may simply be of no coamercial 
interest. Secondly, the software advance may be rendered redundant 
before it can be marketed. For instance, a software advance that 
speeds up a particular calculation or enables lesE storage to be 
used may well be irrelevant in a context of rapidly falling hard
ware prices. Thirdly, software has to encounter significant 
resistance in its traditional consumers. Computer staff will have 
invested several man-years in the construction of a particular 
application. The new product, even if better and cheaper, may still 
require conversion of the existing data, and time tQ be spent in a 
transition period when both systems have to be kept working, the 
old and the new. It can appear easier to keep the old system in 
operation. The situation is worse when the product offers a s:iore 
dramatic break with the past: it may imply data structures and 
system procedures which are so different from what has gone before 
that they intimidate the potential user who has been conditioned by 
the existing system. The producers therefore cannot move too much 
ahead of the users. 

This is not to diminish the role of innovation in the industry, 
but it must be realize~ that bottle-necks occur, and the absorptive 
capacity of the market can be limited. Good ideas may have to wait 
their turn, especially if their cost is high either in terms of 
purchase price or in terms of further investment of own resources 
by the user. 

There is nevertheless scope for innovation in software, espe
cially when it is associated with • hardware innovation. The best 
example is given by the microcomputer. Its widespread availability 
generated a nlllllber of software innovations, with products being 
produced which were qualitatively different from mainframe and 
minicomputer software. Spreadsheets are a product of the micro
computer era, which might better be called the personal computer 
era. This is not only because of the dominance of the IBM personal 
computer and its clones, but also because the personal character of 
the computer determined much of the software which was written for 
it. Spreadsheets are targeted towards the manager, accountant or 
clerical worker who works with tables of figures. At the simplest 
level, a spreadsheet will maintain the row and column totals of the 
table, and can be aet to automatically adj\.'.st the totals when any 
individual figure or group of figures is changed. In practice, 
spreadsheets have grown more and more sophisticated: the possi
bility to specify arbitrarily complex relationships between table 
entries and between groups of tables, as well as the order and man
ner in which recalculation can be carried out has 111eant that 
spreadsheet c0111111&nds have evolved into progr811111ing languages. 
Nevertheless, the natural matrix orientation of these spreadsheet 
languages gives them characteristics unlike any of the widespread 
high-level computer languages sucl1 as FORTRAN, COBOL ()r PL/l. 

A further genre of persr .1al computer software has been the 
integrated package, where a number of different functions (spread
sheets, data base, graphs etc.) were combined in one and allowed 
the user, for instance, to move data from the data base to the 
spreadsheet, to make calculations from it and then to draw graphs 
to display it. Previously these steps would have had to have been 
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carried out throuvl, the separate selection• loading and running of 
these different sof~ware packages. The integr~ted software package 
allowed the user to computerize all his traditional office activi
ties. A later development was the addition of other facilities. 
especially word-processing. within the package. 

A further feature of microcomputer software has been its 
"user-friendly" character. This arises f r\llll two causes. Fi rs t. 
some of the individuals who pioneered the development of microcom
puter hardware and software were partly motivated by an individual
istic feeling about the role of computing power in general. They 
did not see it as som..thing centralized and something that should 
be accessible only to the initiated. A second and now dominating 
feature is that the coamercial packaged software producers realize 
that ~hey are catering to a market the majority of whose members 
have either no computer experience at all or else are essentially 
self-taught, being accustomed only to using other packaged micro
computer software. The consequence is that they must at least 
maintain. if not improve on. a tradition of user-friendliness. 
This trend is reinforced by the hardware trends already discussed 
in section C above, where the falling costs of memory and storage 
devices means that software can l>e bigger and store more messages 
to be sent to the user, guiding him or her through the use of the 
programne or package in question and explaining errors, not just 
pointing them out when they <ccur. This trend further exemplifies 
the need for software developments in some cases to wait on hard
ware developments. even though the inventive character of user
friendly features may in fact be very low. 

J:; is useful to make a distinction, in examining trends in 
software. between evolutionary change and new technology software. 
Evolutionary change in software can be defined as c:umge determined 
by improvements to previous stages of the software. where the lines 
of descent are fairly visible. In simple terms. improvements have 
been made to existing ways of doing things. Hew technology soft
ware on the other hand refers to software developments which are 
associated with using computers to do tblngs previously <lone in 
other ways or not done at all. Here can be included most artif i
cial intelligence (Ali applications, such as image recognition, 
speech processing. computerized translation and expert systems. It 
can be stretched to include concept& of CAD/CAM and CIM, which 
amount to new ways of do:ng tasks which had n~t previously been 
automated. The point to be emphasized is that the first computer
ization of accounting, payroll. stock-keeping etc. took place many 
years ago. New software development in such fields as these is 
evolutionary because it acconnodates to some degree at least the 
systems which are already in existence and allows the exploitation 
of innovation without the perhaps painful abandonment of existing 
systems. 

The line between evolutionary and other software can be hard 
to draw in some cases, especially when th~ software product incor
porates features which are partly evolutionbry and partly not. such 
as the use of expert systems in data base aprtications. Why, tnen, 
mal<e such a distinction? It is important strategically because 
different markets are in question and it is important also in 
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investment terms. A new depa1ture in software may, precisely 
because it starts from scratch, involve considerable inputs to reach 
production stattU>. Financing the development costs may be painful, 
since cash flow in the early marketing stages may be slow. The 
evolutionary product, on the other hand, may represent a repackag
ing of an existing product or its transfer to another computer 
system. Software tools such as cross-assemblers may make this pro
cess easier. Again, the new evolutionary product may be able to 
take advantage of elements of the software environment in which it 
applies, and thus make use of imrrr.vements carried out by someone 
else. For instar.ce, the systems software of a computer often 
undergoes continuous improvement by the man.ifacturer. It may con
tain new and efficient ways of rear'ing, copying, comparing and 
checking data and displaying it, storing it, and print:ng it. This 
sort of software is unglamorous, and yet it involves a great deal 
of detailed v.ork. The astute independent software developer can 
take advantage of much of this work and thus spare a good deal of 
the development time by finding out how these parts of the system 
software work and allowing h:.s own software package to use them. 
As well as saving time in the development phase, this will very 
often mean an increase in the speed of operation of the finished 
progr811'111e itself. Again, SOii'~ parts of the system software may be 
ineff icier.t and the producer will decide to bypass them, approach
~ng the hardware directly. Such practices, howe"er, have their 
dangers for the software developer. The reason is that they can 
tie the product too closely to the hardware of one computer manu
facturer, or to one version of the system software, and thus 
restrict the potential market and increase dependency. 

2. Operatin& systems 

As briefly mentioned in section A, the operating system pro
vides the necessary control and coanunication between the different 
parts of the computer and its peripherals in such a way that it is 
accessible to the use•. The operating system provides a framewo~k, 
more precisely a defined software environment, in which applica
tions software can be written. It also carries out a lot of the 
tasks needed by the application, for example, control of the input 
and output, and, in multi-user systems, time-sharing and automatic 
back-up and recovery. This aho means that an operating system 
defines a goftware market. 

The point is worth emphasizing: the same operating system, if 
it is available on different computers can, in principle, allow an 
application written for one computer to run on another. Equally, 
the same computer can use more than one operating system, and an 
application written for one computer will not run on an identical 
computer if the operating system being used is different. The 
operating 11ystem thus insulates the software developer (to a large 
extent) from the physical computer. But it makes software develop
ment less hardware-dependent only at the cost of making it 
operating-system-dependent. The role of high-level languages in 
countering this tendency is examined below. 

In gener~l, a computer is supplied with operating system soft
ware inclu6ed, since a computer without an operating system is of 
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interest to only a specialized few. Therefore, it has almost 
always been the case that th<! computer manufacturer supplies an 
operating system, usually written to take advantage of whatever 
hardware features characteri.•e the new computer, but increasingly 
with an empil.."tsis on distancing the user from hardware considera
tions ~· ~t the same time, attempts are made to accoamodate 
earlier versions of the computer and operating system, either by 
providing that any software written to run under the old system 
will run under the new one even if it does not use all the new 
features provided in the latest version ("upward compatibility"), 
or else bf supplying a set of software to assist in the conversion 
process, that allo~:; the old software to be automatically changed 
so that it can function under the new system. This is sometimes 
called an "upgrade path". 

Operating systems are sometimes classified as multi-tasking, 
multi-processing, multi-user etc. In market terms, the most vital 
distinction is perhaps between multi-user and single-user systems. 
Broadly speaking, mainframe and minicomputers have multi-user 
operating systems, either in the sense that the system can deal 
with a number of different tasks submitted to it, or in the sense 
that many users are actually physically linked through terminals to 
the computer. 

Multi-user systems are what is needed in ordinary economic 
activities. Most of ~hese involve exchange of information between 
those working in the same organization. If the computer contains 
the organization• s data in a multi-user system then all the staff 
can in principle have access to the data and change it as necessary. 
It is this relatively simple idea which lies at the hea..-t of the 
data base concept and explains the growth of this in recent years.* 
In practice, for inost coanercial and industrial tasks, multi-user 
systems are necessary, or soon become so. 

It has often been remarked that personal computers, and 
especially those based on the newer 32-bit processors, are more 
powerful than man7 minicomputers. In some senses, that of calcula
ting speed and memory management speed this is certainly true. But 
in another sense, that of multiple use, this is not so at all. The 
typical pen;onal computer it not designed to be shared. Only one 
person at a time can uae it,** and it is not even designed to 
be used sequentially, since there is little or no security to 
protect unauthorized use or accidental destruction of the 
software or data stored in the computer. The kinds of software 

*The movement from a "Ptolemaic" to a "Copernican" concept of 
tlata proceasing is described in [2S). For a general introduction 
to data base idea•, see [26). 

**Multi-user operating 1y1tem1 are available for many models of 
penonal or microcomputers such at XENIX (a form of UNIX) from 
Microsoft Corporation. However, th!!! oventhelming 1r.ajori ty of 1uch 
computers have aingle-user operating 1y1tems. 
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available for personal computers reflect this type of indivi
dualistic use and in general encourage it. 

':he gap between single-user and multi-user systems is bridged 
by ~etworks. A network is a combination of hardware and software. 
which allows computers to be linked together, allowing for the easy 
transfer of data between them. Personal computers• minicomputers 
and mainframes can all be combined in networks in different com
binations • allowing for the sharing of information between dif
ferent parts of an organization using different computer systems. 
Networks thus provide a way out of the dichotomy between single
user and multi-user systems. Each part of the network can. if 
necessary. be established as an independent system but with the 
capacity to exchange data with the other parts. 

In practical terms, a form of networking tendency can be seen 
in the growing emphasis on the linkage of personal computers with 
mainframes and minicomputers. Work stations of considerable power 
are replacing the traditional duub terminals. Tho personal com
puter system 05/2 Extended Edition, which is being developed for 
the IBM PS/2 series of microcomputers based on Intel 80386, will 
contain specific provision for accessing mainframe data bases and 
downloading selectiona from them for analysia on the PS/2. 

For mainframe and minicomputer operating systems, a signifi
cant trend has been the growth in :importance of the UNIX operating 
system. UNIX is notable because it represent• a standard that 
operates over mainframes and minicomputers from different manu
facturers. It is also increasingly available for microcomputers as 
these expand in power and apeed. Thus it offers a bridge between 
all three categories of computer and in principle allows softwcre 
developed for one type to be uaable on all. 

What is UNIX? An operating system is difficult to describe in 
a few words, but it has one important characteristic, it.a multi
uaer orientation to which particular attention WH paid in its 
design. Another important feature is its "piping" facility, which 
conceptualizes data-processing, input and output in such a way that 
the user is not concerned with the physical characteristics of 
devicea and can freely and eHily change his or her uae of them. 
UNIX ia a large operating aystem becauae it contain• many features 
that are optional extras on other systems. It thus spreads atand
ards into areas auch as aecurity, data transfer and networka. The 
wide-rangiug and comprehensive nature of UNIX thus adda to its 
attractions. 

Its critics say, among other things, that it iii a cumbersome 
syatem wnich require• a good deal of main memcry in the computer to 
uae it, that its syntax is clumsy, that not enough 1ood c0111Dercial 
applications software is avail.sble to be run under UNIX, that too 
many different veraiona of UNIX exist, and that the proaresa in 
spreading UNIX hH been so sl<>" that better operar:ing systems are 
now available. None of these point• are accepted by UNIX 
supporters, who point out that memory price1 have fallen so much 
that the size of UNIX is no longer an argument against it, that 
more user-friendly interface• to UNIX are available, and that 
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whereas in the past use of UNIX was concentrated in academic and 
the scientific comaunity, now 11Uch commercial software is available 
for business applications. 

UNIX is not only a technical phencmenon, however, it is an 
illustration of the kinda of competitive tensions which character
ize the world of hardware and software manufacturers. As such, its 
history is confused, and its future only slightly leas so. At one 
stage it was regarded as a vehicle for challenge by ATi.T 'its 
original developers) to the position of IBM (27]. It has ala~ ~een 
seen as a means by which many other (mostly European) computer 
manufactuxers could mount a similar challenge, setting up a cor
poration (X/Open) to do so.* Another approach through traditional 
standards-setting seemed to bring consensus on a universal UNIX 
interface (POSIX),** and involved several competing companies. 
However, a growing cOllll'litr.ient on the part of IBM to its own form of 
UNIX, called AIX, .an~. a developing relationship between ATi.T and 
Sun Microsystems (31], may have been among the factors leading to 
the formation of another body, the Corporation for Open Systems, 
which united IBM w:th many other companies in a bid to promote open 
systems based on t11e X/Open and Posi.x standards.*** 

The organization X/OPEN is worth mentioning in connection with 
UNIX because it shows a remarkable tendency on the part of several 
hardware manufacturers, particularly European, to combine in what 
is eaaentially a market-sharing strategy. The objective is to 
allow for the free movement of applications software from one make 
of computer to another.**** By this means a large coamon market in 
software can be created. If successful it would greatly assist the 
survival of the smaller manufacturers of computers. At present 
these have to go to considerable efforts to ensure that there is a 
sufficient choice of software available for their computers. Given 
the increasing development costs of software and the competition 

*See (28], as reported in Ua.t&_Proce11in1 Diaest, October 1986. 
See also (29]. Th~ first step has been the preparation of the 
X/Open Portability Guide, describing the comaon applications 
environment (CAE). 

**Posix is a standard for interfacing with UNIX, set by the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE 100 3.1). 
See (30]. 

***The Software Foundation is supported by Apollo Computer, 
Group Bull, DEC, Hewlett Packard, IBM, Nixdorf and Siemens. See 
(32], p. 62. Iu work will be baaed on the IBM version of UNIX, 
called AIX. 

****The standardization work of X/Open is concerned not only with 
UNIX but with applications languages, so that an application 11141 be 
written in a certain form of COBOL or FORTlAH and then run on any 
X/Open standard computer without the source code havin1 to be 
chan1ed. X/Open is including SQL (see following section 4) in the 
next version of CAE. 
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emerging from the microcomputing world, this is an ever more dif
ficult taslt. For some manufacturers, a c~it.ent to X/OPF.N, and 
to the development of UNIX as a standard, -y well have been the 
only course to follow. 

It should be added that UNIX is not the only operating system 
available for different brands and types of computers. Another one, 
PICK, is an operating system with embedded applications, data base 
1181Ulgement in particular. Traditional diatinctiOD'5 between opera
ting system commaods and data base inquiry languages become blurred 
in such a context. PICK bas done quite well ill specific c~rcial 
fields, but its role in 110re general applications is as yet Ul'clear. 

What does all this -an for the potential software producer? 
There are two ia.portant lessons to be learned. The first is the 
increasing complexity of operating systems. UNIX exemplifies all 
this very well. In itself it is complex, with many facilities and 
many ways of doing things. But as well as this, there has been 
over the years an accretion of software which adds to or expands on 
the basic facilities ~f the system. For instance, the IBM version, 
AIX, has added half a million lines of code to the original version 
of UNIX, according to an IBM advertisement in (33). 

This trend in complexity is also seen in OS/2., the operating 
system to replace MS-DOS for personal computers using the Intel 
80286 or 80386 microprocesaor. MS-DOS was supplied on one dis
kette, while the Extended Edition of OS/2. will need about 16, but 
it will include considerable data base and other capabilities [34J. 

Clearly this could make things difficult for the new software 
house. To uster fully the complexities of new operating systems 
may be beyond the capabilities of a s-11 company. It may not be 
able to discover all the tricks and hidden short-cuts in the opera
ting system which can be used to give the package a unique 
character. Again, one of the reasons operating systems are growing 
more complex is that, as noted, they are incorporating more and more 
functions previoualy regarded as extras to be provided as additional 
systems software or as applications software. Data bases and 
data-base access sof~ware is a particularly 11triking example of 
this. The opportunities for third-party software firms are there
fore reduced accordingly. 

Apart from complexity, however, another clear trend is towards 
less diversity in operating systais. The move towards a reduced 
nlmlber of operating systems in the market is very clear. The UNIX 
trend is only part of this picture. In large-scale mainframes ISM 
has from 75 to 80 per cent of the total market, and has established 
the MVS and VM operating systems as the de facto atandard. In 1986, 
there were over 2.0,000 copies installed (which were estimated to 
generate recurring revenues of $1.5 billion) (35). 

In minicomputers u~ standards are less clear, with many 
manufacturers having their own proprietary operating syste111s. Some 
forms of UNIX can also be found, offered as an alternative to the 
111&nufacturer1' own operatin1 sy1t... However, IBM's System 3X com-
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puters bave l:::ien predoei.nant. IM vas reported as giving the 
Syst--3X installed base as 220,000 world-wide in 1986. lbe nmber 
of application packages available was given as ~.ooo [36). 

In aicrocomputers the dominance of PC/DOS and the siailar 
MS/DOS as operai.lng syta& is overvbelaing. The only significant 
alternative is offered by Apple Inc. lbe new operating system OS/2, 
already referred to, will soon -te an mportant illpact, even though 
its final for11 will probably take soee tille to appear. 

lbe future horizon, therefore, offers soee -•sure of stabi
lity for the new software developer. lbe trend towards fever 
operating systems -an• larger potential -rkets. lbe hardware 
trends which -y ult~tely lead to the disappearance of the tra
ditional ainicOllpUter will further reinforce this. 

High-level languages are so called because they allow the user 
to cOll9Ullicate with the computer in a fora closer to that used in 
nor.al c011mUDication. High-level languages are increasingly impor
tant in the sof tvare world because of the barctvare advances referred 
to, and because of the increasingly competitive character of the 
software .arket. Each of these points will be dealt with in turn. 
Since hardware change baa aeant faster processors and lle90ries, it 
means that it is 111>re practicable to consider using a high-level 
language in developing a piece of software. Previously, to get 
sufficient speed in the final product it was often necessary to use 
.achine code or aaaellbly language. Thia is in spite of the fact 
that 11c>at progra1111en prefer to work in high-level languages, and 
it is quicker to develop and test progra1111ea in such languages. 
High-level languages also have special characteristics which .ake 
it leas likely that the progr..-e will contain aictakes. 

Increased competition in the software .. rket baa given a 
further impetus to this trend, because use of a high-level language 
can shorten the development tiae and can give access to a wider 
aarket. While a computer-aaker probably offers a slightly different 
version of a high-level language, th~ conversion f roa one system to 
the other can be straightforward enough, provided the software 
developer adheres to soae •int.al definition of the language and 
avoids taking advantage of too .any of the special features offered 
in the c09puter manufacturer'• C09piler. 

In general, the high-level languages in use are very old. 
FORTRAN and C050L have exiated in different. versions since the 
1960s. They maintain a strong user baae and ionaal standardization 
procedures continue to add new features and iaprovementa to them. 
The rise of the •icroc011puter saw a revival of ilASIC, f irat devel
oped also in the 1960• for educational purposes. luaine11 use of 
llASIC appears to have received an illpetua froai this. However, there 
baa been a lack of atandArd1 and a divergent growth of version• of 
llASIC far 111e>re aophiaticated than the original. The 1pread of new 
lan1uage1 11 also significant, however. Thea~ include C, Ada. and 
Pascal. 
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C is the language in vbich the UNIX operating syst- _. wri~
ten. It is thus S!:arcely nev an,.ore, and yet in recent years has 
grown rapidly in popularity ad has 80ved outside the UNIX com
llUllity. Its virtues are several. It can attain in 1111111y cases the 
apeed of an assembly language vbile having most of the features of 
a high-level language. It allows operation• vbich are character
istic of assembly language and -chine code, peraitting accesa by 
the progr-r to -y upects of the operating ayat- and hardware 
devices. This -ltea it suitable both for ayst_. progr-ing and 
for process control and other real-ti.J9e applications. The other 
advantages of C include a nwmber of sophisticated features such as 
pointers and data structures (u in Pascal) and list -nipulation 
features (as in Lisp). For all these reasons, the language appears 
to be being 90re and 90re widely used.* 

Ada is a language developed for the United States Department 
of Defense, which is nov coming into wide use, including outside 
the •ilitary field. The objectives of Ada vare to have a single 
language that could be used for all embedded applications. It 
would thus replace the use of assembly languages or specialized 
languages for all real-ti.J9e applications such as weapons control. 
All contracts awarded by the Depar~t would stipulate the use of 
Ada. Once the standard had been defined, software manufacturers 
began to prepare Ada compilers, the Department of Defense set up a 
c~ittee to "validate" compilers, that is, to confirm that they 
.. t the required definition of the language, and a large nwmber of 
co.pilers for different computers have already been validated. 
Thus, in contrast to all other high-level languages, Ada's develop-
11ent haa been carefully controlled and standardized. The use of 
Ada is another question: there are indications that because of the 
very wealth of facilities available to the progra..er in Ada, it is 
perhaps unsuitable or at least unneceHary for many progr.-ing 
taalts. Thia must mean that, at leaat in civilian applications, the 
acope for the use of Ada -Y be limited. However, interest in Ada 
and in related development haa already extended far outside the 
United States. In the future, as altilla diffuse through the com
mercial computing community, preferences .. y emerge for the use of 
Ada if the progr..-era' experience of what is undoubtedly a power
ful applications language is a positive one. Accordingly, the con
cluaion must be that Ada will be an important influence in the 
com11errial field, but that this is still SOiie yeara away (39). 

Two other lanauagea, Pascal and Kodula-2, are both invention• 
of the SwiH scientist Nikolaus Wirth. Paac'il has established a 
aignif icant user base. It has advantages in .. ny application 
areas, in both comRrcial and scientific fields, although its suc
cess has been greater in the for.er. An important feature of Pascal 
has been ita adoption by many acad-ir.a as a .ore suitable languaae 
to illuatrate good proar.-ing techniques. The theoretical trend 
tovarda what ia called "structured" proar.-ina can be traced to the 
work of Dijkstra ((40), (41}), who has laid down basic principles 

*For a review of the C lanauage, see the articles in (37) or 
see (3B). 
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of the discipline. Pascal'• adTantage lies in the provision of a 
large nmiber of control structures t"hich allow for the application 
of these ideas in practice in a way tbat other popular languages 
caDQot do. By .eeting several of the criteria laid dovn for 
structured progr-ing it found ready acceptance -a tboae vbo 
sought the reliability or verifiability of computer progr-..es 
designed according to these principles. Pascal is therefore a cue 
where academic theory did indeed provide a certain iapetus for com
mercial popularity. 

Mainfr..e acceptance of Pascal bas been less. "°•t -jor com
puter 11a11ufacturers offer a Pascal compiler for their .. chines, but 
its use in c~rcial data processing appears to be liaited. The 
reasons for this are tbat when cbaJlse is contemplated (such as the 
replacement of an old system written in COBOL) the designers are 
likely to be 110re attracted by the increasingly c~ C language 
or by the features of a fourth-generation language, since it .. y 
already acc~clate features (such as screen-handling and a data
base query language) that are not part of the definition of Pascal 
or of other high-level languages. 

Modula-2 is intended to replace Pascal and to remedy its 
observed defects. Its c~rcial prospects loolt •ixed, partly 
because of the vide u.se nov beina made of Pascal in those .. rlteta 
vbich aight have used it. However, its longer-term influence on 
language definition and the next generation of computer languages 
-Y be considerable: the true llOdularity posaible in it, and the 
paver of the user to define c~icationa betweer different 
llOdules, are features which are likely to be aeen as very desirable 
in any future definition of the correct functioning of a computer 
la:iguage. 

4. Fourth-generation lensuacu 

Fourth-generation languages (4GLa) are proposed by their pro
ducers aa a replacement for the traditional data proceaaing 
languages (such as COBOL, RPG, PL/1 etc.) which are regarded as 
third generation. The second generation would include aHembler 
type languages which prmride llfte91C>Dic and liaited aacro facilities, 
one step re90vec.' from the first generation, the aachine code used 
by the first computers. 

Fourth-generation lan1uages have to be diatinguiahed from 
lan1ua1ea aur.h as Ada• which provide a number of new concepts for 
practical use by progr .... ra. Fourth-1eneration languages are 
intended to reduce progr ... in1: the statements and cCMlll&nds 
encapsulate 111any lines of COBOL or PL/l code. Operations that might 
talte a J.ar1e amount of space and tiae to specify in a third
generation language can be conveyed in one or two lines, which are 
often in a form that is nearer to English. 

What ai1ht be called a subset of fourth-generation languages 
is the progr..-e or application generator. This ia eHentially a 
compiler whose output is a COBOL prograa. Give the aet of command• 
which it ia desired to iapleaent, the prograa generator then pro
duces appropriate COBOL statements. The advantage of this is that 
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the code is, in principle, portable to another COBOL eovirmment. 
Another advantage is that the code produced can be examined and 
directly llOdified in a way that is not possible with a normal coe
piler whose output is •chine code. 

A n.-ber o~ featur£s •Y be part of the fourth-generation 
language, including screea-bandling. data entry, printing foniata, 
data J>a.e ~e11ent 0 access and updating. All these aapects, if 
tbey are included, will be distinctive. Standards, whether formal 
or de facto, do not exist at all in this area. Experience gained 
in ooe fourth-generation language _,. not be of au:b use in another. 
•~re is a field. however, wbere competition is increasingly fierce 
between different groupa. The comput~i: manufacturers now often 
offer same form of fouth-generation language. but the large 
software companies are also extensively involved. 

The future for fourth-generation languages is promising. The 
driving force is the shortage of progr~r• and the l:illited 
increases in their productivity, cOllbined with increasing pressur~• 
to computerize as many aapects of c~rc:ial life as possible. 
Competition cOllbined with the increaaing complexity and changing 
character of c~rcial data to force companies to improve and 
expand their information systems. Bovever, the typical effect of 
such pressures is a growing backlog in the data-processing depart
ment of a company. Fourth-generation languages appear to offer a 
fairly easy way out of this difficulty, since their -in claim is 
that application• can be developed far more quietly thar. by tradi
tiUD.31 -thocls. The drawback is that they require a certain co:it
•itment of resources, a certain amount of retraining of staff. and, 
most iaportantly, an abandoning in many cases of patterns 'lf wort 
which have been in us~ for perhaps 20 years or so. In addition, 
the very pressures on data-proceu:ing 88Dagers will tend to liJDit 
their scope of action. Concerned with .. intaining, modifying or 
patching up existing systems, they vili not have t1- properly to 
examine the alternative approach to proble11a offered by the fourth-
1eneration language. 

The other highly sisnificant feature of fourth-generation 
lan1ua1e• is their convergence with data base management 
systeu (DIMS). The fourth-generation language aay rffer a data
base management system of some kind as an integral part of the 
language or "environment". a sOlleVhat vague term used to describe 
8ftything fr09 a user interface to a suite of progr..-es .. rt~ted by 
the s.- producer with sa.e c~litr of c~d structure and 
ayntax. Alternatively, the data baae aanagement syste11 .. y offer 
sufficient facilities in terms of data input and output and report 
writing, aa well aa data storage, ao that its coi.iand structure ia 
in effect a fourth-generation lan1uage. 

A good 11 lustration of the convergence ia the spread of the 
SQL language. 'Thia is used to acceaa data fr09 relational tJata 
baHs. Developed by IllM, it has now becOlle part of the X/Open 
atar.dardisation effort aa well aa being defined in an ANSI 
standard. It la now available for .. n, data-base .. nagement 
•1ate11a on mainfra11ea, •inic01aputera a~d personal computers also. 
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s. Qat4=J>ase een•1eeent s1stems 

The growth of the data-bue management systea, and, just at 
significantly, the broadening of its definition, may be seen as a 
~rocess where software bas developed to meet the practical revealed 
needs of C09puter users. The third-generation language FORTRAN 
grew out of the need to express scientific relationships in 
f-iliar, for90la terms. COBOL was developed for the United States 
Depart9ent of Defense, but it grew again out of the need to express 
typical cOlllmercial calculations. 

Third-generation languages deal with atomistic data. They do 
not have built-in methods of handling lists, or collections of d~ta 
of different kinds such as ''nalle, rant and serial number". Equally 
important, lbe storage as such ia not defined. The languages are 
intended to pro~eas data, that is, to read it into the computer, do 
something to it, and then write out the result, whether to a screen, 
to a dist drive or tu a printer. Even on-line systems can be just 
a straightforward extension of this particular concept. 

The data-base manageaent system provides a means of storing 
data in such a way that some, or in some cases all, of the 
relationships within the data are preserved and can be followed 
through in searching it. It also provides a way in which the data 
can be selected according to different criteria and s.-arized. 
Typically, this s~rization procedure will be in the fora of 
printed tables of results. In this case the stage is called 
"report generation". The data-base management syst- -y also pro
vide a wide number of other facilities. Theae facilities can 
include a nUlllber of ways of dealing with the input of data, 
including its specification with respect to fora and content in such 
a way that only data of the correct type can be entered, and only 
in certain circwastances and by persona authorized to add or amend 
data in the data base. The facilities can also include a good deal 
of "housekeeping" functions invisible to the uaer or the construc
tor of the data base, but nevertbeleaa iaportant in ensuring that 
the atora1e Mdia (for example, bard disks) are used in the most 
efficient and econ0111ical way. 

Data-base manageaent ayateaa can be classified in ~y ways, 
and they range from systems essentially analogous to card-f ilea of 
the conventional kind to other ayste11s of an elegance and complexity 
sufficient to exceed .. ny ordinary c~rcial needs. A ca..on 
classification scheaie is to divide dat~-base management aystems into 
three categories, hierarchical, network and relational. It ia the 
last category which is the focus of most new developnent and com
petition. 

Relational data bases are so called because they store the data 
in such a way that connections can always be traced and revealed as 
required. The origins of relational data-base management systeiu 
can be traced directly to the f11110us article by Codd, who set out 
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criteria for the establishment of the relational principle and 
pointed out that no existing syst- met these requirements.* 

The basic idea of a relational data base is that it treats all 
relationships as composed of pairwise relationships. This allows 
all data to be stored in the fora of two-dimensional .. trices (that 
ia, tables). Depending on the data, it can therefore appear in more 
than one table. At first sight this duplication (or indeed llUlti
plication) of storage requirements appears very wasteful. However, 
the design of the data-base management syst- itHlf can minimize 
any duplication, and in any case with the rapidly falling costs of 
hardware this critici .. will tend to be leas important.** 

In spite of the difficulties associated with transferring 
existing systeiu, relational data-bue management systems are now 
.. ting a considerable iapact. The .. in reason for thb is not so 
llUCh the perceived virtues of relational technology but the pres
sur~ for the systems in general. The iuformatioc within an organi
zation is increasingly seen aa its most iaportant asset, and easy 
and flexibi~ access to it is required. The role of data-processing 
departments is tending more towards the construction and ma.inte
nance of a data base and the control and facilitation of access to 
it. Thus, data-processing becomes a continuous task rather than the 
series of discrete "jobs" into which it used to be decomposed. 

6. Computer-aided dcaisn 

Discussion of CAD ia often bracketed with that of CAM, although 
in practice it is uaually CAD that is being talked about when 
CAD/CAM is under review. This is because of the role of the com
puter in automating the process of design, a fairly clearly 
delimited sphere. Roushly speaking CAD/CAM -an• in practice the 
automation of the design proce11 in unufacturing. When CAD is 
cOllbined with a wide range of diverse informatics techniques such 
aa robotics, remote sensing, process control, numerically con
trolled machinery, automated stock-handling, ordering and inventory 
management, then, provided all these processes are linked in a com
llOD cc.munication and control system, the whole approach is known 
as computer-integrated manufacturing.*** 

Row can design be automated? Strictly speaking it is not the 
creativity at the heart of the design process that is aut0111ated but 
rather a number of mechanical tasks which the designer has to carry 
out in order to realize his or her objective: a set of drawings and 

*These criteria were set out in Codd (42). More recently, Codd 
is reported as having increased the number of rules to 166 f eature1 
grouped in 13 cla11e1. See (43). 

**Except in 10 far as it contributes to a slow-down in access 
times. 

***For definitions of CAD, CAM, CIM etc. see (12), annex I, 
pp. 149-158. 
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instructions for tooling up for the construction of the required 
object. The desi-.uer draws on the screen of a coaputer tenainal. 
When the result is satisfactory it can serve as the direct input to 
production {for examiple, by controlling the movements of a -chine 
that cuts or shapes some ... terial accordiq to the design that baa 
been achievd). ftore sillply, the design can be produced as a 
drawing to be used by the production designer. 

Drawing on the screen is accomplished by allowing graphical 
input from the designer and using a nUlll>er cf software and barclvare 
tools. The graphical input can talte several forma: a digitized 
image of a bani-dravn sketch can be used, or a joystick, or a 
digitizing tablet. a .ause, or cursor keys. These treat each point 
in the drawing as a series of co-ordinates to be afterwards uni
pulated, the rough initial altetch being refined on the screen to a 
finished design. Facilities for doing this vary with the sophisti
cation of the barclvare and software, but include for instance, the 
automatic joining of points (lice-drawing), enlargement along a 
specified axis, rotation about a specified axis etc. The r--neration 
of three-dillenaional objects (viewed, of course, in two diaenaiona 
on the screen) is also included (with a sel-.ction of basic shapes 
provided as building-blocks for the 1-ge). Thia allows an object 
to be examined from any desired point of viev, and can be a means, 
for instance, of eatiaating the actual appearance of an experimental 
design, and thus replacing the construction of solid .adela as -y 
have been cOllllOll practice in 118DY industries. A cup, a table, a box 
-y. as a computerized 1-ge, be modified and ie-exuined and 
appraised in a way that allows the designer rapidly to assess the 
acceptability in p~oduction or cona1.111er te~ of a proposed design. 
Another example from architecture is a package which allows the user 
to design a building and "wallt" through it: given the structure of 
the proposed building the computer can calculate bow it would look 
not just from outside but from any position within any roa. of the 
building also. 

It is not perhaps surprising that some of the 11aat sophisti
cated applications of CAD, in fact true CAD/CltM applications, are 
fo;.nd in the electronics field. Th~ design of electronic circuits 
on a screen, with such features as autoiaatic •inillization of inter
connections, is now atandarff. Tbe output can ranae in sophisti
cation from a printed design, to data in a standard format. to 
specific control sequences for the machines which manufacture the 
chip [44). Even in such a hi&hly specialized field however, there 
baa been a trend towards standardization: a 1rovin1 c01111itllent to, 
for instance• the international 1raphics excban1e standard (ICES), 
the .. nufacturing automation protocol (MAP) and OSI standards, 
together with such de facto standards as the Gerber data for111at and 
the Sun work 11tation as a "platform". Tbe 1rowth of technical work 
stations has meant the increaHd availability of lar1e sophisti
cated processing power in individual units. It thus npanda the 
potential market, in unit teni1, to a ccnsiderable de1ree. Tbia 
baa provided an important 1ti.mulus for the creation of aof tvare 
cOllpeniea in the deeign field (4S). 
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7. Japact of artificial intelLiccnce tecbD.ig,ues 

(a) Overview 

The development of AI techniques is already having important 
effects on the vorid software industry. While debate continues at 
a theoretical level as to vhat is AI and as to whether there are 
limits to its future development, it has as its .. in concern .. ting 
computers replace some pri.ary human function such as sight, speech 
or analytical thought. An alternative definition is the following: 

"Al is concerned vith progr-ing computers to per
form tasks that are presently (sic) done better by humans, 
because they involve such higher mental processes as per
ceptual lel'rning, 1DC1110ry organization and judgemental 
reasoning." [46) 

Al techniques are influencing the following areas ir. parti
cular: speech input and output; pattern recognition, and expert 
systems. Why is AI becoming increasingly important? The first 
reacon is that the enhanced capability of computers makes posrible 
the application of many AI tectmiques which rely on a good deal of 
processing, typically in the form of searching for a matching pat
tern between input and some stored data base. In this sense the 
software development is driven by developments in hardware. There 
is also a growing demand for applications in speech and character 
recognition, where the object is to automate the process of data 
entry. This trend is encouraged by the growing availability of 
enormous mass storage in the form of optical disks. 

However, a definite if difficult to measure factor influencing 
the growth of the AI market is the push from software producers. 
Many of these are castir.i round for nev product idea•. The personal 
computer market is saturated with spreadsheets, word-processing 
packages and integrated packages of various kinds. The mainfracie 
market still has many possibilities for increased sales in the areas 
of data-base management systems and fourth-generation languages in 
particular• but this market is weighted heavily in favour of the 
computer manufacturers and of larger companies that can field a 
sales force ar-.d provide service and support to a fairly conserva
tive market. Thus, the search for nev product ideas enters the area 
of AI. This is not, of course, the only area in which activity in 
the de,·elopment of nev softwar" products is taking place. However, 
it appears to many as the area which offers particular scope for 
innovatior. and promises great rewards for success. 

Other factors influencing the growth of AI include advances 
made on the theoretical side by researchers, especially in univer
sities, who find the subject and the probletU interesting. 
Specialized demands, such as those by international organizations 
for automated translation and interpretation, or the need to deal 
in data-processing terms with a representationally complex language 
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such as Chinese, also combine to give a further impetus to research 
in this subject.* 

Robotics and the automation of the manufacturing process a-::-e 
another cause of the growing interest in Al applications. The con
stant search for an improved competitive position and, especially 
in developed countries, the need to minimize total labour inputs to 
the production process have caW1ed accelerating interest and appli
cations in this field. Other factors at worlt in the spread of 
automation of the production process include the need to min11D1ze 
use of materials through more efficient cutting, measuring etc., to 
speed up delivery times, to meet a wide variety of demands for dif
ferentiated products, and to meet rapid changing demands or changes 
in the relative costs of inputs. 

Robotics and automation are not ~a branch of AI, but they 
increasingly use Al techniques, especially in such areas as sensing. 
This means that machines are made to recognize objects or charac
te1 istics of objects, either throug'.'l direct contact or by vision, 
where a digitized television image of the object is captured and 
tested as to whether it matched a pattern already ltnovn to the 
machine, and action is then taken accordingly.** 

Automation also includes the speeding-up of still manual tasks 
of control by means of speech input and outpt&t. For instance, 
instead of having gauges and indicators, a machine could "speak" the 
temperature, pressure or whatever. In difficult industrial condi
tions this may greatly improve the carrying-out of specialized 
tasks, since the operator is not distracted from them by having to 
monitor a dial, a graph or a digital read-out. Similarly, speech 
input can allow control of a machine or a process without the 
operator having physically to touch a button or a switch. Even 
simple processes such as stock-taking can benefit from speech input, 
since the stock-taker can simply call out the numbers and types of 
the items being counted, rather than entering them at 3 keyboard, 
using bar-code readers or any other direct handling of the objects 
or equipment. 

(b) f.xRU_t &XilCllll 

Expert systems are the branch of Al applications in most wide
spread use. They are systems which attempt to embody human know
ledge and expertize in an accessibl-. form, typically leading the 
user through a series of questions to resolve a problem ((46), [50) 
and (51)). Expert systems are now a coa111ercial reality. All the 
main computer manufacturers offer products in this field. The 
pioneering academic centres of expert system work, such as 

*Automated translation has been a particular focus of interest 
at the Co11111iuion of the European Coanunities, with the Eurotra 
project (see (47]). For a survey, see [48]. 

**For a detailed account of pattern recognition techniques and 
applications, see (49). 
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Carnegie-Mellon, Stanford, Edinburgh and Marseilles, continue to 
lead thf. university world in the subject, but the bulk of activity 
(often hidden) is in the coaaercial field. 

In hardware, it has been noted that many purchasers are turning 
away from dedicated Al work stations, and instead increasingly 
taking the much cheaper option of buying a software package to run 
on an existing personal computer such as an IBM PC or equivalent 
[52). 

In software the proliferation of expert system shells con
tinues. A shell is the software needed to construct an expert 
system, and written in a generalized form so that it can in lrin
ciple be used for any subject area. Shells are offered for SbLe at 
prices from several hundred dollars upwards, and new ones almost 
invariably for microcomputers rather than for minicomputers or 
mainframes. However, they vary very lllUCh in quality, sophistica
tion and ease of use. Users also continue to develop their own 
expert system software. For this purpose the PllOLOG programmfog 
language has made considerable progress. However, the United States 
dominance in the commercial expert systems field 111eans that the LISP 
language still is the major one, since a heavy investment in this 
language has been made by software developers and computer and 
work-station manufacturers.* 

The use of expert system shells will continue to increase, but 
it is likely that a plateau will soon be reached. This is because 
some disappointments can be expected: the naive business user who 
purchases an expert system shell to be uaed on a personal computer 
will gradually realize that he has bought merely a tool, and that 
the task of constructing a useful ll!Xpert system is a fairly long and 
demanding task that still lies ahead of him.** New shell products 
can in the immediate future offer improvements only in fields where 
progress has from some points of view been already sufficient to be 
continued, for example, in faster inferencing, in more detailed 
explanation of the processes by which decisions were arrived at, and 
in the incorporation of more user-friendly techniques. Progress can 
also be expected in the area of constructing the knowledge base, 
allowing more flexi11ility in the specification of rules, for 
instance. But the 1.·eal problems of expert system construction 
remain, strictly speaking, outside the realm of software. The 
decisions as to how to limit the problem area, how to ask the right 
questions of the human expert and how to decide what are t~e impor
tant parts of his ai1swers are difficulties which the present levels 
of software development ~annot easily deal with, and from some 
points of view have little if anything to offer. 

*For instance, a recent article (53) setting out the condi
tions f~r a successful expert system project spe~ifically mentions 
the need for training in the LISP langusge. For a comparison of 
LISP and PROLOC see (54). 

**On problems of assessing expert system development see [SS), 
as reported in [S6). 
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A strategic choice for development would therefore be better 
in the areas of construction of the kno1.1ledge base rather than in 
the design and implementation of another expert system shell. The 
constructio11 of knowledge engineering tools to detect inconsisten
cies at construction time, to suggest gaps in the information sup
plied, to maintain check-lists of points to be covered, and to 
detect and suggest promising lines of enquiry in the interrogation 
of the human expert, are some of the types cf software that could 
be developed. To enter such a field of work for a software manu
facturer may be a promising route for SOIDf! developing countries. 
Since experience is still limited in both developed and developing 
countries, it may not be as difficult to compete internationally as 
h some other fields. The capital equipment costs are not high, 
even though there will probably be a foreign exchange component. 

E. General production strateif 

1. Sta1es of software production 

Traditionally, software production has been described mainly 
in terms of the design and implementation of computer systems for 
use within an organfaation or a complex piece of equipment. Much 
attention has been given to stages of such an activity. A typical 
classification is tl'e following "software life cycle" ((57), p. 3): 

(a) Requirements analysis and definition; 

(b) System and software design; 

(c) Implementation and unit testing; 

(d) System testing; 

(e) Operation and maintenance. 

From this and similar points of view, the production of dOft
ware is something which extends well beyot;d the actual design and 
writing of a progra11111e. It calls for a number of diverse skills 
including human coanunication, personnel management, resources 
planning etc., as well as the traditional skills of the systems 
analyst or progra11111er. Taken together in an integrated way, the 
considered application of these selected skills has become the 
discipline called "software engineering". The rise of the disci
pline is a response to the growing complexity of the taak. As a 
consequence of this development, considerable examination has taken 
place of the various stages of the development of a system, with 
rules and methodologies which can be applied to the practicalities 
of software production. The allied question of the costs of soft
ware development has also been explored,* especially in view of 
the kinds of complex syste111s under development, often involving 
large teams of staff and sometimes at different locations. 

*The best-known work on this aubject is (58). 
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However, from the point of view of the software entrepreneur, 
the process has not been as well analysed. The conventional analy
sis asswmes that the idea already exists of what the software is to 
do. It assumes also that, on completion, the system will be used, 
perhaps after modification in the light of the intended user's 
experience of the first version. But the software entrepreneur 
faces two other stages: one is the initial one of deciding what to 
produce, and the other is the later stage of trying to sell it when 
completed. The task is essentially a speculative one. The inter
mediate stages• of design and implementation, have some similarity 
of characteristics, .,hether the software is for internal use, is 
being prepared to order, or is to be marketed as a package. 

2. Product ideas 

Ideas for new products come from an understanding of existing 
software and perhaps also an understanding of another specialized 
area. The potential software producer can be someone of a technical 
or professional background whose idea for software derives froe an 
understanding of the way in which a computer can help in the work. 
Equally, if the potential producer has access perhaps through ~~c
paring custom software or providing computer services to some 
specialized company or institution, this may also provide ideas for 
new products. 

A rough classification of ideas for new products is as 
follows: invention; replacement; synthesis; link-type software; 
captive softwarp; local software; embedded software; and custom 
software. 

The first type, invention, refers to the genuinely ne~ idea for 
software, something that has not been tried before. While in the 
early days of computing much new software could have been put in 
this class, it is no longer easy to come up with ideas which are 
genuinely original and at the same time practicable. A good example 
is the spreadsheet progrmme. The first of these, VisiCalc, was 
certainl:• an invention. The hardware conditions for its invention 
were present in that it is a highly interactive concept: only the 
availability of personal computers allowed it to be successful.* 

The second type, replacement, includes the presentation of 
existing ideas in a new form. The improvement can relate to a 
number of different areas, such as the speed of calculation. Thia 
is particularly important in data base software, where a "select" 
or "soft" can, if complex, consume considerable resources. Speed 
is also important for compilers and for CAD software.** Ease of use 

*The initial success of Apple as a manufacturer has in fact 
been attributed to the success of ViaiCalc. See (59). 

**For example, in an advertisement for the Oracle data-base 
management system, the speed of selection, projection, and calcula
tion is compared against that of selection in Informix, another 
data-base management system (60). In an advertisement for Turbo 
Basic 1.1, both the speed of compilation and the speed of execution 
~f the object progr&11111e are compared to those of QuickBa~ic 
(Microsoft) [61). 
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is another field where improvements can readily be -de to an 
existing idea. This is encouraged by develo1J9e0ts on the hardware 
aide referred to earlier, where the user interface is enhanced by 
high-resolution screena which can show features such as menus, icons 
and windows, together with mouse pointers and speech input and 
out-put. An otherwise conventional package can distinguish itself 
and gain a competitive advantage by -ting full use of available 
f-tures of the hardvare and soft-re. Ease of use is a wider con
cept. lt can include the provision of extra functions within a new 
package to carry out operatiooa which experience baa shown are 
necessary but tedious to perform with the existing package. 
Iaprove11e11t can also be in the area of removing re1trictiooa on the 
size of the problem to be handled by the software, these restric
tions existing because of limited i.9agination on the part of the 
original developer or hardware restrictions which have been -de 
irrelevant by new developments. 

The third type, synthesis, refers to the creation of a new 
class of software products by the -rging of the functions of 
separate classes. The best example is the integrated package which 
can include most of the popular office software functions, such as 
word-processing, spreadsheet, data base, graphics and c~ica
tions. As noted earlier, integration of this kind is a continuing 
trend, brought about very often by the increased availability of 
computer memory. Very often, the process of synthesis exploits the 
innovative character of earlier products. What was a new idea, and 
was sold separately, becomes a feature of the later package. There 
is, however, a sense in which the combination of existing ideas also 
represents a new idea. For this reason the search for new product 
ideas baa to include consideration of existing ones, with special 
attention being paid to the possible -rging of ideas from leu 
obviously linked areas. 

Lint-type products represent a promi~ing field for software 
development, but it is one which changes very quietly. By a lint
type product i1 -ant one which overcomes improved c~ication 
between systema of hardware and software. The definition thus 
includes software to carry out such tasks as converting a file Lom 
one format to another, or translating some code from one language 
to another. It could also include software to allow, for instance, 
a computer to ~e a printer which bad not been designed for this 
type of computer. At first sight, the possibilities for this sort 
of product •ight be thought to be limited in the longer ten. by the 
t~end towards standardization, but this is not so. First, universal 
standards are still years away; secondly, even the best standard is 
-de obsolete by techno- logical change; and thirdly, the very push 
towards standards creates a need for software products which allow 
non-standard hardware and software t~ communicate. 

Captive software is the name used to describe software pro
ducts such as "add-ons", which 11re software providing extra features 
or enhancements to successful products. It can include also other 
products which are intended to improve the perfonunce of success
ful products, or, indeed, are intended to monitor the perfonmance 
of complex software in a way which will allow improvements in its 
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use.* All tbe•e share a comaon characteri•tic 0 that they depend on 
the •uccess of mother •oft-re prod\ICt. Their potential -rtet 
sise is deterained by the nwmber of copies sold of the other 
product. l'lore i.8porU11tly 0 it is very vulnerable. For instance, 
the producers of the original product -y decide to bring out a new 
ver•ioo which incorporates 80St of the features of ~be add-on pro
ducts. Again. a new versioo -y i>e incompatible ~.i.th the uisting 
version of the add-on. Ibis -1 not be ioteotiooal oo the part of 
the producer• of the -in •oftware. but it can n~ertbeleas create 
considerable difficulties for those whose products are aupposed to 
wort with it. For this reason such soft-re products cc be called 
captive: they are wholly dependent oo the success of mother. In 
that sense they are analogous to software products which are allloat 
always either harclwareor operating-system-dependent. or both. but 
the difference lies in their liaited functionality. What they do 
for the user can be quite restricted. and the need for the function 
as well as the product can be eliainated at my tiae by develor-ats 
out•ide their control. 

Local software -aos the -eting of a particular national 
practice by appropriate adaptation of existing sof tvare or software 
ideas. This can aaount -rely to cbaoges in the lmguage of the 
com11and structure or user interface of a package. If, however, the 
l811gu&ge is very different, there will have to be 11e>re elaborate 
chaoges. Local buaines• or governmental procedures in the form of 
accounting, taxation etc. represent the 11e>•t COllllOO origins of local 
•oftware. Although local software is usually produced in the coun
try concerned. or el•e carried out for in•tance at the European 
headquarters of a •oftware package producer of a developed country, 
it doe• not have to be •o. A developing country •oftware company 
that produces a •tandard accounting ~ckage to -et the •pecial 
nee~• of the country bu al•o -•tered llllDJ of the •kill• needed to 
do the •.-e for another developing country. 

r..ibedded software is that contained in a .. chine vehicle, or 
piece of equir-at. As •uch it is usually developed by or on behalf 
of the 1111Dufacturer0 and is aiailar to the final category, custoe 
•oftvare, in that the .. pirin1 software entrepreneur has to produce 
this product to order and i• e•sentially a subcontractor. While the 
product itself is not .. rketed by the software producer, there is 
neverth•leH, especially for the new producer, a 1ood deal of 
.. rketin1 involved, since it is neceHary to convince the client 
that the •oftware coepmy has the •kills md experience to carry 
ou~ the task correctly and on tiae. The difference between 
eabedded software and c1i.atoe software is partly in the .. rkets: 
.. nufacturers of capital goods and cons11111er durables are the typical 

*for instance, the very •ucces•ful data ba•e software for 
personal computers, dlase III, ha• en1endered many other products 
(62). The operatin1 •Y•t .. itself, MS-DOS, ha• done the .... , for 
instance with "shells" to ilaprove the user interface (see (63), •• 
reported in (64) ). On the .. infr.-e side, a large nlllber of per
formance monitor• are available; one source 1ives 43 for llM 
syn ... (65). 
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users of embedded systems, while custom software could be written 
for miyooe. F.llbedded software is used by aicroproceasora or aicro
controllers built into the equii-ent. It is usually very time
dependent and written in assembler or in a special control lancuace 
(increasingly, Ada is being used). F.llbedded ayat- coaatruction 
-y also in -y cases require a auch aore detailed knowledge of 
hardware conaideratioas. 

3. Choice of urtct 

Clearly, the possible aartet will be partly deteraioed by the 
idea for the product. the idea aay be in practice specific to a 
particular application sector, a particular country or a particular 
type of computer or operating syste11. To have as large a potential 
aartct as poHible is desiratle. but in the caae of software pro
duction it is particularly so because of the low aarginal coats 
involved in expanded production. 

Io teras of large potential urtets • consideration auat be 
given not only to the installed base (the o'9ber of relevant com
puters in use) but the type (-iofr-. aioicomputer or personal 
computer). The price at which the product can be sold varies 
accordingly, inversely with the o'91>er installed: thus personal 
computer software, unleH hiably specialized, can hardly be sold 
for .,re than about $600. Mioicomput:er and uinfr- software is 
considerably aore expensive, and in fact is often rented, thus 
givina the producer a certain control over future revenues.* the 
question of pricing in aeneral is also affected by technological 
cbang~: the shortening of product life cycles in the software field 
-an• that pay-back periods have also to be aborter if they are to 
exist at all. 

A full uoderstandina of the selected aartet ia necessary• in 
particular the .,tivations of the potential software purchasers, 
vlaich vary widely dependina on the context in which their computing 
wort is carried out. For instance, the I .. Minfr..e installations 
constitute a larae and stable Mrket (with respect to •inic011puters, 
a d•ilar judaement can be ude). Bovever, the u.infr- installa
tions also constitute a urket which bas the following characteris
tics: 

(a) It is concerned as auch or even .,re with quality and 
service a• with price; 

(b) It baa already been targeted by aany others; 

(c) It i1 in fact fras-nted, since so aany software product• 
have bec011e "atand,rds" within this typical environment. It is not 
enough to be coapatible with MYS. There is other syate11 1of tware 

*It i1 not on ab1o:ute control, ber.au1e to raise rent• too auch 
would open the door to a rival producer. lut the inconvenience of 
tranaferring to another software ayatem would in any case deter uny 
fra11 chanaina. 
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(in teleproceaaiq, for instance) which baa to be taken into 
accomit. Sophisticated beavil1 marlcetP.d products such as data-baae 
--.-at •J•t- have specialbed format• and illplJ certain -1• 
of working. Cma the new product fit in with theae? 

(d) It ia an evolutionary market, not very au:h open to 
significant departures froa eatabliabed _,. of doing thin&•· This 
is principallJ because of the need to keep eat.ablisbed computer 
a1ate11a operatiq. lbese have oft.en entailed coaaiderable invest.
meat coat• and theJ provide info~tion flova which cmmot be 
interrupted. For thia reaaon, anf nev product bas either to 'oe
plement exiatiq a7atema or elae provide a f~ible _, to replace 
the exiating •1ate11 in an orderly -.nner. Aa noted earlier. the 
computer -ufacturera have to provide. a atable and secure environ
ment for the purchaser. lbe uaer baa to feel that the equii-ent 
bought ia not likel1 to beca.e obsolete quiclt17. Io fact, it 
uauall1 does became obaolete quicltl7, in the aenae that aa.ethiq 
both better and cheaper will appear on the -rket soon after the 
purchase bas been -de. Jut it can be aaid that the purchasers 
grudgingl7 accept this• if their individual expectation• are -t. 
if the available equipment ia within their ~uclget, if it will do the 
job it ia intended for, and, 110at iaportantly if it can either be 
pb7aicall1 upgraded (which ia better) or elae will uae the kinda of 
aoftvare that can alao be uaed on the next generation of the coe
puter in question. 

Thia laat requirement means that the computer ..aufacturer baa 
to provide an "upgrade path". Thia can take several fonis, but the 
aiapleat ia a aet of progr-• that convert aoftware written for 
the old computer to software that will nm on the new. Such a con
version ia not alwa1a neceaaary since the bardVare _, have been 
designed to be "upward compatible". However, on other occasion• it 
may be neceaaary to abmldOD auch compatibilitJ in order to exploit 
fullJ the poaaibililiea of the new bardVare deaign or coeponenta. 
It ia in these cases that the prodaion of ml upgrade path la 
needed. Such a path can also include the proviaion of hardware 
llOdificationa. and the prevalence and cheapneaa of integrated cir
cuits in man1 it... of equipment .. kea this a relativel1 aillple 
task, ainr.e the replacement of one integrated circuit bJ another ia 
a relativelJ aiaple -tter. However the provision of software that 
convert.a old afatema to allow thell to operate in the new environ-
11e11t ia one of the moat uaual wa1• in which an upgrade path ia -de 
available. 

There are caaea, however, in wbic~ ml upgrade path ia not pro
vided bf the manufacturer. Thia can re1ult frOll the purel1 practi
cal calculation that the returns will not juatifJ the develos-ent 
effort, but it can also be that the benefit.a of the new technologf 
are aufficientlJ obvious and significant for the user to aiaplJ 
abandon hi1 old •fat .... running them in parallel with the new ones 
onlJ until the latter have proved their reliabilitJ. 

In other caaea thet'e .. , be a "generic" shift in the techno-
1011. An ex-ple ia the l90V~t fre11 8-bit to 16-bit •icropro
ceaaor1, where the earlier generation (8080, Z80 and 6800) was not 
COllpatible with the later (8086. Z8000, 68000) in ter9a Of tne 
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instructions understood. Individual -ufacturera -y have pro
vided upgrade paths for their own aeries of aicroproceaaora • but 
aaoy aicrocoaputer -ufacturers took the opportunity of a techno
logical shift to change their sources of aicroprocessors. Third
party software coapaoies 0 as well as chip aaoufacturers, offered 
products, cross-assemblers, which allowed the instructions of one 
aicroprocesaor to be translated into those of another. Tbus, tech
nological change created a gap which was filled by third parties. 
llany other gaps necessarily arise, as long as the technology ctJDti
oues to develop, and such gapa al-ya represent opportunities for 
third-party manufacturers to provide a product which can fill the 
gap and allow two previously iocoapatible pieces of equipaent to 
coaaunicate with one another. 

Io considering aarkets, therefore, it is important to reiterate 
that technological change creates aarketa in two distinct ways. 
Firstly, through direct progress and the provision of new hardware 
it encourages new ways of doing things and, accordingly, new soft
ware requirements for software products which exploit the possibi
lities of the new hardware. But there is a second type of aarket, 
one created by the inconsistencies and discontinuities of tectmo
logical change. Progress continues in aany directions, and led by 
aaoy different coapenies in several countries. To reap the bene
fits of aore than one advance siaultaneoualy aay aean, for a new 
product developer, a difficult problea of integration: bow to fit 
together a sensor, a processor and a aeaory aanagellf!Ot unit in such 
a way that it will be of interest to users of another product that 
happens to be highly P'lpular but with which no suitable interface 
exists. Inte1ratioo, har110Dization, coimnmicatioo ~.e all goals of 
the aovement towards hardware and software standards. But in the 
absence of unifona acceptance of standards, and in the face of the 
continued assault on standards represented by accelerating techno
lo1ical chan1e, the need persists for products to fill the gaps 
between the advances on different fronts. The link-type product 
idea ia only one aanifeatation of technological change, which 
increasingly detenainea the whole aarket environaent.* 

It was pointed out above that aiaply to follow what appeared 
to be the largest or "standard" configuration of equipaent -y not 
necessarily be the beat approach. On the other band to follow a 
aore specialized aarket carries its own riaka. One of these ia that 

*Filling gaps, aa a strategy, involves an appreciation of aany 
aspects of hardware and software. It aay also involve workin1 with 
hardware directly to such an extent that the operat~on aay seem aore 
like hardware aanufacturin1. But in fact there ia no physical 
transformation of the aateriala, apart f roa the link ins of chi pa 
and connectora together. The exact pattern of linkage aay be 
unique but it uses printed circuit board techniques that are well 
understood. The real contribution and the source of value added 
coaea from the software, which can be eabodied in read-only 
...oriea (ROPla), erasable prosr .... ble read-only 1H910rie• (EPROPla), 
electrically erasable progr-ble read-only .eaoriea (EEPROPla) and 
application-»pecific integrated circuits (ASICa). 
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the mark~t -Y be about to be eroded. or -Y be wiped out by tbe 
emergence of some new technology or a rival product. Here tbe 
development til9e is crucial in a way tba~ is not necessarily true 
for products directed towards a more stable or conventional market. 
In tbe latter case, a product -1 still find buyers whether it 
appears in 12 or in 18 11DOtbs. In a more specialized market. it may 
cOQtract rapidly as the technology changes and tbe total ndlber of 
potential purchasers can diJlinisb rapidly. 'Ibis is still the caae 
even if the number of computers of a particular kind in use re1111ins 
the s-. Although none are ~lately abandoned on the announce-
11e11t of the availat:ility of s09e superior product, decisions are 
nevertheless taken on future purchase. Once such decisions are 
-de, it is tben only for very compelling re-ona that any software 
product would be bought for the existing computer. Even though it 
may remain in use for another year or even more, tbe software -rltet 
ia disappearing rapidly. 

Being too near tbe frontier of hardware developments is equally 
rialty, since tbe new development may fail to altract a wide -rltet 
and the work that goea into building software for it, together with 
tbe consequent investment, -y be lost. However, many proaising 
niches exist at this frontier. Nev developments in tbe .. instreaa 
of hardware are also iJlportant and here the established manufacturer 
of software is often at an advantage over new entrants. 'Ibis occurs 
particularly in the case of, for instance, microcomputers, whose 
manufacturers are anxious to launch tbe -chine on the .. rltet with 
as wide a software base, or selection, aa possible. Thia means that 
they will make available to software coapanies a prototype version 
of the new coaputer, or at least disclose to theta the details of the 
hardware and op~rating system so as to allow the software llAllufac
turer both to have a product ready for market launch simultaneously 
with the launch of the coaputer itself, and also to enhance the 
attractiveness of the coaputer to potential purchaser-a through the 
provision of software that exploits any special feature of the new 
hardware deafen. The coapanies selected for this favoured treat.ent 
are typically thoGe that have produced successful packages in the 
past, since too wide a distribution would discourage some of the 
software manufacturers, who would feel that their coapetitive 
advantage was bein1 lost, and •i1ht also result in disclosure of any 
still secret aspects of the hardv3~e desicn. 

Such a practice Nltes it more difficult for new entrants to 
coapete. It favours existin1 successful software coapanies. But 
the practice was not developed for the sake of theae COllpanies, but 
rather by the hardw.;s. re unufacturera to ensure success for their 
products. Therefore, they remain to some extent open to broadenin1 
their range of favoured software coapanies, provided they are 
satisfied that the company entrusted w.ith details of their forth
c011ing product is capable of producing soeethin1 worthwhile in the 
way of software for it. If can therefore becClle very illportant to 
cultivate selected hardware manufacturers, to demonstrate the soft
ware capabilities of the new company and to convince the hardware 
developers that the connection is worth developing. Such a task NY 
not be an easy one: it can require in some cases a physical pre
sence in the .... country as the hardware llAl\ufacturer or at least 
very frequent visits to it, and for a s .. 11 coapany in a developin1 
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country this .. y be an overambitious undertaking, given the foreign 
exchange costs of establishing a presence in North America or 
Western Europe. 

However• some such contacts are essential for any software 
production strategy targeted towards the leading edge of technology. 
To be f-iliar enough with present and future develo.,.ents to be 
able to identify an emerging soft-re product opportunity is not 
easy when the research and develoi-ent activity is far a-y and 
sometimes hidden for cOlll9ercial reasons. But there are many rela
tively inexpensive methods of monitoring technological progress in 
this field. Journals in rlectronics and computing are often inex
pensive because of the high quantities of advertising that they 
carry. Professional societies are usually very keen to expand their 
international links and often have a proliferation of specialized 
interest groups which act as a clearing-house for information (and 
often standards) on particular bar"1·~re or software topics. Again, 
barclvare manufacturers of ten provide a great deal of printed .. te
rial on their own products or on technologies which they use. This 
.. terial is ofte:i free or else costs very little. Attendence at 
large trade fairs, such as CeBIT or Comdex, is a relatively easy way 
of becoebg f-iliar with a complex and rapidly changing .. rket.* 

Co-operative arrangements for exchange of scientific and tech
nological information are found both within the United Nations 
system and as part of other intersovernmental arransements. UNIIX> 
bas actively promoted information exchange both through the Techno
logy Information Exchange System and more specifically in the field 
of informatics technologies through schemes such as the REMIAC 
resional •icro-electronics network for Latin America. The fledg
ling software coepany can do worse than investigate official 
channels in its own country, to discover what information systema 
are accessible as a consequence of international agreements. 

The question of software protection should also be mentioned. 
The subject is a complex one since it includes technical as well as 
legal considerations. The investment made by the producer has to 
be protected through some system or ayst- which will prevent 
unauthorized copying of the software. Thia can lead to a lou of 
potential revenues, and 11eans to guard against it range from ~~ysi
cal protection of the software diskette to the application of patent 
and copyright law.** 

*Representation at these fairs of the new software company is 
another matter and often an expensive one. The average coat of the 
space for a stand at CeBIT is 200 deutsche mark (II'!) per square 
11etre, and to this •ust be added the construction of the stand and 
.. ny other associated costs. The total expenditures of Sietaens in 
1989 was II'! 8 •illion. See (66). 

**See (67). On the terms and conditions of software sales, see 
(68). 
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4. Iuvest8cot costs 

The investment costs associated with software production 
include the provision of harclvare and software equipment. Clearly 
there will be a need for computer harclvare. the same as or better 
than that for which the software will be written. although develop
llCllt harclvare which can simulate the lergest hardware .ay also be a 
possibility in a few cases. Inefficient hardware or limited access 
to it docs not .. te it i8possible to produce .artetable sof tvare but 
it adds to the development time. This •ight not appear to be so 
much of a problem if local personnel costs are low. but if the pro
duct under development is in any way sensitive to technological 
change. then developmen. time can be decisive in determining the 
success of the product. Too long a wait .. y .. te it obsolete. or 
the problem it is to solve has been taken care of by someone else. 

Investment in software is at least as important for this 
re .. on. and for others. The choice of the correct tools will not 
only reduce the development line but will also .. te the final pro
duct 11e>re attractive and reliable. So{tware products are available 
which are designed to assist ic all stages of the production of 
software. including design. production. doc\9entation and -ir.tt
nance. The oroducts include the following:* design tools. which 
::.!iow the conceptual structure of the software system to be ana
lyzed; optimizing compilers. which produce efficient object codes 
by analyzing the source code for redundancies; fourth-generation 
languages and application generators. which .. y also have a nUlllber 
of other tools as features; screen generktors; .. ny fo111111 of debug-
1e1.·s. which check the source code for errors; execution flow sim
.. rizers; file comparators; and translators. 

Many of the features found in such software tools are also to 
be found in the new generation of software tools tnovn as C09puter
aided software engineerin1 (CASE). These include what are called 
progr.-rs wort-benches or analyst work-benches. The more COll

prehenaive type is called an integrated projects support environment 
(IPSEi. capable of controllin1 lar1e aof~ware projects and ensuring 
consistency in the wort of the different people involved and 
generating comprehensive documentation for the product. 

These products vary in capabilities and in price. Their 
potential contribution to the success of the final product can. 
however. be very great. and productivity improve.ents of from 20 to 
30 per cent have been cited of IPSEa (71). The coat of such tools 
.. y therefore be a centrally aignif icant feature of any detailed 
feaaibility study for a software product. and the aavin1• in labour 
inputs and project time. as noted. must be taken into account. Thia 
is so although estimating the work involved is difficult. Moat r.oat 
estimate methods for software production require the nUlllber of lines 

*See (8) and [S7). See also (69). as reported in (70). for 
~ome examples of COBOL tools for an IBM envir0flllle1lt, 
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of code as a starting-point.* It can also be important to follow 
design procedures which allow generalized parts of the software to 
be used again in subsequent products ("re-usable code"). 

The second -in advantage of such tools, that they greatly 
reduce the potential for errors in the final product, will have an 
impact on the cost structure at a later stage. A faulty product 
will not only give the new producers an unfavourable reputation.
it _, also lead in scme cues to liability for consequential 
.._,es. As a result, there bu been a growth in independent ca.
paniea which for a fee will teat a software product for errors 
before it is -rteted. Their customers include very large and suc
cessful software producers [75). 

*See [72), as reported in (73), and also (58). 

**It has been suggested, however, that the maxill "any publicity 
is good publicity" applies here, but this seems to be 1110re in con
nection with large companies who can supply updates at relatively 
little coat to registered users and thua get a good reputation for 
quality control. See [74). 
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BUSINESS FAILURE IN GREEK MANUFATURING TNDUSTRY: 
SOME EVIDENCE FOR POLICY 

George H. Katsos and Joseph N. Leltakis* 

Introduction 

The important issue of business failure arouses the concern of 
investors, bankers, managers and policy--kers. In literature on 
the subject an attempt bas been made to determine the degree of 
influence exerted by both intra-firm and aggregate external factors 
on failure rates. Intra-firm factors are associated with the type 
and quality of management, which is responsible for business strat
egy and progress, while external factors include macro-economic 
conditions and policies adopted outside the business conmunity. 

In a study of intra-firm factors, J. Argenti ([l), p. 123) 
reports that bad management is almost universally recognized as the 
prime cause of business failure, and identifies the following six 
main structural defects of management: one-man rule; non
participation by the board; existence of an unbalanced top team; 
lack of management depth; poorly organized finances; and the prac
tice of combining the roles of chairman of the board and chief 
executive officer. 

With regard to external influences, the same author ((1), 
pp. 128-130) suggests that price controls, strict environmental 
regulations, and other technological, political, economic and 
social factors are significant determinants of failure. In a more 
recent systematic study of external influences, C. Cumning and 
K. Saini [2) built a single equation model based on the underlying 
anumption that the factors determining failure at the firm level 
can also be used to explain the phenomenon in the aggregate. In 
their model, they regress the number of bankruptcies in Japan and 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland against 
the price level and aggregate demand, costs and interest payments. 
The major conclusion drawn from their work is that bankruptcy 
growth rates are explained to a large degree by debt service costs 
and individual components of aggregate demand. Altman ([3), 
pp. 83-98) chose a different set of independent variables to pro
duce findings indicating that marginal firms in the United States 
tend to fail much faster when there is a decline in economic 
growth, stock market performance, money supply growth, and business 
formation. He also notes that the literature on the issue of 
aggregate external factor influence on business failure is limited 
([3), p. 84). Finally, in a study of the effects of federal credit 
policies and aggregate business failure in the United States, 
Archibald and Baker [4) conclude that the non-market allocation of 
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credit to firms that have a lesser problllbility of survival contri
bute to higher failures. In addition, federal loan guarantee pro
gr~s merely postpone failures which then eventually gr.>¥ into 
larger failures. 

Macro-economic policy choices acting as aggregate external 
factors may have profound effects ~n business performance, espe
cially in countries where government intervention is frequent and 
decisive. The role of trade, taxation and financial and other 
policies has often been emphasized in the literature, with the main 
focus on paths to development (5) because national efforts since 
the Second World War have been concentrated on the creation and 
expansion of industries. 

The experience of failing manufacturing firms in Greece is 
considered in this paper within a dual microand macro-economic 
framework, thereby contributing to the existing scarce literature 
on the subject, and useful polic:· conclusions are drawn. The few 
sectoral studies of the Greek economy have touched upon some of the 
causes of failure in the manufacturing industry. Inadequate man
agement, characterized by a lack of innovation and a failure to 
deal efficiently with the task environment, baa been suggested in a 
study by Tsoris (6). Giannitsis and Vaitsoa [7) have also pointed 
out the lack of technological innovation, but without detailed con
sideration of the causes. In another work the thesis of a lack of 
technological innovation is rejected ([8], p. 39). In a few 
studies it ha& been observed that many failing firms have had a 
high debt-to-equity ratio (9). The basis for that observation, 
which reflected the way in which manufacturing industry was origi
nally created through abundant credit, business choices and govern
ment policies, will become clear in this paper. A few other 
studies have revealed that, in order to finance new investment pro
jects, firms have had to borrow in the abort term ([10), [11) and 
[6)). None of the studies, however, systematically addresses the 
problem of failure in the context of policy-making, on the basis of 
information received directly from firms. 

The approach followed in this paper is guided by the belief 
that micro-level data are of invaluable significance for the analy
sis of business failure, and that ~vidence associated with both 
intra-firm and P.Xternal causes of failure can be incorporated into 
the decision-making proceH. Data have been drawn from various 
sources, including the National Statistical Service of Greece, the 
Bank of Greece, ICAP (a private consulting company), the Union of 
Creek Industrialists and personal interviews with manufacturing 
busineH officials. Before business failure is considered from an 
analytical perspective, data on manufacturing growth from the end 
of the Second World War up to 1974 are presented in section A. The 
year 1974 is chosen H a dividing line for the following three 
reasons: it was the year in which the pressures produced by the 
first oil crisis began to spread their effects through the domestic 
economy; it saw the departure of the military government; and it 
gave rise to new challenges for economic policy in Greece. The 
experience of failure in Greek manufacturing industry is sumnari~ed 
in section B. A discrlmlnant analysis model is developei! in 
section C using variables auembled from company financial 
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state11ents, in order to trace the relative importance of the 
factors determining business failure. The results of a set of 
tests for effective management in solvent and insolvent firms are 
presented in section D. The relative impor- tance of aggregate 
external factors ao causes of failure in the Greet 8allufacturing 
sector are explored in section E, with emphasis on cost, price and 
demand conditions. Finally, in section F, the Greet experience is 
sum11ariz:ed and polici conclusions are drawn. 

A. Growth of the MQufacturin1 sector in Greece 

The manufacturing sector in Greece started to grow at a brisk 
pace ~diately after the Second World War as a result of the 
general reconstruction effort in transports, agriculture and 
energy. Planning for manufacturing growth effectively began in 
1953, with emphasis on energy. During the same period, growth was 
-inly centred on certain development projects in the fertiliz:er, 
alU11inium, magnesium, nickel, soda, sugar, steel, oil refining and 
ship repairing industries [12]. Invisible receipts and the inflow 
of private foreign capital, supplemented by the aid progr- of 
the United States of America. were identified as the -in sources 
of foreign exchange needed to import -cbinery and equipment. By 
those means, a 6 per cent growth of gross national product (GNP) 
per annum could be sustained ([13], p. 2). 

The absence of private capital markets compelled policy-makers 
to use bank credit as the sole means of financing manufacturing 
investment projects. Development of such markets was inhibited 
because large labour migration from rural to urban centres, signal
ling t~e transformation of Greek society from a peasant to an urban 
one, made investment in housing a major priority ([14], p. 70). 
Credit to manufacturing increased by approximately 32 per cent tier 
annum throughout th2 period from 1953 to 1973, during which Greek 
manufacturing industries achieved remarkable growth in real terms 
(9.5 per cent per annum), following a 7 per cent annual increase in 
aggregate demand. 

Greece did not apply strong import restrictions as a means of 
spurring manufacturing growth for various reasons. Beyond equip
ment and raw materials, imports of a variety of foreign-made pro
ducts were essential for further growth. Kore essential, however, 
was the choice of the country to become an open economy. As early 
as 1953, almost all quantitative restrictions on imports were 
lifted, and export subsidies, which bad previously amounted to 100 
per cent of f.o.b. prices, were abolished. Further, in 1961, 
aiming at a higher export performance, Greece joined the European 
Economic COD1unit.y (EEC) as an associate -ber. Goals set by the 
five-year development plan for the period from 1968 to 1972 (15) 
favoured the creation of large firms to reap economies of scale. 
Small firms, however, have been found to be more efficient, and 
hence leas vulnerable to economic downturns (9). In 1970 the 
authorities changed course and decided to subsidiz:e exports up to a 
ma.ximUA1 of 25 per cent of f.o.b. prices. Exports increased rapidly 
between 1970 and 1974. 
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B. Ihc failure of 11ADufacturin1 fims 

hlllediately after ass1111ing powEr. the civilian Government 
reshuffled its expenditures. Fearing a possible conflict with 
neighbouring Turkey (following the •ilitary action of 1974 in 
Cyprus). the Govenment incre-ed national defence spending. In 
addition. the first oil crisis forced it to allocate 80re funds to 
energy illports. As a result. there was a significant cutback in 
resources available to manuf P.cturing. including public investment. 
various subsidies and grant a>rogr-s. Exports subsidies. speci
fically. vere reduced and gradually abolished. reflecting the 
above~tioned factors and the obligation of the Government to 
pave tte vay towards full llembership of the EEC. 

The inflationary spiral which appeared at that time reflected 
the relative scarcity of resources. Unit production costs in 1111nu
facturing industry began to incre-e rapidly. Simultaneowly. in 
an attempt to avoid the negative impact of continuing inflation on 
the volime of private deposits. the Govern11e11t raised nominal 
interest rates and. consequently. the coat of lending. Increased 
production costs. rising competition from newly industrializing 
countries* and the European recession of 1976 to 1980 had adverse 
effects on business profitability. The expectations of investors 
soon followed the dovnvard profitability trend and the manufac
turing index decreased rapidly. Even though the stock -rket is 
not a significant source of business financing. the end-result was 
that real growth rates ~n manufacturing investl9eot approached zero. 
and in certain periods even became negative. 

In 1977 the Government openly spoke about the existence of 
"ailing" or "problem" (the more popular term) firms that vere 
having difficulty in meeting their short-term obligations. In 1983 
it announced a plan to bail out such firms. in an attempt to avoid 
the increased unemployment that would arise from the closure of 
-nufacturing plants. Prob:em firms vere either bailed out or 
declared bankrupt. The :Uaediate result of supporting a firm under 
the plan was the installation of new manag~t chosen by the 
Government. The manufacturing branches in which business failures 
were concentrated included beverages. tobaccc, textile•. clothing, 
paper and paper products, machinery and tools. 

c. Evidence frQll financial ratios 

The analysis of financial ratios provides valuable insight 
into the cauaes of business failure. The aim ia to determine the 
relative weight of variables that may be used to explain failure or 
success at the firm level. To develop an appropriate framework. a 
five-variable discriminant analysis 1110del was applied to a i..-ple 
of 104 firms, half of which were ready to close down in 19&2, while 
the other half had no serious problems. Each group was matched 

*The term ''NIC" is used extensively to describe developing 
economies, be they countries, provinces or areas, where there ha1 
been particularly rapid industrial growth. 
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vitb the other in telWS of size and manufactured products. Evi
dence from this part of the a.'l&lysis is discussed later in the con
text of both intra-fins and aggregate ext~rnal influences on 
business perfonaance. The five variables selected are as follows: 

X1 = Net working capital/total assets 

X2 = Retained earnings/total assets 

X3 = Earnings before interest and taxes/total assets 

X4 • Eq~ity and retained earnings/total liabilities 

Xs = Sales/total assets 

The llOdel is comparable to that constructed by Altman, vith one 
exception. Since the stock of many of the f iI'IDS is not traded, the 
definition of the variable X4, in this analysis is a proxy to 
that used by Altman ([3), pp. 102-125), defined as the market value 
of equity divided by total liabilities. 

The estimated Z function has the following form: 

Z = --0.523 + 4.S6 X1 + 0.27 X2 + 0.01 X3 + 0.46 X4 + 0.75 X5 

vith the scale vector being Xi, X3, X4, X5, X2, the 
sequence shoving the re!ative importance of each variable in 
explaining bus!:: c:11s failure or success. The model classified firms 
as failed or not failed vith a probability of 0.86, with lower and 
upper limits of the Z values being --0.27 an'.l 0.28 respectively. 
The pri-ry result, as expected, is that failure is attributed to 
low cash-flow capabilities of the firms. 

D. Intra-firm cauaes of failure 

In any firm, cash-flow rrob:ems are primarily the responsibil
ity of the management. Three tests of effective management were 
conducted. The first test dealt vith gearing behaviour, the second 
vith the Urm's ability to respond to changing competitive con
ditions, and the third with the structure of management. 

In the suaple of problem finns, it was found that gearing 
behaviour increased from 71.9 in 1973 to 8i.5 per cent in 1980, 
compared with a slight decrease from 6S.6 to 63 per c£nt in 
non-problem firms during the same period. Hence total liabilities 
had a profound impact on the ability of problem firms to meet their 
short-tena obligation•, that ii, variable X4 in the model 
influences X1. 

The two sample groups re1ponded in diametrically opposite ways 
to the ri1ing competition of the 19701, which originated in the 
newly industrializing countries and the European rece11ion of the 
period from 1976 to 1980. Instead of retrenching their export 
activities, as did their healthy cowiterparu, problem firm1 acted 
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rather irrationally by undertaking additiooal export-oriented 
invest.ent projects. Nev projects were financed with borrowed 
capital at a ti.me when interest rates could be expected to rise in 
respon•e to preceding inflationary pressures. In probl- finaa, 
exports as a percentage of sales changed from 26.8 per cent in 1976 
to 31.8 per cent in 1980, in contrast to healthy finaa, exports of 
which dropped from 42.8 to 30 per cent in those s- years. 

The top management structure was tested in 34 large finaa 
-ploying approximately 20,000 persons, which represents approxi-
-tely three quarters of the total labour employed in 150 firms 
that were ready to close down in 1982. In 27 of the fir11a in the 
test s .. ple at least two board members belonged to the s- f .. ilyi 
in nine finu 11e>re than four board members ~ from the s
f .. ilyi and in 12 finaa housewives were also registered as board 
members. In 14 finaa two or more members bad the same profession, 
while in an almost equal number of firms (13) the chairman of the 
board was also the chief executive officer. These features are 
perfectly consistent with those identified by Argenti (1) for bad 
management, namely one-t111t1 rule and the existence of an unbalanced 
te .. at the top. The accounting information supplied to ~emient 
in the test firms was adequate, according to opinions expressed by 
experts -ployed by those firms. 

E. 611re1ate external influences and businca1 failure 

Cash-flow problems in any open economy such as that of Greece 
are almost by definition a result either of a lack of adequate 
demand tt.at bas a negative iapact on sales and busineas profits, or 
of increased costs cOllbined with fixed or decreasing prices that 
lover profit -rgins. Those variables provide a broad framework 
that encompasses the C~ing-Sa.i.ni model as well as most of vbat 
Altman regards as external causes of business failure. The factors 
that affect the two variables therefore need to be delineated. 

As a basis for the analyais, it should be noted that in the 
scale vector obtained using the dis:riainant 6Dalysis 11e>del, 
variable X4, which is cost-related, ranks higher than variable 
X5, which is demand-related. A graphical representation of debt 
and sales profiles over ti.lie illustrates the different trends. The 
figure shows debt and sales ratios of problem and non-problem f inas 
for the years 1973, 1978, and 1980. 

In the figure, problem finas appear to combine falling ules 
with rising debt, in contrast to their healthy counterparts whose 
sales ratios increased while their debt profile shoved no signifi
cant change. This does not mean that the sales of problem finns 
were in fact decreasing. It was the increasing value of the denom
inator (tt'tal assets) caused by the •ccU111Ulation of new capital 
assets that 111ade their sales ratios follow a downward pattern. On 
the basis of the sample data, the average annual growth rate of 
fixed aaset accU111Ulation by problem finns during the period from 
1973 to 1982 was aimost 12 per cent, as compared with only around 
5 per cent for non-problem finas. 
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DEBT AND SALES RATIOS OF PR08LEM AND NON-PROBLEM FIRMS 
(1973-1960) 

Problem firms - debt __ ------------------------------- ------

-- Non-problem firms - debt ------- _ Problem firms - ~ 
-.__.--. --- ------- ----. ---O.S-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--=~=-:~::::..!:::~ 

1973 19l6 1980 

1. P=egd coodition• 

The a11e1aient of demand conditions as determinants of reduced 
business performance requires tracing aggregate demand components 
over ti.e, in order to identify possible constraints that bad an 
effect on the emergence of proble11 firms. For the period after 
1974, table 1 shows individual d_,.d cCAponr.itc; CO'A:>riAfos 
exports, both competitive and non-competitive illport1 1 and domeati
call~ produced and deiaanded manufactured goods. 

As refle-::ted in table 1, exports of .anufactures to European 
mellber countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) grew at rates which did not differ from those 
recorded by other .ember countries. Goods produced by proble11 
industries appear to have experienced even higher export growth 
rates. Consequently, lov exports did not result in a lack of 
aggregate demand. 

Imports grew at rates more or less equal to those ft>r other 
OECD member countries. However, foreign goods ahlilar to those 
.. nufactured by prc.bla firms were imported at much higher rates 
than those of total 1-porta. The high growth rates of demand for 
i•porta reveal the existence of significant illport penetration, the 
index o• which rose frOll 0.3:5 to 0.360. Thia i•pliea that domes
tically produced goods had become leas competitive because of 
events or policies that had a negative effect on relative prices. 
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Table l. Aggregate demand components, 1974-1982 
(Annual rates of g~ovth) 

Demand component 

bqports 

Greece 
European members of OECD 

Greece 
European llellbers of OECD 

In total 
manufacturing a/ 

8.G 
9.1 

9.9 
8.8 

Dollestic demand for 
domiestically prod~ced goods r;./ 5.8 

In problem 
industries b./ 

18.5 

15.5 

3.5 

~: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop
ment, foreicn Trade by Cgepodities (Paris, 1986), vol. l. 

a/ Categories 5, 6, 7 and 8 of the Standard International 
Trade Classification. 

bl Industries in which problem firms appeared in greater pro
portions. 

r:.I Calculationl. !>ased on data from the National Statistical 
Service of Greece. 

All of the above-mentioned factors lead to the conclusion that 
demand was not declining. Evideni:e from micro-level data must 
therefore be incorporated to aaseaa the adequacy of aggregate 
demand. Specifically, an interpretation of aalea profiles for the 
problem and non-problem finaa referred to in the figure ia needed. 
The first-beat hypothesis ia that unlike problem firms, non-problem 
firms had increasing aalea because of their ability to become more 
competitive by international standards. 

2. Coat r;.ondition1 

The expected impact on coat structure• of policies such as 
tho1e on taxation, the environment, income• and credit i1 con
lidered in the following review of co&t conditions for the period 
after 1974. 

To begin with, taxation pollcie1 do not appear to be a 1ignif
icant factor in increas~d co1U and reduced perfonnance, for two 
rea1ons. On the one hand, indirect taxes collected when inputs are 
traded are always reimbursed to the companies, especially when the 
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companies are export-oriented, as were the problem ones. Further, 
higher indirec~ taxes apply to imports of final products and not to 
rav materials '.16]. On the other hand, while corporate income 
taxes were no.. increased after 1974, marginal increases in tax 
rates of distributed profits could always be circumvented by 
reinvesting profits. 

Enviromnental controls also do n.Jt appear to have influenced 
manufacturing business performance. The most serious step toward 
the control of industrial pollution was taken at a time when the 
isaue of problem firms had been recognized ([17), pp. 23-24). In 
1979, the Ministries of Industry and of Labour drafted an Environ
mental Pollution Control Act and submitted it to Parliament for 
approval. Among other things, the draft legislation provided for 
the introduction of stationary source emission standards. Parlia
ment, probably fearing that such controls would be lethal to the 
already troubled manufacturing sector. did not enact the legisla
tion. The Ministries of Industry and of Public Health did exercise 
some pressure on firms located in the Athens metropolitan area to 
curb their pollution, mainly by ordering the burning of lower
sulphur fuels in combustion processes. The ~bsence of cost records 
on industrial pollution control and of complaints by the b11siness 
community against environmental regulations also weakens the arg~
ment based on the costs of environmental protection. 

Unlike taxation and environmental protection measures, how
ever, incomes policies did influence costs. since the Govenunt'tlt 
responded positively to trade union demands for higher wages ttat 
had previously been rejected. Therefore wage increases were not a 
result of increased demand for labour arising from a need to expa11d 
the volume of induatriel production. The ratio of prices to labo~ 
costs decreased significantly between 1974 and 1982 [18]. 

Credit policies also appear to have played a decisive role in 
cost determination. Unlike the period before 1974, when credit to 
manufacturing industry increase~ in real terms and borrowing costs 
were lover, credit conditions in the period after 1974 worsened. 
The real growth rate of credit decreased from 24.S to 7.1 per cent 
per annum. while interest rates jumped from 7.5 to 21 per cent. In 
1978, especially, interest rates rose to prevent negative effects 
on the propensity of private depositors to save. The operational 
structure of the financial system represented en important element 
of credit policies at the time. The system was essentially con
trolled by the Government [19]. The processing of applications for 
new loans was pri111arily characterized by the inability of the banks 
to determine final investment costs. That was due to the lack of 
the following: qualified techno-economic studies submitted by 
firms to meet application requirements; monitoring of projects to 
ensure timely Pxecution; and adequate consideration of macro
economic factors such as inflation and interest rates. 

Even thougn both incomes and credit policies did inflate some 
major cost items. firms could ease the bur~en by res~rting to 
factor-saving techniques and investment strategies. Cost elastici
tie11 with respect to output are presented for problem and non
problem firms in table 2. 
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Table 2. Cost elasticities in problem and non-problem firms 

f[abla fi!Jllli ---1lim-'1['212lall f iD!Ui 
Major cost item 1973-1976 '?77-1980 1973-1976 1977-1980 

Manufacturing 1.28 1.10 1.96 0.76 
Labour 1.54 1.49 1.97 1.03 
Debt service h6B 2....fil L.J5 Q.M 

Total 1.36 1.45 1.96 0.83 

As reflected in table 2, manufacturing and labour cost elasti
cities for both groups fell over time, but the deb~-service cost 
elasticity rises only in problem firms. Total cost elasticity in 
problem firms also appears to increase as a result of debt-service 
cost effects. Those findings show that both groups were capable of 
reducing the relative burden of manufacturing and labour cost 
increases in the period after 1974 through factor substitution. 
Specifically, entrepreneurs responded to increased costs of raw 
111aterials and labour by additional capital investment which changed 
the factor combination. Unlike their healthy counterparts, 
however, problem firms financed such projects through fresh credit 
that was granted almost unconditionally. Interest rates on 
contracted loans were not fixed, but were allowed to follow the 
pattern of "market" rates set by the Government. The unexpected 
rise in interest rates in 1978 was reflected in the higher 
debt-service cost elasticity of the period from 1977 to 1980, the 
major impact of which was the reduction in profit margins. 

The above findings adJ fuel to the controversy surrounding the 
impact of real interest rates on business performance in Greek 
manufacturing inc!ustry. On the one hand, it might plausibly be 
argued that since real interest rates were either zero or negative 
because of inflation, business performance should not be associated 
with them. A counter-argument supported by the present study 
rejects tlia:· claim on two not mutually exclusive counts. First, 
rising costs ~eading to a redu~tion in profit margins have a cata
lytic effect on a firm's ability to meet increased financial obli
gations in nominal terms. Secondly, under those conditions, lower 
net returns, attributed to costs rising faster than prices, when 
discounted by a higher interest rate, make current project values 
look less attractive than they were when the project was initially 
considered. 

3. 1'.tiJ:.c..._conditions 

Price formation in Greek manufacturing industry has been 
affected chiefly by changes in ccat ccmponenu and not by changes 
in demand ([20), p. 74). Price controls were not introduced until 
1979, when problem firms had already been discovered. All price 
increases were subject to the prior approval of the Ministt'y of 
Commerce. Once hi"her production costs were adequately justified, 

I 
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approval was guaranteed. Between the time of rising costs and that 
of approved price increases there was, however, a lag that may have 
had a negative effect on profit margins. 

A more essential feature of price conditions during the period 
after 1974 concerns the open character of the Greek economy. 
Domestic production is prone to international c0111petition as there 
are no serious im~~diments to trade [16). Therefore, the prices of 
domestically produc~d goods move pari passu with those of imported 
goods. Correlation of import prices with prices of domestically 
manufactured products is found to be equal to 0.95, which reveals 
that imports are price leaders. The major conclusion to be drawn 
is that increased costs experienced by problem firms could not be 
shifted through higher prices without losing an element of ct1111-
petitiveness and market share. 

F. Conclusions 

Business failure in Greek manufactudng industry during the 
late 1970s and early 1980s was a result of both intra-firm and 
aggregate external causes. Problem firms followed rather risky 
growth policies, under a management lacking sufficient business 
acumen, especially weak in the areas of investment and sales stra
tegies. Problem firms desperately needed much higher selling 
prices to counterbalance the unexpected rise in debt service costs. 
However, the price leadership exercised by foreign competitors 
acted as a constraint on price increases. Therefore, the reduction 
of profit margins in problem firms, a~~ hence thPir financial dis
array, was an inevitable product of their inability to affect 
prices and control debt service costs. Careful evaluation of 
government policies during that period arpcars to show that credit 
policies played a most crucial role in the determination of costs. 
Higher interest rates hurt problem firms severely, since their 
expansionary investment strategies had relied solely on bank 
credit. As a result, prof it margins narrowed to a point where cash 
flow emerged as the most immediate cause of failure. 

The findings presented in this paper complement the limited 
available literature in various ways. On the one hand, with regard 
to intra-firm causes, the findings are comparable to those set out 
by Argenti [l], who attributes failures to bad management. On the 
other hand, with reference to external influences, unlike CU11111ing 
and Saini [2], who found both debt service cost and aggregate 
demand conditions to be the two principle aggregate external causes 
of business failure in Japan and the United Kingdom, this paper 
sugges "s that it was debt service costs alone that led problem 
firms in Greek manufacturing industry to their demise. Further, 
with respect to the Archibald-Baker [4] conclusions, the 
operational deficiencies of the Greek banking system differ only 
marginally from those of the non-market allocation activities of 
federal agencies in the United States. Non-market allocation of 
federal credit to less efficient firms in that country simply 
postponed business failure1. In Greece, credit policies acted as & 
catalyst for failure. 
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The queat for growth in manufacturing industry should not be 
aet within a narrow grow,h-oriented policy framework. Growth need• 
to be sustain~d and protected from the poaaible negative inf luencea 
of the fira or of the policy-iD&king machine itself. PoliciP& need 
to be proactive. The moat effective way lf preventing busineaa 
failures in countries such as Greece would be by freeing the bank
ing ayatem so that it could operatd under free .. rket conditiooa, a 
point repeatedly emphasized in the development literature. In .any 
countries, however, including Greece, such a goal may be essential
ly unattainable, given their social structures and the powers 
clailled by central Governments. Under such conditions, th~ next 
11e>at suitable policy fruiework should incorporate failure fore
caating and effectively use the results. Koreover, while tLe 
introduction of new credit supply r.iles linked to the type and 
quality of management seems imperative, government agencies also 
need to pursue IDOre congruent -cro-economic policies. 

If the results of the above measures remain inadequate, there 
exist other ways to cope, at least in part, with the problem of 
sanufacturing busineH failure. When suspected failures can be 
attributed to cu~rent policy instruments, the beat means of avoid
ing further failure and adverse publicity is to compenaat~ the 
specific industry for higher production coats. This last proposal 
raises the following important question for future research: "Did 
the bail-out prograaDe for failing industries in Greece generate 
11e>re social coats than compensation initiatives would have genera
ted?". 
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TIIE POTENTIAL FOR TRADE IN GOODS AND SERVICES BETWEEN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE PETROCHEMICALS INDUSTRY 

Elizabeth Parsan* 

jotroduction 

The need to expand trade between developing countries, or what 
is popularly termed South-South trade, has gained increasing promin
ence in recent years. Several factors, both external and internal 
to the South, have contributed to that trend. On the one hand, it 
has been observed that in the light of changes taking place inter
nationally, Ncrth-South trade cannot be relied upon in the future as 
an "engine of growth" for developing countries [l]. On the other 
hand, current developnents within the South itself now create dyn
amic opportunitites for trade within the group. 

Two external trends have been the increasing tendency towards 
protectionism in the North and the slow-down in the growth of the 
economies of developed countries. Besides the traditional tariff 
and non-tariff barriers, developed countries have introduced a var
iety o{ new trade restrictions such as voluntary export restraints 
and orderly marketing arrangements. Such measures, together with 
the reduced rates of growth in developed countries, have adversely 
affected the growth of South-North trade.** 

The more powerful arguments for South-South co-operation, ho~
ever, are based on the emerging and dynamic complementarities in the 
South. Over the past three decades, production and trading struc
tures in the South have become more diversified, and there now 
exists expanded potential for trade in both goods and services. In 
addition, =:he competitiveness of many countries of the South has 
increased in a number of areas, as evidenced by their ability to 
provide a strong challenge to their competitors in the North. 
Therefore, structural changes taking place both internationally and 
within the South no~ render South-South co-operation imperative and 
beneficial. 

In this paper an attempt is made to exp'.ore some of the 
emerging opportunities for South-South trade in an area which has 
been identified as having great potential - the petrochemicals 
indastry ((3), (4)). Those opportunities are examined within 
the context of trade between two specific countries - Brazil and 
Trinidad and Tobago. Their case is interesting from both an 
industry and a country point of view. 

*Univer1ity of the West Indie1, Saint Augustine, Trinidad and 
Tobago. 

**Wherea1 growth rate• in developed countries had been 
1u1tained at relatively high level• up to 1974, growth in the more 
lecf!nt period has not averaged more than 4 per cent per year [ 2). 
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The petrochemicals industry is one in which many oil-rich, 
developing countries have expanded their productive structures since 
the mid-1Q70s, and in which they have a strong comparative advan
tage. It is also one in which South-North trade has been adversely 
affected because of growing protectioniSlll in the North [5]. The 
CO\Dltries being considered are at different levels of development. 
Brazil belongs to the group of newly industrializing 
co\Dltries (NICs),* while Trinidad and Tobago is one of the less 
industrialized countries of the South. However, as will be seen 
later, they exemplify the possibilities for trade, in both goods 
and services, between those two groups within the South. 

In section A, some of the theoretical considerations under
lying the empirical study are first discussed. In section B, the 
structural features of the petrochemical industries in both Brazil 
and Trinidad and Tobago are examined, and potential areas for trade 
identified. A detailed review of the scope for trade in those areas 
follows in section C, and the benefits likely to accrue to both 
trading partners are considered in section D. Finally, the main 
conclusions of the paper are drawn, ana some policy recommendations 
made, in section E. 

A. ~theoretical issues 

Although there exists no formal theory of South-South trade, 
Stewart [6} has noted that many of the existing trade theories 
which emerged to explain North-North or South-North trade in fact 
apply to South-South trade. The extended Heckacher-Ohlin theory 
and the technology theories, which provided a guide for empir:.cal 
study, are dealt with in this section. 

1. Extended Beckscher-Qhlin theorY 

The simple Hecltscher-Ohlin theory, based upon two countries, 
two factors and tYo goods, holds that inter-country differences in 
factor endowments provide a basis for trade. Therefore, countries 
with a relative abundance of capital, such as those of the North, 
will tend to export cap:i.tal-intensive goods to countries with a 
relative scarcity of capital, such as those of the South. 

According to this simple theory then, trade is likely to flow from 
North to South and vice versa [7). 

An extended version of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, however, 
incorporates multilateral trade flows and provides insight \nto 
the potential for South-South trade ([8), [9]). It states that a 
country will have a comparative advantage in a range of goods on the 
basi~ of its relative endowment. But to the extent that these goods 
may be produced with different factor intensities, the comparative 

*The term ''NICs" is used extensively to describe developing 
economies, be they countries, provinces or areas, where there has 
been particularly rapid industrial growth. 
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advantage of a co·..mtry will vary with the difference between its own 
factor endowments and those of its trading partners. 

The predictions of the extended theory are important, for they 
imply that a country will trade in both North-South and South-South 
directions. For example, if a model with both physical and human 
capital is considered, economies such as the NICs will export to 
the South more skill- and capital-intensive goods than they will to 
the North. At the same time, they will also import from the North 
more skill- and capital-intensive goods than they will import from 
the South. 

Hence, to the extent that the factor content of goods traded 
within the South differs from that of goods exported to the North, 
special gains may be expected from South-South trade. That is, 
since the latter is associated with more skill- and capital
intensive trade, South-South trade provides for the accumulation of 
both physical and hlllll£dl capital by countries of the South. Those 
resources, in which the South is particularly deficient, therefore 
have great significance within a developmental perspective. 

In addition, there are important interactive effects. As 
dynamic exporters in the South begin to reap the benefits from 
South-South trade, the growth of their economies will be stimu
lated. These growing economies will in tum become important 
markets for other countries of the South, and will provide a further 
stimulus to economic growth in the latter. 

2. Tecbnolocy theories 

The technology theories, which include the technology-gap and 
the product-cycle theories, also provide important insights into the 
potential benefits of South-South trade. These theories emphasize 
technological innovation as an important factor in influencing 
trading patterns. In the technology-gap model developed by 
Posner [10), leads and lags in technological innovation are seen as 
determining trade patterns, whereas the product-cycle model [11) 
attempts to explain trade patterns on the basil of stages of a 
product life. 

The product-cycle theory, which is the more widely used, 
proceeds from the premise that a product typically passes through 
three stages - early, growth and mature. During the first phase, 
new products that tend to be highly skill-intensive are developed, 
and countries witti abundant suppli~s of •killed labour are moat 
likely to have an advantage in the production and export of those 
products. In the second phase, a~ demar.d grows and know-how 
spread•, countries with less technical expertiae begin to produce 
and market the producta. Finally, in the mature phase, the product 
become• completely standardized, and the production technology 
becomes internationally dif fuaed. 

The technology theories emerged primari~.y to explain North
North trade. In the framework offered, developing countries are 
viewed e11entially aa receiver• of technological change. They 
import "new-techflology" product• from the North which normally 
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coaaand high prices, and engage in production and export only later 
vhen the technologies become mature and standardized. These theo
ries tl1erefore rule out South-South trade. 

However, if countries of the South are viewed as innovators 
themselves, then the technology theories can be made to apply to 
South-South trade. In such a case, they would be able to reap the 
benefits of technical change in much the saaie vay as the North has 
been able to. Indeed, existing evidence suggests that developing 
co1D1tries such as Brazil, India and the Republic of Korea are 
becoming important innovators and initiators of technological 
change (12). 

The innovators could profit from the higher prices noI111Blly 
paid for nev products. More importantly though, gains could be made 
from the provision of technologies that may be more suited to the 
factor characteristics and income levels of the South. Indeed, in 
many cases, technologies imported from the North are highly capital
intensive, and do not suit the labour-surplus economies of the 
South. Further, nev products from the North tend to reflect 
increasingly high-income characteristics, and may be inappropriate 
for countries of the South, given their lover income levels. 

B. Potential areas for trade between Trinidad and 
Ioba10 and Brazil in petrochemicals 

The features of the economies of Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago 
are different, and the two countries are at varying levels of 
development. Yet it is precisely those dissimilarities that create 
a basis for trade. The Brazilian economy is large and highly diver
sified. The country has an estimated population of 135.6 million 
and a land area of 8.5 million square kilometres, and, with a per 
capita income of $1,640, is considered an "upper-middle-income" 
co1D1try [13]. Further, its natural resource base is large, and its 
production and exports cover a wide range of both primary and manu
factured goods as well as se1-vices. 

There is one area in which the Brazilian natural resource base 
ia deficient, and that ia oil. In 1986, 25.5 per cent of Brazilian 
imports consisted of oil, and 7.1 per cent of energy-intensive prod
uct& auch as petrochemicals [ 14). Oil imports have actually been 
declining aince 1985, following oil and natural gas diacoveriea in 
the country. However, petrochemical imports continue to grow,* 
because oil and natural gaa, tvo important baae material& for the 
petrochemical industry, have many alternative uaea in Brazil. 

The Trinidad and Tobago economy, on the other hand, exhibits 
different features from that of Brazil. Although ita per capita 
income is relatively high ($5,120 in 1986), it ia a small country 

*Between 1985 and 1987, import& of petrochemicals grew on 
average by 25.2 per cent annually [14]. 
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with a population of 1.2 million and a land area of 5,128 square 
kilometres [13). Further, whereas its resource base is narrow, it 
is abundantly endowed with large quantities of oil and natural gas, 
on which its production and trade is based. In 1987, 73 per cent 
of the total exports of Trinidad and Tobago consisted of oil, and 
14 per cent of petrochemicals [15]. 

It therefore appears that differences in endowments of oil and 
natural gas resources could provide a basis for trade between the 
two countries. Since imports of energy-intensive products such as 
petrochemicals are large in Brazil, and Trinidad and Tobago exports 
substantial aJDOIDlts of those products, there is scope for trade in 
the petrochemicals industry. 

Another basis for trade can be found in the fact that Brazil 
has been able to upgrade its teclmi~al skills, knowledge and exper
ience over the past few decades, and is fast emerging as an impor
tant exporter of teclmology. Brazilian teclmology exports cover the 
supply of teclmical services in a variety of areas, and are related 
both to the sale of capital goods abroad and to the delivery of con
struction projects. Since the country is particularly strong in 
the oil industry [16), trade in teclmology is perhaps another area 
be explored. 

2. St.r~ural features of tbe~rochemical industries 
in Brazil and Trinidad and Tobaao 

Among developing countries Brazil has the largest and most 
highly diversified petrochemical industry. Table 1 shows that it 
produces all the major basic and final petrochemical products on a 
very large scale. Its pi·oduction of ethylene, which is the dominant 
product in the industry, and which provides the base for plastics 
such as polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride, exceeds 1 million 
tonnes annually. 

By contrast 1 the industry of Trinidad and Tobago produces a 
narrow range of products. Its output consists mainly of ~ia, 
methanol and urea, which are produced in large quantities. The 
industry does not produce ethylene or any of the plastics, even 
though the feedstocks, both oil and natural gas, are widely avail
able domestically.• However, it does have a small downstream 
plastics processing industry which utilizes imported pla~tic resins. 

The major part of petrochemical production in Brazil is based 
on oil refinery fractions, feedstock& which are known to be less 
economic than natural gas. Further, some of the technologies used 
are of an older vintage. For example, roughly one half of aanonia 
production is baRed on steam-refonaing of naphtha and partial oxi
dation of fuel oll, which are high-cost products and processes [18). 

*Although proven reserves of oil and natural gas in Trinidad 
and Tobago represent, respectively, 0.06 per cent and 0.3 per cent 
of total proven world reserves, its production-reaerves ratios are 
lo'.t, and local consumption is small (see [ 17)). 
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Therefore, despite large feedstock subsidies, production costs are 
high in Brazil as compared with oil-rich countries such as Trinidad 
and Tobago. 

Table 1. Petrochemical product structure, Brazil and Trinidad 
and Tobago, 1984 

Product 

Basics 
Ole fins 

Ethylene 
Propylene 
Butadiene 

Aromatics 
Benzene 
Toluene 
Xylene 

Amaonia 
Methanol 
Total basics 
End products 'bl 

Plastics 
Styrene

butadiene 
rubber 

Synthetic 
fibres 

Total 
Fertilizers r:.I 

Brazil 
Capacity 

(thousand of 
tonnes per 

year) 

1 263 
697 
258 

420 
114 al 
354 al 

1 2440 
_ _no 
4 526 

1 408 

188 

_-1.l!i 
LiZO 
1 747 

Percentage 
of total 

27.9 
15.4 
5.7 

9.3 
2.5 
7.8 

27.4 
.---'uO 
100.0 

75.l 

10.l 

-1.Ll 
100.a.0 

Trinidaci and Iobago 
Capacity 

(thousand of 
tonnes per 

year) 

30 
49 
35 

1 :'00 
~ 
1 814 

335 

Percentage 
of total 

1.7 
2.7 
1.9 

71.7 
..ll...O 
100.0 

Sourr;.ea: World Petror;.hcmkall (Stanford, Stanford Research 
Institute International, 1985); Ministry of Energy and Natural 
Resources, Awwa.1 ___ Ener11 Report _iru (Port of Spain, Control 
Statistical Office Printing Unit, 1986); Petrofertil, Annual Rcpor~ 
li85 (Rio de Janeiro, 1986). 

al Figures include only productive cApacity at the three 
petrochemical complexes. 

'bl Figures are for production. 

cl Figures include only nitrogen fertilizers. 

The letter is reflected by the fact that production costs of 
.-onia in Trinidad and Tobago are 25 per cent lower than those in 
Brazil. The disparity in -thanol production coau i.1 far greater, 
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as illustrated by the fact that the price of methanol in Brazil is 
llOre than three times the production cost of that of Trinidad and 
Tobago [18). The use of modem, large-scale technologies that 
permit econ011ies of scale, and the fact that the industry is baaed 
alllOst exclusively on low-cost natural gas. contribute towards the 
lover production costs in Trinidad and Tobago. 

Production of petrochemicals in Brazil is geared principally 
to the d0111estic i:iarket. Exports are limited to a few produets, and 
only plastics such as polyethylene are exported in large quantities. 
Iaports • however• have been large• especially products such as 
...onia and urea, in which Trinidad and Tobago has a stong compar
ative advantage. For example, in 1980, a year in which imports of 
those products peaked, .-onia imports amounted to 235,000 tonnes, 
or 35 per cent of consimption, while corresponding figures for 
illptlrts of urea were 579,000 tonnes, or 68 per cent of conslap
tion [14). Petrochemical production in Trinidad and Tobago, how
ever, is geared almost entirely to the export market, about 90 per 
cent of its output being exported.* 

The direction of trade in both Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago 
is significant. Despite the wide availability of low-cost products 
in Trinidad and Tobago, Brazilian imports of petrochemicals have 
been largely from a higher cost supplier in the North, the UnitP.d 
States of America.** Similarly, in spite of the close proximity of 
Brazilian markets, exports of petrochesaicals from Trinidad and 
Tobago have been to the North, 1D&inly to the United States and 
Western Europe. Trade between Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago in 
petrochemicals has l:.een almost non-existent in :he past. Only 
recently, during the 1980s, have small amounts of am110nia, urea and 
methanol been exported to Brazil from Trinidad and Tobago.*** The 
reasons for this pattern of trade will be discussed later. 

Tvo other important features should be noted. First. wh~reaa 
the bulk of petrochemical production in Brazil ia State-owned, in 
the case of Trinidad and Tobago, transnational corporation& based 
in the North have dominated the petrochesaical industry. Their domi
nance has largely contributed to the akewed pattern of production 
in the industry, because they have primarily been interested in 
utilizing the country's low-cost natural gaa, the technical proper
ties of which 1D&ke it moat suitable for manufacturing products such 
as aimonia, urea and methanol. Little attention has been given to 
the use of oil refinery fractions or other feedstock• auch as 
natural gas liquida, which could have allowed a wider range of pro
duction, including, for example, ethylene and its derivatives. 

*In fact, Trinidad and Tobago ia the world's second largeat 
exporter of &111110nia [19). 

**United States production coats of 11111110nia, for example, are 
27 per cent higher than those in Trinidad and Tobago (see (18)). 

***In 1987, Trinidad and Tobago exported 35,600 tonnes of annonia 
and 35,300 tonnes of urea to Brazil [l~J. 
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The second point relates to the acc'8Ulation of tectmological 
expertise. Whereas the Trinidad and Tobago industry relies al110st 
exclusively on foreign technological expertise, over the past three 
decades Brazil has managed to develop a substantial technological 
capability in petrochemicals manufact~re, acquired frOll the experi
ence of constructing three large-scale petrochemical c011plexes and 
a n'9ber of individual plants. 

Table 2 shows how Brazil has progressed in providing techno
logical inputs to the local industry. During the construction of 
the Sao Paulo COllplex between 1965 and 1972, only 50 per cent of 
the technological inputs required were provided locally. However. 
that proportion rose to 75 per cent between 1978 and 1982 during 
the construction of the Southern Coiaplex, with all prelillinary 
studies, detailed engineering and construction and assembly work 
undertaken locally. There are some noticeable gaps in Brazilian 
technological expertise, in the areas of process licensing, basic 
engineering and, to a lesser extent, technical co-operation capa
bilities. Nevertheless, the Brazilian industry considers itself to 
be in a good position to export petrochemical technologies, and this 
area has been earmarked for development vith the South. 

3. Potential areas for trade 

Given the structural features of the Brazilian and the Trinidad 
and Tobago petrochemical industries described above, tvo seti; of 
trading possibilities appear to have potential. First of all, the 
substantial export capability and strong comparative advantage 
enjoyed by Trinidad and Tobago in the production of a->nia, urea 
and methano•, coupled vith the fact that Brazil imports those pro
ducts in fairly large quantities, imply that there may be scope for 
profitable trade in those products. One trading possiblity there
fore involves the export of selected petrochemical products 
....:mia, urea and methanol - from Trinidad and Tobago to Brazil. 

Secondly, given the wide availability of both oil and natural 
gas in Trinidad and Tobagc., and given the fact that its petro
chemical base is narrow and does not include any production, such 
as that of plastics, in the olefins stream, and lhat Brazil is now 
in a position to export petrochemical technologies, a second possi
bility can be explored, namely the export of petrochemical technol
ogies by Brazil to Trinidad and Tobago to further develop a plastics 
industry in the latter country. 

The establishment of a plastics indu~try in Trinidad and Tobago 
could involve the production of ethylene, which would be further 
processed to produce various plastic resins such as polyethylene and 
polyvinyl chloride. Such an industry could be geared primarily to 
export, but could also feed into the small local plastics process
ing industry. It could also draw upon both oil refinery fractions 
and natural gas. 



Table 2. The Brazilian petrochemical industry: local supply of technological input• 
(Percentages) 

---

Petro-
chemical Preliminary 
complex studies 

--------

Sao Paulo 50 
(1965-1972) 

North-east 100 
(1972-1978) 

Southern 100 
(1978-1982) 

Sml~: (27). 

----------------- ---------- ------.------·--·-··------

Proces1 

______ _ca.t.e&lll'.Y _ol_inpiru__ ___ - --- --- - ------------- ----Pr-;;por ti~~ 
-·--- of local 

Basic 
engineering 

Detailed 
engineering 

Technical 
co-operation 

Construction 
and auembly 

Capital 
goods licensing content 

-------------------------

10 5 100 45 so 

70 30 100 60 65 

100 30 100 75 75 

.... 
"' 
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c. Scope for trade in petrochemicals between Brazil and 
Trinidad apd Ioba&o 

1. Trade in coods; exports of aD!!Onia. methanol and 
~frQ!I Trinidad and Tobaao to Brazil 

The development of exports from Trinidad and Tobago to Brazil 
in amionia, methanol and urea products will depend largely on the 
following two sets of factors: future Brazilian demand for imported 
petrochemicals; and the competitiveness of Trinidad and Tobago 
products in Brazil. 

(a) Bra;ilian demand for imports 

The future demand for petrochemicals in Brazil will depend to a 
large extent on growth of the economy. In the past, when economic 
growth was rapid, growth of consUIDption, and hence of imports of 
a111DOnia, urea and methanol, was high. From 1974 to 1980 the economy 
grew on average by 7 per cent per year in real terms; the demand for 
u111otiia, urea and methanol grew on average by 25 per cent, 43 per 
cent and 28 per cent annually; and imports accounted for about 
40 per cent of consU1Dption. Annual import levels increased to as 
high as 235,000 tonnes for 8111D01lia and 430,000 tonnes for urea, but 
methanol imports did not exceed 13,000 tonnes ([19), [20)). 

From 1982 to 1985, however, there were drastic declines in 
petrochemical consU1Dption and imports, as growth in the economy 
slowed down. During that period, annual growth of the econcmy in 
real terms averaged 1.8 per cent, and annual growth in the consump
tior of ammonia, urea and methanol dropped to an average of, respec
tively, 14 per cent, 5 per cent and 4 per cent. Annual imports fell 
drastically, to as low as 16,000 tonnes of a11111oni~ and 3,000 tonnes 
of urea. Increased domestic availability of petrochemicals contri
buted to the fall in imports ([19), (20)). 

Since 1985, however, economic growth has resumed in Brazil, 
and higher annual average growth rates of 6.4 per cent were recorded 
from 1985 to 1987 (2). At the same time there ha~ been an increase 
in the growth of consumption, and hence of imports of 8lllll01\ia, urea 
and methanol. For example, from 1985 to 1986 imports :-f those 
products increased from 17,000 tonnes, 16,000 tonnes and 
21,000 tonnes, to 51,000 tonnes, 165,000 tonnes and 42,000 tonnes, 
respectively [14), If economic growth continues to be rapid in the 
future, then imports of petrochemical products are likely to be 
large. 

Besides higher .Jconomic growth, other factors may influence 
increased cons11111ption levels and imports i;a the future. Fertilizer 
prices are now lower, compared to previous years, and there is 
increased availability of farm credit. Further, major agricultural 
progra11111es have been initiated. Those factors, together with the 
fact that fertilizer use is currently very low i~ Brazil, point to 
potentially large increases in consumption of annoflia dOd urea in 
the future [18). Growth in methanol use may also increase consid
erably, depending upon future governmeflt plans to export methanol
based products. 
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On the basis of past trends, and taking into account the above
mentioned factors, it is estimated that growth in consumption of 
a111110nia and urea in the medium term (up to the year 2000) is expec
ted to be around 7 per cent and 8 per cent per annum, respectively. 
Annual growth in the consumption of niethanol is projected at a lower 
rate of 6 per cent. 

In order to estimate the potential for imports, however, the 
expansion of domestic supplies in Brazil must be considered. There 
have been large increases in petrochemical production over the past 
decade, and plans are being made to further expand capacity. Two 
new plants for annual production of 271,000 tonnes oi a111110nia and 
167,000 tonnes of urea are expected to be constructed in the future. 
Taklng into account those production plans and projected consump
tion, demand can be expected to outstrip supply in Brazil in the 
future. By the year 2000, annual imports of 1111111otlia, urea and 
methanol are likely to reach 946,000 tonnes, 1.1 million tonnes and 
100,000 tonnes, respectively. 

(b) Cwpetitiveness of Trinidad and Tobaso petrochemical products 
in the Brazilian market 

Trinidad and Tobago, since its petroC'hemical production costs 
are lower than in Brazil• should be able to compete successfully 
against Brazilian domestic production. However, other costs, such 
as transport and tariffs, must be considet"ed. As reflected in 
table 3, shipping costs form a small proportion of the landed price 
of Trinidad and Tobago products. However, tariff rates have been 
high in Brazil, and this has severely curtailed the ability of 
Trinidad and Tobago to compete in that country's market. The 
tariffs on a11111onia, urea and methanol imports have been 1+5 per cent, 
15 per cent and 45 per cent, respectively. 

A comparison of Trinidad and Tobago's landed prices with that 
of Brazilian market prices reveals that the former were 22 per cent 
higher for both a11111onia and urea. Only in the case of methanol was 
it able to compete effectively. It must be noted that besides tar
iffs, other forms of protection are given to the Brazilian industry, 
through subsidies on inputs such as natural gas, price controls and 
a discretionary import licenaing progranae. 

Calculation of effective protection rates, which incorporate 
subsidies on inputs, revealed much higher levels of protection, up 
to 267 per cent for ammonia and 169 per cent fer Methanol. Tariff 
equivalents of price controls were also eatimated at 72.3 per cent, 
44.1 per cent and 0.7 per cent for annonia, urea and methanol, 
reapectively (18). 

Besides tariff and non-tariff barriers, an inadequate trading 
infraatructure, particularly in marketing and export-credit facil
ities, have adver.sely affected Trinidad and Tobago competitiveness 
in the past. In fact, it ia largely because of those factors that 
higher-cost ~reducers in the United States have been able to capture 
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the Brazilian market.* Table 3 shows that the landed prices of 
Trinidad and Tobago petrochemicals in Brazil are far lover than 
those of the United States. 

Recent developments suggest, however, that the competitiveness 
of Trinidad and Tobago petrochemicals is likely to improve consid
erably in the future. First of all, marketing efforts in Trinidad 
and Tobago have become more aggressive, as the traditional markets 
in the North have begl.Dl to shrink with increasing protectionism and 
lower growth. For example, in July 1986 Tr·"nidad and Tobago was 
accused of dumping urea on the European market. Anti-dumping duties 
were subsequently levied on its imports [22). 

Secondly, domestic availability of export-credit facilities 
bas increased, following the establishment of the Trinidad and 
Tobago Export Credit Insurance Company. In addition, trade finance 
is now available through the Latin American Export Ban~. Finally, 
and most importantly, Brazil has begl.Dl to dismantle some of its 
trading barrie.s. In early 1989, tariff rates for imports of 
ammonia were reduced to 10 per cent [23). At this rate, the landed 
price of Trinidad and Tobago aaaonia is roughly equivalent to the 
market price in Brazil. If such a relaxation of trade barriers 
continues in the future, and the demand for imports of petro
chemicals by Brazil confonas to projections, then there may be con
siderable scope for trade between Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago. 

2. Trade in services: exports of petrochemical tecbnolO&Y 
from Brazil to Trinidad and Ioba&o 

In investigating the possiblities for the export of petro
chemical technologies from Brazil to Trinidad and Tobago, con
sideration must be given to the extent to which Brazil can provide 
technologies required by the Trinidad and Tobago industry, and its 
ability to compete with suppliers from the North. 

As mentioned earlier, Brazil has had wide experience in ~uild
ing, operating and 11181laging petrochemical plants, and conl>iders 
itself to be in a good position to export technology. However, 
despite Brazil's strong technological capabilities, there are ~ few 
areas in which it is aerioUJ1ly deficient. These include the 
critical areas of process licensing and basic engineering - areas 
which involve the "know-how" or "core" technologies - and, to a 
leaser extent, technical co-operation. The question then arises as 
to how serious those deficiencies are in limiting the role of Brazil 
as a technology supplier. 

The above deficiencies are not likely to pose a serious 
problem, given the nature of, and the market for, such technology. 
It is generally recognized that the technology required for most 
basic petrochemicals such as ethynlene is mature, standardized and 
widely available, so that there exists a plurality of technology 

*See Parsan I 21 l for an analy11 is of thf! influence of these 
factors. 



Table 3. Competitivity of selected petrochemical products from Trinidad and Tobago 
and the United States in the Brazilian market, 1984 

Product 

"-:lnia 
Urea 
Methanol 

~nia 
Urea 
Methanol 

Production coat 
+5 per cent a/ 

96.60 
140.00 r:./ 
103.95 

157.50 
170.00 r:.I 
222.SO 

(Dollars per tonne) 

Shipping c.i.f. 
cost price 

Itinidad and Ioba&Q 

20.00 116.60 
17.00 157.00 
15.00 118.95 

.!Jnllid States 

24.00 181.50 
27.SS 197.SS 
20.00 242.50 

Landed Market 
Tariffs 12/ price price 

-------· 

lk.u.il 

52.47 169.07 132 
23.55 180.55 140 
!>3.52 172.47 350 r:.I 

81.68 263.18 132 
29.63 227.18 140 

109.13 351.63 350 r:.I 

Sgurces: (21], for production cost data; industry estimates and (14), for shipping 
costs; Petrofertil (see [ 14)), for Brazilian market pr ices of amnonia and urea; V. Menezes 
Perreira, Oportunidadea !lc.......b:odui;ig de Hetangl no Brasil (Rio de Janeiro, Petroquisa, 1984), 
for Brazilian methanol prices; and (23], for tariff rates. 

a/ +25 per cent for the United States. 

12/ Tariff rates for &111110nia and methanol are 45 per cent, and for urea 15 per cent of 
c.i.f. value. 

r:.I f.o.b. prices. 

" '° . 
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sources (24]. This is a!so the 
thylene and polyvinyl chloride. 
for high-density polyethylene 
several companies (25]. 

case for end-products such as poly
Compet i ti ve technologies nov exist 

and can be easily obtained from 

Th~ highly competitive -rket for petrochemical technologies 
therefore suggests that it may be preferable to suurce the most 
suitable technology at the cheapest possible price, rather than to 
own the technology. The question of sourcing is particularly 
important in the present case, because vhat the Trinidad and Tobago 
industry needs is not a specific technology, but an appropriate mix 
of tecbnologies that vill enable it to utilize both its oil and 
natural gas ret · <;. The ability to select and evaluate suitable 
Lechnologies it critical. 

Given Rrazi · s experience in building and operating plants 
based on both oil refinery fractions and natural gas, together vith 
its expertise in sourcing technologies, it is likely to be superior 
to a technology supplier !rom the North. Rrazilian production of 
ethylene is based on many different rav materials and p1·ocesses, 
which include cracking of naphtha, gas oil and natural gas, as vell 
as dehydration of sugar alcohol. It is therefore likely to be 
well-equipped to provide technological expertise in a variety of 
areas. 

The skilful way in which Brazil has sourced petrochemical 
technologies from countries of the ~orth and managed to assimilate 
such technologies has been d~scribed by Sercovich (26]. Its success 
has involved extensive and rigorous searches "or the best package 
and a careful "de-packaging" of technology. Its growing ability to 
source technologies is related to an important issue involving the 
costs of acquiring technology. 

'l'eixeira [27] has noted that as Brazil pursued its aggressive 
policy to acquire technological expertise, and learning progressed 
in the industry, it vas able to acquire technology on more favour
able terms. That was confirmed by the Head of the Technical 
Division at Petroquisa (the State-owned company responsible for the 
petrochemical industry in Rrazil), vhen he cOlllDented that: 

"A 'high' price had to be paid in the installations 
of the first petrochemical plants • • • Only experience 
allowed us to improve upon subsequent contracts. So much 
so that various firms in operation contracted . echnology 
from abroad vith the right to free use" ([28], p. 39). 

Other indh'ect evidence suggests that not only is technology 
provideo by Brazil likely to be low-cost, but also Brazil may be 
more willing to tranllfer technology compared to a supplier of the 
North. The following was noted in connection with the establish
ment of a plant for brick- and block-making in Nigeria, for which 
Brazil provided technology: 

"Techo1ology was freely imported, layout plans were 
also provided without fee, and no charge was made for 
Brazilian engineers' travel to co11111ission and start up 
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plants, provided accommodation was provided and a minimum 
number of .ll8.Chines were involved. Supply of equipment 
included • years' spare parts for fast-earing items, 
but any .irs to the machines involving visits by 
Brazilian~ nvolved the Nigerian owner in meeting all 
expenses" (l29] p. 5). 

Despite its growing technological capabilities, however, Brazil 
has not been very successful in exporting its technologies, given 
strong competition from suppliers of the North. The t:Xperience of 
Brazil in exporting petrochemical technologies has been liu.ited to 
the conduct of pre-investment studies and the supply of technical 
advice for the establishment of petrochemical plants, primarily to 
countries in Latin America. However, as shown by Sercovich [26], a 
country may opt for a technology supplier that is less well-known 
and has lec-s experience in exporting, if it feels that such a sup
plier may be more willing to transfer technology. Indeed, Brazil 
made that choice in its search for a supplier of plastics technol
ogies for its industry. 

Finally, the extensive structures for research and develr.pment 
that are required to foster major technological change are only now 
being built up in Brazil [28]. However, given the similar condi
tions of Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago, the latter country may be 
able to benefit from technical changes in Brazil, including measures 
to reduce costs and increase production, and better use of inputs as 
a result of improved ope=ating conditions and equipment modifica
tions. 

More importantly, as noted by Sercovich [26]. because of the 
e~forts currently being taken in Brazil to develop its technological 
capabilities, it is one of the few developing countries that may be 
able to reach the forefront of technology in the future. Given its 
growing capacity to source and provide technologies that may be 
especially useful to th"? it.dustry of Trinidad and Tobago, the scope 
for trade in this area appears to be great. 

D. Potential benefi~rom trade 

The above discussion suggeats not only that there is potential 
for trade in goods and servicea between Brazil and Trinidad and 
Tobago, but also that there are substantial benefits to be made. 
Those benefits, together with the potential 1011es resulting from 
the developl'lent of South-South trade, are considered in this sec
tion. They are viewed within the context of alternatives available 
through other trading links, namely South-North trade. 

From the point of view of Trinidad and Tobago, important bene
fits can be made from the export of anmonia, u;, 1 and methanol to 
Brazil, but those benefits are mainly static. They include possible 
benefits from expanded production and market diversification. The 
latter is very important, given the growing levels nf protectionism 
in the North and the need to seek wider., high-growth markets. 
1ndeed, in recent years, the growth in dema.nd for petrochemicals in 
developed countriet has been alower than that in developing coun-
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tries, and projections suggest a continuation of that trend in the 
future (25]. 

Brazil can reap similar static benefits by importing petro
chemical products from Trinidad and Tobago. Since product from the 
latter country are more cost-competitive than those from the United 
States, Brazil could acquire lower-cost imports and considerably 
increase its consumption. 

Indeed, a reorientation away from North-South trade would not 
lead to costly trade diversion for Brazil, but would encourage 
fruitful trade expansion. 

In the case of ~oth Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago, the bene
fits would have to be weighed against loases likely to arise from 
the lack o! finance, since both countries have a huge debt burden.* 
In recent years, Trinidad and Tobago exports to Brazil, in partic
ular, its exports of iron and steel products during the early 1980s, 
have been hampered by i-ayment problems on the part of Brazil. If 
Brazil is unable to pay for its imports, then losses may result. 
Similarly, if Trinidad and Tobago is not in a position to provide 
export credit to Brazil, then Brazil may find it more advantageous 
to continue importing from the TJnited States. 

The export of technology from Brazil to Trinidad and Tobago for 
the development of a plastics industry could also bring important, 
more dynamic benefits to both countries. For Trinidad and Tobago 
there are general benefits associated witt- the establishment of a 
plastics industry. There are also specific benefits to be gained 
from importing technology from a supplier of the South. Each set 
of bf"llefits will be discussed in turn. 

Since a plastics industry would encourage the use of hitherto 
untapped raw materials in Trinidad and Tobago, benefits would result 
from the utilization of natural resources. Moreover, since plants 
will be geared for export, important foreign exchange earnings may 
be generated. In addition to those benefits, other indir~ct bene
fits could accrue through the creation of inter-industry linkages. 
The plastics industry links backwards to the oil industry, and for
wards to plastics processing industries. 

It has been suggested that domestically produced plastics 
resins in Trinidad and Tobago are likely to be cheaper than those 
currently imported (18]. Domestic availability of plastics resins 
could create an incentive to scale up the leYela of production in 
the small, local down1tre&111 pla1tics pr.oces1ing industry. Benefits 
could therefore be gained through economies of 1cale. 

*In 1986 Brazil recorded a total external debt of $110.7 bil
lion, the s3rvicing of which accounted for 33.2 per cent of it• 
exports of good•. Trinidai and Tobago baa a 1maller debt ($1.4 bil
lion) and lower debt-service ratio (15.8 per cent). but given it• 
•mall size, its debt situation it perhap1 equally burdensome (30). 
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The provision of technology by Brazil can bring other benefits. 
Brazil is likely to be favourable to the use of both natural gas and 
oil refinery fractions for plastics production in Trinidad and 
Tobago, unlike a supplier from the North who may be interested only 
in the utilization of natural gas. The possiblity and terms of 
transfer of technology are also likely to be more favourable than 
in the case of a supplier from the North. Further, given the 
similar conditions of the two countries, benefits could be gained 
through the provisi0n of technology that may be appropriate to the 
needs of Trinidad and Tobago. Those benefits are likely to outweigh 
losses that might arise from Brazil's lack of experience in export
ing such technologies. 

Brazil could also benefit greatly from the export of its tech
nolog~es through the proc~&& of technological learning and the up
grading of its skills. By providing a larger market for products 
and processes that may have been specially adapted for its own con
ditions, the export of technologies could also stimulate techno
logical change in Brazil. 

In view of all th~ above-111entioned factors, potential benefits 
are likely to far outweigh potential losses for both trading part
ners. 

L Conclusions arid poliry recommendations 

The purpose of this paper was to explore the potential for 
South-South trade by reviewing the possibilities for trade between 
Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago in the petrochemicals industry. 
This case of South-South trade is a specific one, hence no general
izations can be made. However, it does shed light on some of the 
wider issues involved in a strategy of South-South trade. 

It has been shown how coun~ries of the South which are at dif
ferent levels of development could engage in mutually beneficial 
trade, both in goods and services. Existing complementaries in the 
petrochemical i.ndustries of Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago produce 
the potential for trade in specific areas. Largely because of its 
natural resource endowments, Trinidad and Tobago has a cost advan
tage in the production of certain petrochemicals, in particular 
BD1110nia, urea and methanol, which Brazil imports in siz~able quan
titites. On the basis of the extended Beckscher-Ohlin theory, a 
case has been made for the export of those petrochemicals from 
Trinidad and Tobago to Brazil. 

Trade in r.ervir.es has also been considered. It has been 
pointed out that Brazil has acquired considerable technological 
expertise in petrochemicals manufacture, and is therefore in a 
position to assist Trinidad and Tobago in expanding its petro
chemical industry. The Area selected for development is the 
plastics industry. Product-cycle considerations have guided the 
identification of a second area for trade, the export of technology 
by Brazil to Trinidad and Tobago. 

The benefits from trade involving the export of petrochemicals 
are mainly static. That is, cO'lsumption benefits could be reaped 
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by Brazil thcough access to lower-cost products. whereas benefits to 
Trinidad and Tobago could be in production and the diversification 
of trade. In the light of growing protectionism in the North, the 
latter benefits assume special significance. 

The benefits from trade in technology are more dynamic. For 
Brazil they include benef~ts through technological learning, the 
upgrading of skills and the stimulation of technical change. For 
Trinidad and Tobago. general benefits are expected from the addition 
of new production facilities, but specific benefits are more impor
tant. The latter include wider resource utilization, a greater 
Lransfer of technology. especially more appropriate technology. and 
more favourable terms of transfer. Benefits from South-South trade 
are likel) to be far greater than those arising from trade between 
the North and the South. 

While the scope for trade in the petrochemical industry is 
large, there remain important constraints to such trade. Future 
demand is likely to outstrip the supply of specific petrochemicals 
in Brazil. Hence future imports should be large, and the scope for 
trade great. However, the existence of tariff and non-tariff bar
riers are a major obstacle to trade, notwithstanding the fact that 
there have been some recent attempts to lift those barriers. 

High Brazilian tariff rates for petrochemicals render most of 
Trinidad and Tobago products uncompetitive in the Brazilian market. 
In addition, non-tariff barriers such as the discretionary licensing 
prograa111e are prevalent, as well as various other kinds of protec
tion, including input subsidies. Institutional constraints are 
harder to analyse. but inrlirect evidence suggests that in the past 
the lack of export credit facilities and the dominance of trans
national ccrporations have posed important barriers to the develop
ment of trade between Brazil and Trinidad and Tobago. Similarly, 
there is great scope for trade in technology, with one important 
constraint. Brazil has had little experience in exporting petro
chemical technologies, and is unknown as a provider of such tech
nologies. It may therefore be at a severe disadvantage .then com
peting against suppliers from the North. 

In light of the above. one clear policy rec011111endation appears 
to be that trade barriers should be dismantled. Indeed, if tariffs 
are lowered and non-tariff barriers removed. there will be benefits 
for both trading partnen. Moreover, given the fact that petro
chemicals imported from the North into Brazil are higher-priced than 
those from Trinidad and Tobago, fruitful trade expansion rather than 
trade diversion can be expected to take place between the two coun
tries. 

A second policy rec011111endation ia that both countries should 
atrengt:hen their trading infrastructure by augmenting the supply of 
resources for export credit and implementing more aggreuive market
ing systems. Accordingly, counter-trade possibilities could be 
explored in vrder to alleviate the problem of insufficient trade 
finance. Information systems tbat can inform prospective buyers 
and sellers of available opportunities also need to be developed. 
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A third policy recommendation is that both countries should 
explore possibilities for joint-venture arrangements in the petro
chemicals industry. One such arrangement could draw upon the natu
ral resources of Trinidad and Tobago and the technological expertise 
of Brazil. Indeed, South-South joint ventures are considered to be 
particularly important, since they are known to accord special ben~
fits in line with the development needs of the parties involved. 
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MISSPECIFICATION IN THE SOURCES-OF-GROWTH ANALYSIS: 
CONTRIBUTION OF THE CAPITAL INPUT IN PAKISTAN* 

Shahida Wizarat** and Shabbar Abbas Jaffry*** 

Introduction 

In a paper by Wizarat DJ sources of 1181lufacturing growth in 
Pakistan were identified and found to be consistent with the 
theoretical expectation that inputs are the major sources of growth 
in developing countries. Three problems related to those findings 
must now be considered. First, there are inconsistencies in the 
data on output, value added and industrial costs given in the 
Census of Manufacturing Industries [2). Secondly, use of end-year 
capital stock might have caused misspecification of the capital 
input. Thirdly, a bias might have been introduced by relying on 
machinery prices alone to def late capital in the form of buildings 
and machinery. In this paper each of those probluas will be con
sidered. Section A is concerned with cleaning of data on output, 
value added and industrial costs. The capital stock series for 
Pakistan and the capital deflators used to deflate the two com
ponents of capital input are computed in section B. In section C 
the sources of manufacturing growth for Pakistan are evaluated 
using data derived from sections A and B, and the estimates are 
compared with those provided in Wizarat [l]. Conclusions are 
presented in section D. 

A. Cleanin& .oLWa on output. value added and iLdustrial cost11 

A consistency check was performed on the data for output, value 
added and industrial cost. The consistency check involved subtract
ing industrial costs and value added from the value of output, or 
Q-S-N, with Q being output, S value added, and N industrial cost. 
In some years, Q-S-N was found not to equal the required va 1.ue of 
zero. 

The non-zero consistency problem was therefore resolved by the 
following means. First the original data source, the Census of 
Manufacturing Industries (2), was checked to find out whether errors 
had been made in data entry. Then an attempt was made to resolve 

*Acknowledgement is due to William F. Steel, Senior Industrial 
Economist, World Bank, whoioe coanents on an earlier paper con
tributed to this article. Thanks are also due to Professor Stephen 
W. Davies, University of Eaat Anglia, and Tariq Bar.uri, Visiting 
Economist, Applied Economics Reaearch Centre, University of 
farachi, for their COlllllents. 

**Applied Economics Research Centre, Univeraity of Karachi, 
Pakiatan. 

***Portsmouth Polytechnic, Portsmouth, England. 
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the inconsistency by a simple transposition of digits. A value of 
Q-S-N equal to nine or to some 11Ultiple of nine imi ies that the 
digits have been transposed. A transposition of digits was tested 
as a possible solution. Each value was also compared with those 
obtained in preceding or succeeding years to see which was most out 
of line. If the inconsistency was quite small, it was ignored. 

B. Revisions of capital atoct data 

The capital variable used in Wizarat [l] preaentl two dif
ficulties. The first is the use of capital stock held at the end 
of the year as a measure of capital input. Capital holdings at tbe 
end of the year include capital held at the beginning of the year 
plus net investment (gross investment minus depreciation) during 
the year. Since net investment during year 1 is effective capital 
addition for year 2, its inclusion with capital at the beginning of 
the year gi~•es effective capital for year 2. 

A second difficulty concerns the use of machinery prices to 
deflate capital. Since capital is composed of buildings and equip
ment, both the components should be deflated by their respective 
deflators. An aggregate capital stock deflator and an adjusted 
capital stock a~ries will now be computed in an attempt to resolve 
the above-mentioned difficulties. 

1. Capital deflator 

The following two capital deflators were comp~ted: a building 
materials price index to deflate the proportion of investment in 
buildings; and a machif\ery price index to deflate investment in 
machinery. 

The building material price index is a composite index of the 
prices of cement, pig iron, timber, paints and varnishes. Those 
four comp.menta were aggregated using their weights in the total 
building material price index from 1976 to 1984. The prices were 
obtained from the Central Statistical Office of Pakistan [3) for 
the years !rom 1955 to 1972, and from the Statistics Division of 
Pakistan (4] for the years from 1973 to 1981. 

The machinery price index was obtained by multiplying the 
international manufacturing price index of the World Bank [SJ by 
the exchange rates provided in the annual reports Ol tbe State Bank 
of Pakistan. An appropriate machinery deflator is thus obtained 
for all the industries, since isolated firms may be udng indig
enously produced capital goods. By and large, how~ver, any aggre
gate large-scale manufacturing industry will import it1 capital 
goods from abroad. 

2. Capital stock series 

The first ate~ towards building a capital stock series was to 
generate net annual investment for the years for which data are 
available. The following equation expresses the basic relationship: 
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KB + GI - DP = KE (1) 

where KB = Capital atock at the beginning of the year 

GI = Gross investllent during the year 

DP = Depreciation during the year 

KE = Capital stock at the end of the year 

The terms of the equation may be rewritten as follows: 

GI - DP ,. KE - KB (2) 

Net investment can therefore be estimated either as gross 
inveatllent minus depreciation, or as capital stock at the end of the 
year minus capital stock at the beginning of the year. The identity 
on the left-hand side of the equation,* thc.i: is, gross investment 
minus depreciation, was used to generate a net investment aeries. 
Two definitions of depreciation were applied, one being actual 
depreciation as a percentage of beginning-year capital stock for 
the years 1970/71 to 1980/81. The average of those percentages 
wer>? then used to compute a depreciation series. The second 
depreciation aeries was generated asauminK depreciatic'l at 5 per 
cent of beginning-year capital stock. 

The two depreciation series were used to generate two net 
investment aeries. Net investment l is obtained by subtracting 
depreciation based on the actual average percentage of depreciation 
in beginning-year capital stock, while net investment 2 is gross 
investment minus ~epreciation estimated at 5 per cent of beginning
year capital stock. Net investment 2 was selected for computing the 
capital stock aeries, since it appears to be free of the sharp year
to-year fluctuations characteristic of net investment 1. The 
average percentage of actual deprt d'1tion, established only for the 
later years, does not give good ·esults. It produces a very high 
depreciation rate and creates problems in generating the net invest
ment series. 

Data on the breakdown of capital stock into buildings and 
equipment for 1980/81 were used to divide net investment 2 into the 
two components. ""I~ proportion of net investment on buildings was 
deflated by the building materials price index, while the proportion 
of net investment on machinery was def lated by the machinery price 
i~dex, both indexes having been computed earlier. Net investment 3 
was obtained by aggregating the two deflated components of invest
ment. Total net investment for the intervening years was generated 
by interpolating total net inveAtment for those years. A merged net 

*Flrat the identity or. the right-hand aide wa1 uaed to gener
ate a net invest~ .. ..:nt aerie&. However, the series showed wild year.ly 
fluctuations, and might yield strange reaul ts. The procedure wa1 
therefore abandoned. 
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investment series was then obtained by putting together the original 
net investment series and the interpolated values for the interven
ing years. 

The adjusted capital stock series was computed by starting with 
beginning-year capital stock available for production in year 1, 
while investment in that year was assU111ed not to be productive until 
the following year. Net investaent was then added recursively in 
each year from the merged net investment series obtained earlier. 
That gave a capital stock series for each year from 1955/56 to 
1980/81. Capital stock values were then selected for years for 
which the other data are also available. Data used in the computa
tion of the capital stock series came from the various issues of the 
Cens•!.s of Manufacturing Indush·ies of Pakistan. 

C. Re--estimation and the problem of multicollinearity 

Since the estimates of the sources of growth ~omputed in this 
paper are to be compared with those computed in Wizarat [ 1 I, the 
same functional form will be used. The Cobb-Douglas production 
function may be written as: 

(3) 

The form of the equation that may be estimated after adding 
the disturbance term becomes: 

Ln St = LnA + At + aLn Kt + flLn Lt + µ t (4) 

where S = Value added in the large-scale manufacturing sector 

K z Adjusted capital stock series for the large-scale 
manufacturing sector 

L = Manufacturing employment ih the large-scale 
inanufacturing sector 

t "' Time trend 

• Technical change parameter 

a • Elasticity of value added with respect to capital 

f, Elasticity of value added with resper.t to labour 

µ • Disturbance term 

Equation 4 was therefore estimated using ordinary least squares 
in the time-series-processor package. The value of a2 was found 
to be very high, while the estimated coefficients had the wrong 
signs and were stati&tirally insignificant. The possibility that 
multicollinearity might be involved was conf inaed by inspecting the 
correlation matrix, since correlation between the explanato:y 
variables .,., ... 9 and above. Algebraically expressed, if x is a 
matrix of observations on the explanatory variables, its transpose 
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x'x will have large off-diagonal elements and relatively small 
diagonal elements.* A statistical technique known as ridge 
regression** resolves the multicollinearity problem by adding a 
-trix D to x'x. By adding a matrix D consisting of positive 
diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere, the ridge regression 
technique seeks to aupent the main diagonal of x'x. The ridge 
estimate of E is therdore given by: 

f = (x'x + o)-1 x'y 

In the presence of multicollinearity, Bis mo1e stable than the 
ordinary-least-squares estimate of a. Although the technique intro
duces a small bias in the regression coefficients, the magnitude of 
the bias is quite small. Moreover, in many instances it is not pos
sible to estimate the parameters without introducing this bias. 

Equation (4) "as estimated using the ridge regression tech
nique in the time-series-processor package. The estimates, along 
with those obtained by estimating equation (4) using ordinary least 
squares on unadjusted Census of Manufacturing Industries data, are 
presented in tahle 1. The two sets of estimates show that by chang
ing the specification of the capital input and resorting to a tech
nique that takes care of multicollinearity, a big change occurs in 
the estimated coefficients. 

Table 1. Coefficients used in estimating sources of growth 

Inputs 

Labour 
Capital 
Time trend 

With unadjusted 
data using ordinary 

least squares 

.457 

.552 

.043 

With adjusted 
data using 

ridge regression 

.91)6 

.246 

.036 

~: Coefficients in the first colwnn are from Wizarat [l]. 
Coefficients in the second column have been obtained by estimating 
equation (4) using ridge regression. The ridge regres&icm cption 
in the time-series-processor package does not give other st~tistics 
like the a2, t-statistic etc. 

*In the extreme case of perfect multicollinearity, x'x becomes 
a singular matrix, its determinant is zero, and its inver.se does 
not exist. 

**For details concerning ridge regression, see [6). 
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The estimated coefficient for labour bas doubled, while that 
for capital has more than halved, and th~ estimated coefficient for 
time trend bas declined somewhat. In Wizarat [l), the estimated 
values of ci and !3 were almost 1, implying constant returns to 
scale, while in this paper the sum of ci and f is 1.152, implying 
increasing returns to scale in the large-scale manufacturing sector. 

The values biven in the second column of table 1 were used to 
estimate the contribution of different sources of growth. During 
the period considered manufacturing value added grew at a rate of 
15.12 per cent per annum. The .906 elasticity of value added with 
respect to labour was multiplied by the average annual rate of 
growth of labour input at 6.1 per cent. The contribution of labour 
therefore works out to be 5.5 percentage points, or 36.6 per cent 
(see table 2). Similarly, the contribution of capital was esti
mated by multiplying its growth rate of 13.9 per cent per annum by 
its partial elasticity, .246, yielding a capital contribution of 
3.4 percentag~ points, or 22.6 per cent. The contribution of tech
nological change is 3.6 percentage points, or 23.8 per cent. More
over, ,, and f, add up to 1.152, and the contribution of economies of 
scale was estimated, following Denison [ 7), to be 0 .152/1.152 x 
15.12 = 2.0 percentage points, or 13.2 per cent. All these sources 
of growth add up to 96.2 per cent, leaving 3.8 per cent attribu
table to unidentified sources. 

Table 2. Estimates of the sources of growth 

Inputs 

With unadjusted 
data using ordinary 

least squares 

--------·--------- --------
Lltbour 
Capital 
Time trend 
Economies of scale 
Residual 

Total 

18.5 
53.6 
28.7 

100.0 

With adju11ted 
data using 

ridge regression 

-----·--------
36.6 
22.6 
23.8 
13.2 

__ y 

100.0 

Changes in the estimated values of the production coefficients 
have had a substantial impact on the contiibution of different 
sources to the growth of manufacturing value added, a11 may be seen 
from table 2. Owing to a big increase in the partial elasticity 
with respect to labour, the contribution of labour has doubled from 
the 18.5 per cent estimated in Wizarat [1) to 36.6 per cent in this 
paper. The most startling finding is the decline in the contribu
tion of capital from 53.6 per cent to only 22.6 per cent. Thia 
finding is highly significant, for it shows that if the capital 
input is correctly 1pecified, its contribution to growth is much 
leu than wh,. .• would be found by leu sophisticated methods. The 
contributio •• of technological change has der.lined from the previous 
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level of 28.7 per cent to 23.8 per cent in this paper. The 
contribution of economies of scale was nil in the earlier paper, 
whereas they are now estimated to contribute 13.2 per cl'Ont to the 
growth process. Having quantified the contribution of inputs, 
technological change and economies uf scale, the small remaining 
percentage of growth accounted for by unidentified sources may be 
attributed to residual factors such as improvement in skills. 

D. Conclusions 

Improved methods of estimating the capital input by means of a 
more accurate deflator and the use of ridge regression to remove 
multicollinearity have reduced the contribution of capital to manu
facturing value added by more than a half, from 53.6 per cent to 
only 22.6 per cent, whereas the contribution of labour has doubled, 
from lB.5 per cent to 36.6 per cent. Such findings come close to 
those of Corea [8) for Brazil, Colombia and Hondi.r'is, Voloudakis 
(9) tor Greece, and Lampman (10) for the Philippines, all of whom 
found labour to be a more important source of growth than capital. 
The contribution of technological change declined from 28.7 per cent 
to 23.8 per cent. The contribution of economies of scale to the 
growth process, nil in Wizarat (1), is estimated at 13.2 per cent in 
this paper. It must be acknowledged that a small bias might have 
been introduced by resorting to ridge regression, but if the alter
native is no estimates at all or estimates that suffer from a small 
bias, then the latter is preferable. 
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S<mAIRE 

~ndustrie du 101iciel i les l!AJS CQ dCyeloppewent 
~ 

Eoin Gahan 

L'etude a pour principal objet l'environnement 
tecbnico-economique qui est celui de la production de logiciel; elle 
passe en revue quelques-uns des facteurs qui sont a l'origine aussi 
bien des difficultes que connaissent les entreprises productrices de 
logiciel que des possibilites qu! leur sont offertes. L'accent est 
mis sur le dosage de facteurs, l 'interaction des tendances 
technologiquf:S et coaaerciales dans le domaine du -teriel et du 
logiciel, le role - po&itif OU negatif - de la politique 
industrielle dans la croissance de l'industrie, et les 
caracterist:i.ques d'une strategie efficace a l'echelon de 
l'entreprise. 

L'etude ccxmence par un examen des concepts et des definitions 
employes. Les principaux acteurs et groupes a l'oeuvre dans 
l'industrie, ainsi que les fonctions qu'ils remplissent, soot 
analyaes dans ,.a section B. Les tendances recentes dans le domaine 
du -teriel font l 'objet de la section c. l 'accent etant •is sur 
leurs relations avec les tendances clans le domaine du logiciel, dont 
lea principales soot etudiees dans la section D. 

Enfin, les conclusions de l 'etude, sous la forme de 
considerations strategiques a l' intention des producteurs de 
logiciel, sont presentees brievement dens la section E. 

Faillite d'entrcprise1 4an• l'ioduatrie manufacturiCre srecque 
qu~lque• reflexion• en yuc d'uoe politiquc 

George R. ltataos et Joaeph N. Lekakis 

Les auteura etudient les en1eignement1 de l 'echec C:e certaines 
entreprisea manufacturiere• grecques dans un double contexte, •icro 
et -cro-economique. L'echec est conditionne a la fois par des 
facteurs internes a 1 'entrepriae et des facteurs -cro-economique• 
extemea. Lea facteurs internet soot rattaehea au type et a la 
qualite de la 1e1tion, tandis que lea facteura externes comprennent 
lea condition• et politiquea .. cro-9conomiqua1. Aux fin• de 
determiner l'importanc~ relative des facteurs en jeu dan1 la 
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faillite des entreprises, il est procede au calcul d'un modele 
d'anal!"&e discrilliDAnte et des tests de gestion rationnelle 
d'entreprises solvables et insolvable& sont effectues. Les 
conditions qui c~deot les coiits, les pri.x et la demande sont 
ezaainees. On conclut que les faillites d 'eotreprises ont resulte 
d'uoe combinaison de facteurs internes et d~ facteurs 
.. cro-econoaiques exteroes. De nouvelle& orientations sont 
suggerees. 

Les po11ibiliti1 d 'ecban1e de biens et de service& eotre p&J& en 
dCyeloppement: ml excaple tire de l'indwstrie petrochjmique 

Elizabeth Parsan 

L'article est consacre a l '~ des possibilites de coaiierce 
Sud-Sud dans le doaaine de l'industrie petrochillique eotre deux pays 
se trouvant a different& degres de developpement, le Bresil et 
Trinite-et-Tobago. Il ressort d'uoe analyse de leurs ressources que 
la Trinite-et-Tobago pourrait exporter certain& produits 
petrochimiques au Bresil, lequel pourrait fournir de la technologie 
destinee au developpement de l'industrie petrochillique 
trinidanienne. Des liens coaDerciaux de ce type devraient faciliter 
l'expan~ion d~• ecbanges et assurer d'illportants avantages, 
statiques COllDe dyn-iques, aux deux parttmafr°'•· Cependant, il est 
releve que les obs tac lea exiatants, not.-nt les barrie:::-es 
tarifaires et non tarifaires, ont entrave le developpement du 
.:c.merce. Diverse& mesures d'ordre politique sont par consequent 
auggerees pour eliminer ces obstacles. 

Elti.mation dea 1ource1 de crgisaance : la cggtributign de1 apports 
de capital au Paki1tan 

Shabida Wizarat et Shabbar Abbaa Jaffry 

11 resaort de l'analyae preaentee dana l'article qu'une 
specification plua precise des apporta de capital et l '•ploi d'une 
methode qui prend en coapte la colinearite, peniettraient de reduire 
de plus de llOitie la contribution des apports de capital a la 
croisaance de la valeur ajoutee dans l'induatrie manufacturiere, et 
de doubler, ou presque, celle du travail. Le 110ciele perfectionne, 
applique au Pakiatan, attribue pour une part la croisaance de la 
valeur ajoutee aux econOllies d. echelle' • la difference du mode le 
clasaique dana lequel la contribution de cette source eat egale a 
zero. 
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EXTl'ACTO 

La industria de! •software•: los paises en desarrollo y 
el aercado aundial 

Eoin Cahan 

Este estudio trata de las condiciones tecnoecon6iaicas en que 
tiene lugar la producci6n de •software•. y contiene un anilisis de 
algunas de las fuerzas que en esta industria crean dificultades o 
brindan oportunidades a las eapresas. Se concede atenci6n especial 
a la coabinaci6n de fuerzas. a la interacci6n entre las tendencias. 
tanto tecnol6gicas co:iio coaerciales. del •hardware• y del 
•software•• al papel deseapenado por la poli t ica industrial COllO 

favorecedora u obstaculizadora del creciaiento de la industria yen 
las caracteristicas de una estrategia eficaz a nivel de eapresa. 

El estudio se inicia con un exaaen de conceptos y def iniciones. 
En la secci6n B se analizan los agentes bisicos. los grupos que 
actuan en la industria y las funciones que ejercen. La secci6n C 
trata de las tendencias recientes del •hardware•. con especial 
referencia a su relaci6n con las tendencias del •software•. las ais 
iaportantes de las cuales se exaainan en la secci6n o. 

El estudio teraina con u11 resuaen de conclusiones. en foraa de 
consideraciones estrategicas destir>&.ias a los fabricantes de 
•software•. que figura en la secci~n E. 

El fracaso de 15¥ eapresas en la industria aanufacturera ~e 
Crecia: •lgunas pruebas para la adopci6n de politicas 

George H. Katsos y Joseph N. Lekakis 

En este docuaento se exaaina. en el doble aarco de la micro y 
la aacroeconoaia. la experiencia de eapresas aanufactureras griegas 
que fracasaron. El fracaso es consecuencia tanto de factores 
inter nos de la eapresa COllO de factor•• externos "gregados. Los 
pr iaeros t ienen que ver con el t ipo y la calidaJ de la gest i6n. 
aientras que loc segundos •• refieren a las ~ondiGlones y politicas 
aacroecon6alicas. Con el fin de calibrar la iaportancia relativa de 
los factor•• que intervienen en el fracaao de las eQpresaa. •• 
evalua un aodelo de an•lisis discriainatorio y se realizan pruebas 
de gesti6n ef icaz en eapresas solvent•• • insolvent••· Se exa~inan 
las condiciones en aateria de costos. precios y deaan6a. La 
conclusi6n es que los fracasos de las eapresas •• deben a \~n• 
ccabinaci6n de factores internos de la eapresa y de factores 
externos agregados. y •• augieren caabios de polltica. 
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El potencial de coaercio de bienes y servicios entre paises 
en desarrollo: un ejeaplo de la industria petrogui•ica 

Elizabeth Parsan 

En este docu•ento se exa•ina el potencial del c<>11ercio Sur-Sur 
en la industria petroqui•ica, tomando como ejeaplo dos paises que 
se encuentran en distintas fases de desarrollo: Brasil y Trinidad y 
Tabago. El anilisis de los recursos de este ultillO permite ver que 
tiene posibilidades de exportar al Brasil deter•inados productos 
petroqu1•1cos, y que el Brasil. a su vez, podria proporcionar a 
Trinidad y Tabago tecnologia parll el desarrollo de SL: industr ia 
petroqu1m1ca. Cabe esperar que tales relaciones C011erci~-es faci
iiten la expansion del co•ercio y produzcan i•portantes beneficios, 
tanto estaticos coma dina•icos, a a•bos interlocutores c<>11er
ciales. Se hace notar, sin e•bargo, que existen obstaculos, espe
cial•ente las barreras arancelar~as y no arancelarias, que vienen 
dificultando el desarrollo del cOllercio. En vist& de ello, se 
sugieren varias •edidas de politica para eli•inar tales obstaculos. 

Estimaci6n de las fuentes de crec1•1ento: la c1ntribuci6n 
del insu•o de capital en el Pakistan 

Shahida Wizarat y Shabbar Abbas Jaf fry 

El analisis presentado en este docu•ento •uestra que, especi
f icando •ejor los insullOs de capital necesarios, y utilizando una 
•etodologia que tenga en cuenta la colinealid~d. se reduce en mas de 
la •itad la contribuci6n de los insuaos de capital al creci•iento 
del valor anadido manufacturero, •ientras que casi se dobla la 
contribuci6n de la •ano de obra. El llOdelo •ejorado, aplicado al 
Pakistan, atribuye cierta propo~~i6n de creci•iento del valor 
anadido a las ~con011ia1 de escala, a diferencia del llOdelo 
convencional segun el cual la contribuci6n de las •is .. s es nula. 
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